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Zusammenfassung
DIE vorliegende Dissertation bescha¨ftigt sich mit dem optima-len Sortieren von Objekten, insbesondere von Gu¨terwagen inRangierbahnho¨fen. Motiviert wurde diese Arbeit durch ein
BMBF-gefo¨rdertes Projekt mit der BASF, The Chemical Company. Im
Ludwigshafener Stammwerk der BASF wird ein Großteil der internen
Logistik auf der Schiene abgewickelt. Ein Nadelo¨hr stellt dabei der
werkseigene, kostenintensive Rangierbahnhof mit Ablaufberg dar, in
dem eingehende Zu¨ge zerlegt und die Wagen zu Ausgangszu¨gen um-
sortiert werden. Das Projektziel war es, ein Optimierungstool als Ent-
scheidungsunterstu¨tzung fu¨r die Disponenten zu entwickeln, das voll-
automatisch optimale Pla¨ne zur Sortierung der Wagen erzeugt.
In diesem Kontext des Sortierens von Objekten wird eine umfas-
sende Klassifizierung zahlreicher Varianten eingefu¨hrt. Die grundsa¨tz-
liche Anforderung aller Varianten ist, eine eingehende Sequenz von
Objekten in einer Sortieranlage mo¨glichst optimal – d. h. in der Re-
gel durch eine minimale Anzahl an zula¨ssigen Operationen – in eine
Ausgangssequenz zu u¨berfu¨hren, welche eine im Vorfeld gewu¨nschte
Struktur aufweist.
In dieser Arbeit werden zahlreiche Varianten mathematisch for-
muliert. Fu¨r viele Varianten wird deren A¨quivalenz zu bestimm-
ten Graphenfa¨rbungs-, Scheduling- sowie Bin-Packing-Problemen ge-
zeigt. Die Dissertation beinhaltet eine komplexita¨tstheoretische Ein-
ordnung einiger Varianten. Fu¨r mehrere als theoretisch schwer be-
wiesene Fa¨lle werden schnelle approximative Algorithmen vorgeschla-
gen, die Lo¨sungen mit einer beweisbaren Gu¨te liefern. Desweiteren
werden neben heuristischen Methoden auch exakte Verfahren zur Be-
stimmung optimaler Lo¨sungen vorgestellt. Unter anderem handelt es
sich bei den eingesetzten exakten Ansa¨tzen um LP- sowie Lagrange-
basierte Branch-and-Bound-Verfahren, die auf verschiedenen bina¨ren
Modellen beruhen. Die Lo¨sungsmethoden werden durch die Auswer-
tung von Rechenergebnissen fu¨r reale Daten evaluiert. Eine wesentli-
che Erkenntnis ist, dass sich fu¨r das reale Optimierungsproblem bei
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der BASF mit den vorgeschlagenen Ansa¨tzen innerhalb weniger Minu-
ten optimale Pla¨ne bestimmen lassen.
Den Abschluss der Dissertation bildet eine Kompetitivita¨tsanalyse
diverser Online-Varianten, die dadurch gekennzeichnet sind, dass
nicht alle relevanten Informationen zu Beginn der Planung vorliegen.
Abschließend sei auf das Verwertungspotenzial der in dieser Arbeit
vorgestellten Optimierungsverfahren innerhalb anderer Anwendungs-
bereiche, in denen Sortieren, Stapeln, Lagern oder Verstauen eine Rol-
le spielen, hingewiesen.
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C H A P T E R 1
Introduction
THIS thesis is concerned with the problem of optimally rearrang-ing objects, in particular, railcars in a rail yard. The work is mo-tivated by a research project1 of the Institute of Mathematical
Optimization at Technische Universita¨t Braunschweig, together with
our practical partner BASF, The Chemical Company, in Ludwigshafen
– in the following BASF for short.
For many versions (variants) of such rearrangement problems – in-
cluding the real-world application at BASF – we state the computa-
tional complexity, we present optimization methods for determining
schedules that are either optimal or close to optimal, and we discuss
computational results from both a theoretical and practical point of
view.
In addition to the railway industry, there are other fields of appli-
cation in which efficiently rearranging, sorting, or stacking is an im-
portant issue. For instance, it is indeed conceivable that the results
obtained in this thesis could be applied to solving certain piling prob-
lems in warehouses or container terminals.
Before introducing a classification system for a multitude of inter-
esting versions, we briefly review the historical development of the
methodological approach to rearranging trains and railcars in rail
yards.
1This research was partially funded by the German Federal Ministry for Educa-
tion, Science, Research, and Technology (BMBF) under grants no. 03-ZINJBS
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Historical Review on Methods for Re-
arranging Railcars
Undoubtedly, one of the most essential achievements in engineering
was the development of steam-powered engines at the end of the 18th
century. This invention became a driving force behind the Industrial
Revolution, underpinned increases in production capacity in many in-
dustries and gave birth to the railways, a fast and cost-efficient trans-
portation system which lent additional impetus to the industrial age.
Figure 1.1. Feltham Marshalling Yard, England. Source: The New Zealand
Railways Magazine, Volume 1, Issue 9 (February 25, 1927)
Rearranging the railcars was – and still is – one of the biggest chal-
lenges in operating railways. In addition to switching locomotives from
one side of the train to the other – trains mostly shuttled between two
stations in the early days – shunting was unavoidable in the case that
a broken or malfunctioning railcar had to be replaced. Until the mid-
19th century such rearrangements were performed at common rail sta-
tions where passengers could occasionally witness the effort workers
devoted to this dangerous task. The public stations became operational
bottlenecks as traffic increased; consequently, non-public rail yards (in
other words shunting yards, classification yards, marshalling yards)
were built, see Figure 1.1. Nowadays in these yards many inbound
trains are split up, rearranged, and attached to several outbound trains
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at the same time.
Futhner’s method is one of the oldest methods for rearranging rail-
cars in a rail yard. According to the authors of IVIC´ ET AL. (2007) it
is named after the author Harry Futhner who in 1880 was the first
to apply it in practice at the Liverpool station consisting of parallel
dead-ended tracks. The task was to rearrange an incoming sequence of
railcars – possibly a few trains in succession – in order to form g out-
bound trains. For each railcar it was determined in advance with which
train it had to leave, and the trains were required to depart from the
station in a given order. Futhner’s method is a two-step sorting pro-
cedure which requires d√ge tracks. In the first phase the railcars of
the 1st, (d√ge+ 1)-th, (2 · d√ge+ 1)-th, . . . departing trains are placed
on track 1, the railcars of the 2nd, (d√ge+ 2)-th, . . . on track 2, and so
on, see Figure 1.2. This classification allows – after pulling out all rail-
cars in the order of increasing track numbers – a second sorting of the
railcars to tracks, such that the trains can leave the station without
additional rearrangements. This method presumably worked well in
practice, since only a couple of trains had to be formed at the same time,
i. e., d√ge did usually not exceed the number of available tracks, and
because the outbound trains carried only a few railcars such that the
tracks were long enough for the implementation of Futhner’s scheme.
2 1 4 1 7 4 6 3 5 2 6 3 7
before phase 1after phase 1
6 3 6 3 2 5 2 1 4 1 7 4 7
before phase 2after phase 2
1 4 1 7 4 7
2 5 2
6 3 6 3
3 3
6 6
7 7
5
1 1
4 4
2 2
Figure 1.2. Futhner’s method applied in Liverpool Station around 1880
(each number i corresponds to a railcar that has to leave with train i)
Over the course of time, similar rule-based methods for rearrang-
ing railcars were developed and applied in practice. Among the most
famous are the simultaneous, triangular, or geometric schemes. The
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first articles discussing the benefits and drawbacks of various schemes
– FERTIG (1927), WO¨CKEL (1949), GRASSMANN (1952), FLANDORF-
FER (1953), BAUMANN (1959), PENTINGA (1959), KRELL (1962, 1963) –
were published in the railways magazines. On the one hand, the
advantage of these rule-based methods is their simplicity and trans-
parency; out of habit the staff know exactly what to do, no matter
how the arriving railcars are actually ordered. On the other hand,
by not exploiting this particular order one may lose some potential for
saving time and money. In other words, the sorting might be real-
ized faster with less tracks and shunting operations with a scheme tai-
lored to the incoming sequence of railcars. The oldest of such strategies
found in the literature – see KO¨NIG & SCHALTEGGER (1967), SCHAL-
TEGGER (1967) – was introduced by the Group Operations Research at
Schweizer Bundesbahnen in the late sixties of the last century. Under
the direction of the mathematician Peter Schaltegger, they developed
a mathematical optimization approach and implemented an algorithm
in FORTRAN IV. Although they could – under certain assumptions –
determine an optimal simultaneous scheme for the predicted order of
incoming railcars on an Univac 1107 within seconds, there were ob-
stacles for applying it in daily action. The problem of instantly giv-
ing the details of the computed schedule to all employees involved in
the process was only one reason why optimization methods could not
prevail against rule-based schemes in practice at that time. The next
three decades produced little methodological progress for rearranging
railcars, and from a theoretical perspective the literature – SIDDIQEE
(1972), TARJAN (1972), PETERSEN (1977a,b), ASSAD (1981, 1983), DA-
GANZO ET AL. (1983), DAGANZO (1986, 1987b,a) – was again mainly
on analyzing the effectiveness of rule-based strategies for different sce-
narios.
In the course of time various technical advances in rail yards cre-
ated the prerequisites for convenient application of automatically gen-
erated schedules that guarantee an efficient rearrangement of specific
incoming railcars. Automatic switches and brakes replaced mechanical
ones. Nowadays the dispatcher most often monitors and controls the
processes from the control tower, and the few people who are physically
involved are connected via fast modern communication networks.
As a consequence, there is increasing interest on the practition-
ers side for active optimization tools that can automatically generate
schedules. Before the turn of the millennium, it was rather rare for
practitioners and researchers to work together in this field. However,
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in recent years, quite a few projects between rail operators and univer-
sities were launched. Once inspired by the application, the involved
researchers were intrigued by the beauty of the underlying theoretical
problems. The following selection of recent publications shows that re-
arranging railcars has been a hot topic from both the theoretical and
practical perspectives for the last decade: WINTER (2000), DAHLHAUS
ET AL. (2000b,a), LU¨BBECKE & ZIMMERMANN (2000), WINTER & ZIM-
MERMANN (2000), CORNELSEN & DI STEFANO (2004, 2007), DI STE-
FANO & KOCˇI (2004), FRELING ET AL. (2005), LU¨BBECKE & ZIMMER-
MANN (2005), KROON ET AL. (2006), JACOB (2007), JACOB ET AL.
(2007), HANSMANN & ZIMMERMANN (2008), CESELLI ET AL. (2008),
MA´RTON ET AL. (2009), EGGERMONT ET AL. (2009), BORNDO¨RFER &
CARDONHA (2009), HAUSER & MAUE (2010). Relevant details and re-
sults of above publications are given at appropriate places throughout
the thesis. For a recent introductory survey, see GATTO ET AL. (2009).
Nevertheless, in most railway operating companies there still ex-
ists no active optimization tool as decision support for the dispatchers
at the present time. One reason may be that it is hard to come up with
a standard approach. The schedules that need to be generated depend
highly on the particular infrastructure of the rail yard, the configura-
tion of inbound and outbound trains, and the requested objective. Thus,
methods for computing schedules of high quality have to be tailor-made
to the actual situation.
In this thesis we introduce a thorough classification of many ver-
sions of such rearrangement problems. Regarding optimization meth-
ods and computational complexity, we summarize known results and
present new findings for a multitude of versions. In particular, we dis-
cuss the results obtained in our research project with BASF.
1.2 Classification of Rearrangement Prob-
lems
In rail yards incoming freight or passenger trains are split up, parked,
and rearranged according to destination or according to railcar con-
struction type, see Figure 1.3. Uncertain arrival times, ad hoc chang-
ing orders of incoming railcars, the increasing number of rolling stock,
sparse capacities, and financial constraints complicate the process and
offer large potential for optimization.
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In the above context, we provide a description of a quite general
class of problems called SORTING OF ROLLING STOCK – in the follow-
ing SRS for short – that cover a broad range of special applications.
In general, such problems consist of three processes: arrival, parking,
and departure. At the beginning an ordered input sequence of units of
rolling stock (railcars, trams, complete trains, . . . ) arrives at the rail
yard. Then the parking process starts and the units enter the tracks
of the rail yard. Here, incoming units have to be parked in such a way
that at departure time the parked units can leave the rail yard in a
structured output sequence. Note that the output sequence may con-
tain information for several outbound trains.
The difficulty of SRS depends on the structural differences of the
input sequence and the requested output sequence, as well as on the
structure and flexibility of the rail yard.
Figure 1.3. One of the rail yards at the site of our practical partner: BASF,
The Chemical Company, Ludwigshafen
Structure of Output Sequence As usual the incoming units are
classified by a particular distinctive criterion, e. g., their destination
or their construction type. As common in practice, we say that units
satisfying the same criterion form a group.
We distinguish the following different structures of output se-
quences. Suppose, all positions of the output sequence are labeled, e. g.,
with letters, and all assigned units departing at positions with identi-
cal label are members of the same group; and, vice versa, all members
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from a group are assigned to positions with identical labels. In partic-
ular, the number g of different groups is the same as the number of
different labels. The labels of the positions of the output sequence form
certain patterns. For example, consider the input sequence (2, 3, 2, 1) of
four units: the first and third incoming unit belong to group 2, the sec-
ond to group 3, and the last incoming unit to group 1. Assume that the
pattern (u, v,w, v) was requested for the output sequence. For output
sequences with a free g-pattern, there is no fixed assignment between
the g groups and the labels. The desired free 3-pattern (u, v,w, v) al-
lows two configurations of the output sequence, namely (1, 2, 3, 2) and
(3, 2, 1, 2). On the contrary, if there is a fixed assignment between the
g groups and the labels – units departing at some position of the out-
put sequence have to be members of a pre-defined group – we speak of
output sequences with ordered g-pattern. If the assignment in the
above example were u 7→ 3, v 7→ 2, and w 7→ 1, then the requested
configuration of the output sequence would read (3, 2, 1, 2).
We say that the output sequence has a block pattern, if the posi-
tions of the output sequence are labeled in a blockwise manner, that
is, if the output sequence contains no subsequence of positions labeled
(u, v, u) for distinct labels u 6= v. An output sequence with a block
pattern has the structure free g-blocks if there is no pre-defined as-
signment between the g groups and the labels, and ordered g-blocks
otherwise. Thus, if the structure free g-blocks is required, there are
g! feasible configurations (block patterns) of the output sequence ac-
cording to g! possible orders of the groups at departure; for the input
sequence (2, 3, 2, 1) they read (1, 2, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2, 2), (2, 2, 1, 3), (2, 2, 3, 1),
(3, 1, 2, 2), and (3, 2, 2, 1). In the ordered g-blocks case, we only get
one feasible configuration of the output sequence. For the above in-
put sequence, that is (1, 2, 2, 3) for the block pattern (u, v, v,w) with the
assignment u 7→ 1, v 7→ 2, and w 7→ 3.
In most cases, if it is required that the output sequence has
one of the above-mentioned structures – free g-pattern, ordered
g-pattern, free g-blocks, or ordered g-blocks – then SRS corre-
sponds to forming one outbound train with the respective structure
on one output track, see Figure 1.4. On the contrary, we say the
output sequence has the structure o-ordered g-blocks (or o-ordered
g-pattern) if it enables an assembly of o outbound trains on o parallel
output tracks – without additional rearrangements – such that each
outbound train has the desired structure ordered blocks (ordered
pattern), see Chapter 3 for a more detailed description.
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Note that the departing order of units within a group is not fixed
and offers potential for optimization.
sorting mode
track topology
arrival/input
departure/output
structure of output sequence
free 3-blocks:
ordered 3-pattern:
free 3-pattern:
ordered 3-blocks:
Figure 1.4. Sorting of Rolling Stock in rail yards
Of course, the choice of tracks is affected by several other param-
eters of the rail yard that specify either the track topology or the re-
quired sorting mode.
Track Topology There are various track topologies depending on
the design and the length of the sorting tracks in a rail yard. In the
following, if we speak of tracks we refer only to the sorting tracks in
the rail yard.
Design. If the tracks may be accessed only from one side – that
is, entrance and exit are on the same side of the tracks, such that the
other end is a dead-lock – we speak of stacks. Note that any two units
parked on the same stack will change their order from arrival to de-
parture if they are not additionally rearranged or shunted. Under the
same assumption, any two units preserve their order from arrival to
departure when placed on a queue (queues), which is a one way track
where the units arrive at one end and leave at the opposite side. In
the case denoted as stacks/queues, one may freely decide whether a
track is used as a queue or stack track. In the above three cases, both
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the entrance and exit are only on one – possibly differing – side of the
track, which is known in the literature as siso (single in single out).
In the following track designs, units may arrive at or depart from both
sides of the tracks: sido (single in double out), i. e., entrance is on one
side, exit is on both sides; diso (double in single out), i. e., entrance
is on both sides, exit is on one side; dido (double in double out), i. e.,
entrance and exit are on both sides. With respect to the number of
tracks t in the rail yard we denote the above-mentioned track designs
by t-stacks, t-queues, and so on.
Length. Of course, in real rail yards, tracks are bounded in length.
In the case b-bounded, at most b units may be placed on each track.
Though unbounded track lengths are seemingly a rather theoretical
issue, they may well be reasonable from a practical point of view. In
general, it is much harder and much more time-consuming to deter-
mine optimal schedules that comply with the real track lengths. Ad-
ditionally, in practice, solutions that are optimal with respect to un-
bounded tracks seem to be easily transformable into efficient schedules
for bounded tracks. For example, there are two well-known approaches
for handling “overfilled” tracks during actual operations. Immediately
after a track gets filled to capacity, one may either empty it using an
additional buffer – that is, tracks beyond the rail yard – or redirect
units initially planned to go on the filled track to another track in the
rail yard.
Sorting Mode The technical and organizational infrastructure of
the yard leads to different constraints on the feasible movements of
units. We mainly capture these differences in the distinctive feasible
movements available in a sorting mode: a unit may move or may be
moved from the input(-track) to a track (i-t-move), from a track to an-
other or the same track (t-t-move or shunting-move), from a track to
the output(-track) (t-o-move) or directly from the input(-track) to the
output(-track) (i-o-move). If the structures of the input sequence and
the output sequence differ, at least some i-t-moves and t-o-moves are
necessary.
Shunting. Now, let us consider special cases for which i-o-moves
and/or different kinds of shunting-moves are permitted or prohibited.
For instance, in the no shunting case, no shunting-moves and no
i-o-moves are permitted. Otherwise, depending on the actual infras-
tructure of the rail yard, there are various constraints on the type of
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feasible shunting-moves. If the rail yard features a so called hump for
splitting trains, we speak of a hump yard. At the site of our project
partner BASF in Ludwigshafen, the sorting and shunting operations
are mainly performed using a large and expensive hump yard facility.
Sorting or shunting over a hump is a common strategy for rearrang-
ing trains of units without own power units. Upon arrival such units
are pushed over the hump before rolling down one by one onto either
appropriately chosen tracks (i-t-moves) or the output-track (i-o-moves).
As a consequence, instead of many time-consuming pushing/pulling op-
erations of units by locomotives on tracks, only one pushing operation
of the complete input sequence at arrival is needed. In the same conve-
nient manner one may use the hump for t-t-moves and t-o-moves. For
example, at BASF t-t-moves and t-o-moves are performed in the fol-
lowing fashion. At each humping step all units placed on one track are
pulled back over the hump. Then, these units are again pushed over
the hump either to the output-track (t-o-move) or to other tracks (t-t-
move). In case of h-hump-shunting, we allow at most h such hump-
ing steps. The only difference between no shunting and 0-hump-
shunting is that i-o-moves are infeasible for no shunting but feasible
for 0-hump-shunting. If shunting-moves are allowed, it is necessary
to describe the performance of the required shunting-moves within the
schedules to compute.
Timing. We distinguish cases in which arrival (i-o-move or i-t-
move) and departure (t-o-move or i-o-move) appear completely sepa-
rated or mixed on the time line. For example, at night depots it is quite
common that the first outgoing unit departs in the morning, long after
the parking process is completely finished at night. In this case – no
i-o-moves and first t-o-move after last i-t-move – we say that arrival
and departure are sequential. Otherwise, if we allow that departure
and arrival are concurrent – i-o-moves are allowed or i-t-moves and
t-o-moves do not need to be performed consecutively – we may freely
choose the departure time of any track-leaving unit. However, if we
want to minimize the number of tracks used, then a unit or group
should obviously leave a track as soon as possible, thus reducing the
chance of blockades of departures of other units or groups. The input
information for the sequential as well as the concurrent versions is
the input sequence, i. e., one only knows in which order the units ar-
rive. Contrary to these sequence versions, in the more general time
windows case, more input information has to be taken into account.
Here, the arrival time and departure time for each unit are exactly
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fixed in advance. We assume that units with identical departure time
belong to the same group.
Splitting. Finally, the sorting mode is influenced by the way units
may depart from tracks, which is closely related to the type of the units.
Suppose our problem consists in sorting units with their own power
units such as trams. Such units are able to leave the shunting yard
without the help of other devices like locomotives. Thus, it is possi-
ble to split the units of one group arbitrarily over the tracks (split).
However, this splitting might not be reasonable if we want to sort rail-
cars without their own power units into blocks, since then one or more
locomotives would have to collect the units of one group from several
tracks. It would be much less time-consuming for the locomotive to pick
all units of one group as a block from a single track. As a consequence,
we also consider s-split versions in which the units of one group may
only be split up over at most s + 1 tracks with s ≥ 0. The particu-
larly restrictive splitting condition chain-split is reasonable only for
sequential and no shunting. In such cases, units may be distributed
over all tracks in such a way that collecting the units track by track
– that is, all units placed on a track depart completely before all units
of the next track depart etc. – leads to the required output sequence.
track topology sorting mode structure of
design length shunting timing splitting output sequence
t-stacks unbounded no shunting sequential s-split free g-blocks
t-queues b-bounded h-hump-shunting concurrent split ordered g-pattern
t-stacks/queues time windows chain-split o-ordered
t-sido
t-diso
t-dido
Table 1.1. Parameters for SRS (b ≥ 1, h ≥ 0, s ≥ 0, g ≥ 1)
Similar to the notation for scheduling problems, we propose an
α|β|γ =: V notation for the description of the many different versions
V of SRS which result from the specification of the various parame-
ters. Here, α specifies the track topology, β the sorting mode, and γ the
structure of the output sequence. A complete detailed list using the
abbreviations defined in Table 1.1 reads as follows:
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α ∈ {{t-st, t-qu, t-sq, t-sd, t-ds, t-dd, ·} × {ub, b-bd, ·}},
β ∈ {{nsh, h-hsh, ·} × {se, co, tw, ·} × {s-sp, sp, csp, ·}}, and
γ ∈ {{fr, or, o-or, ·} × {g-bl, g-pa, ·}}.
Note that an α|β|γ notation containing dots refers to all possible
versions with requirements defined by the parameters differing from
a dot. For example, a ·,·|nsh,se,·|·,· version is any of all feasible no
shunting and sequential versions.
Objective Of course, in practice, the goal is to perform the whole pro-
cess of classifying inbound trains and of forming the outbound trains
in a fast and cost-efficient way. As most practitioners will confirm, the
following rule of thumb generally holds: the less tracks used and the
less shunting performed, the faster the sorting and the lower the oper-
ational costs.
The objective to use as few tracks as possible is particularly rea-
sonable if no shunting moves are allowed. In t-minimizing versions
an optimal solution is a schedule – that is, an assignment of units to
tracks – occupying only a minimum number of tracks for the required
sorting.
For rail yards featuring a hump the size of the yard and the volume
of traffic determine whether it is more efficient to perform the sort-
ing with a minimum number of tracks for a given upper bound on the
number of humping steps or rather with as few humping steps as pos-
sible for a given number of tracks. We refer to the latter objective as
h-minimizing.
From a practical point of view, it might even be interesting to con-
sider b-minimizing versions in order to compute schedules that utilize
the b-bounded tracks symmetrically.
In our short descriptions α|β|γ of the versions we highlight the ob-
jective by an underline of the respective value which is to be minimized.
For example, t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,se,sp|or,g-bl is a t-minimizing version.
If there is no such underline, then we address the corresponding de-
cision problem that seeks for the answer of whether or not there is a
feasible schedule regarding the specific parameters.
Note that a few combinations of the parameters listed in Table 1.1
do not make sense. For example, the combination of free and time
windows is inconsistent, since a priori known departure times of the
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units obviously result in a particular departure order, as in the or-
dered case. Nevertheless, there exist at least 100 different applicable
versions of SRS.
Outline of Thesis
The next chapter provides relevant notions and basic definitions in or-
der to establish the theoretical basis for this thesis. In particular, we
remind some notation for integer sequences and we list required graph
classes and corresponding graph theoretical results.
In Chapter 3, we introduce mathematical formulations for the con-
sidered SRS versions. It is shown that many versions are closely re-
lated to particular graph coloring, scheduling, and bin packing prob-
lems. At the end, we list obvious relations between SRS versions.
Chapter 4 is devoted to classify the computational complexity of var-
ious SRS versions. Here, we survey known results. Additionally, we
provide new complexity results; particularly, for versions that relate to
the real-world optimization problem researched in our project together
with BASF. Algorithms for relevant polynomially solvable versions are
presented, and for a few NP-hard versions approximability results are
given.
Chapter 5 is concerned with the problem of finding a minimum ver-
tex coloring of polygon-circle graphs, due to the fact that a few ver-
sions of SRS are equivalent to this problem. We present heuristical
as well as exact solution approaches for determining optimal colorings
of polygon-circle graphs. The proposed exact approaches consist in LP
based and Lagrangian branch-and-bound procedures that are based on
two different binary programming models: a new min cost flow formu-
lation with side constraints and a classical assignment formulation.
In Chapter 6, we discuss our computational experience with solving
SRS versions for real input data. We compare the computational times
of different solution approaches for determining optimal schedules. For
the required rearrangements at BASF we evaluate the quality of the
computed schedules from a theoretical as well as from a practical point
of view.
At the end, we give a brief introduction to competitive analysis for
online algorithms in Chapter 7, and we classify the competitiveness of
some online SRS versions.

C H A P T E R 2
Preliminaries
IN this chapter, we list the notions and definitions of the fields GraphTheory, Complexity Theory, and Discrete Optimization that arerelevant for this thesis. There is a broad range of literature on
Graph Theory, see BRANDSTA¨DT ET AL. (1999) , GOLUMBIC (2004) and
GROSS & YELLEN (2005); on Discrete Optimization, see PAPADIM-
ITRIOU & STEIGLITZ (1998), KORTE & VYGEN (2008), and SCHRI-
JVER (2003); as well as on Complexity Theory, see GAREY & JOHNSON
(1979), PAPADIMITRIOU (1994), AUSIELLO ET AL. (1999), and VAZI-
RANI (2001). Nevertheless, we summarize basic concepts in order to
make the thesis more self-contained for the reader’s convenience.
2.1 Problems, Algorithms, and their Com-
plexity
A mathematical problem P is described by all instances I ∈ P. An
algorithm can be seen as a finite set of instructions that perform oper-
ations on certain data of the instances. We say an algorithm solves P if
it finds a feasible answer for every I ∈ P. Among mathematical prob-
lems, we distinguish the class of decision problems whose instances
exactly allow one of the feasible answers “yes” or “no” and the class of
optimization problems. In optimization problems which are subclassi-
fied in minimization and maximization problems, the instances consist
of a set of solutions X and an objective function f : X → R. As an ex-
ample of a minimization problem, let us consider a LINEAR PROGRAM
where X is a rational polyhedron – that is, X = {x ∈ Rn|Ax ≥ e} for
A ∈ Qm×n, e ∈ Qm – and where a linear objective function f (x) = cTx is
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to be minimized. For an instance of such a problem, the feasible answer
is either the optimal value f (x∗) = minx∈X f (x) for an optimal solution
x∗ ∈ X, or “infeasible” if X = ∅, or “unbounded” if for any r ∈ R there
is an x ∈ X with cTx < r.
Roughly speaking, the computational complexity of a problem is de-
fined by the best – that is, “fastest” – algorithm solving this problem.
If an algorithm is run on a computer, its actual running time depends
on the implementation as well as the hardware. As a consequence, in
theoretical terms, the computational time of an algorithm refers to the
growth of the number of elementary operations performed with respect
to increasing size of the instances. For example, elementary opera-
tions perform the addition, substraction, multiplication, division, or
comparison of two values. For strict and extensive definitions of these
operations we refer to PAPADIMITRIOU (1994). The size of a particu-
lar instance corresponds to the number of bits required to store all the
data that defines the instance. This number depends on the encoding
scheme. For example, the size of an integer i is 1 + dlog2(|i| + 1)e in
case of the common binary encoding. We say the time complexity of an
algorithm for solving a problem P is O( f (|I|)) if the number of elemen-
tary operations necessary for solving any I ∈ P of size |I| is bounded
from above by c · f (|I|) for sufficiently large |I|, where f : N→ R and c
is some constant.
An algorithm solves a problem in polynomial time if its time com-
plexity is O(nc) for some constant c. The class P contains all problems
that can be solved in polynomial time. It is common parlance to say a
problem P ∈ P is “easily solvable”, since most problems in P can be
solved on a computer quite fast, at least for moderate instance size and
an efficient implementation of the applied algorithm.
For a broad range of mathematical decision problems – contained in
a class which we define in the following – it is not known whether or
not they are polynomially solvable.
A binary string B of length polynomially bounded in the size of the
instance I is called yes certificate for I if it ascertains that I is an in-
stance with the feasible answer “yes”. A decision problem is in the class
NP if there is a certificate-checking algorithm which for given I and B
answers in polynomial time – in the size of the instance I – whether
B is a yes certificate for I. While it is easily seen that P ⊆ NP , it is
unknown whether there exists a decision problem in NP which is def-
initely not solvable in polynomial time. Proving P 6= NP or P = NP
would answer the probably most popular open question in computer
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science and mathematical optimization.
We say that a decision problem P1 is polynomially reducible to P2
if there is an algorithm which for every instance I1 of P1 constructs
an instance I2 of P2 in polynomial time such that the answer for I2
is “yes” if and only if the answer for I1 is “yes”. A problem P is said
to be NP-hard if every problem in NP is polynomially reducible to
P. If additionally P ∈ NP , then P is called NP-complete. To prove
the NP-completeness of a problem P ∈ NP , it suffices to show that a
known NP-complete problem is polynomially reducible to P. Many in-
teresting problems inNP are shown to beNP-complete. The existence
of a polynomial time algorithm for an NP-hard problem would prove
P = NP . However, under the widely believed assumption P 6= NP ,
there exist no polynomial time algorithms for NP-hard problems.
Above concepts describing the hardness of finding solutions were ac-
tually introduced for decision problems. However, with a slight lack of
accuracy, the same terms are commonly applied to optimization prob-
lems. For a minimization problem consider the corresponding decision
problem of asking if the optimal value f (x∗) is less than or equal to a
constant c. This decision problem is no harder than the minimization
problem, assuming that the objective value can be evaluated in polyno-
mial time. As a consequence, any proven result about the hardness of
the decision problem carries over to the minimization problem. A min-
imization problem is said to be NP-hard if the corresponding decision
problem is NP-hard. The NP-hardness of an optimization problem
P indicates that an algorithm for solving P run on a computer might
fail to compute optimal solutions for instances of large size in adequate
time. If this is the case, a common and reasonable strategy is to de-
velop and implement fast polynomial time algorithms that determine
solutions provably close to optimality.
Consider a minimization problem P and a polynomial time algo-
rithm A for solving P. For an instance I ∈ P, we denote the objec-
tive values of the solution determined by A and of an optimal solu-
tion by zA(I) and z∗(I), respectively. If zA(I) ≤ ρ(|I|) · z∗(I) for any
I ∈ P, then A is called ρ(|I|)-approximation algorithm for P, where
ρ : N → R is the performance guarantee. Problem P is said to be
ρ(|I|)-approximable if there is a ρ(|I|)-approximation algorithm for P.
If ρ is a constant function, then A is called a constant factor approxi-
mation. We say P is +c-approximable if c is a constant and if there is a
polynomial time algorithm A for P such that zA(I) ≤ z∗(I) + c for any
I ∈ P.
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2.2 Combinatorial Optimization
Linear Combinatorial Optimization aims at algorithmically solving
mathematical optimization problems over discrete structures by com-
bining techniques from Linear Programming and Combinatorics. In
this field, the developed solution methods apply to many real-life op-
timization problems – for example, in management, production, and
logistics. Typical applications are concerned with an efficient alloca-
tion of limited resources to meet desired objectives when “yes” or “no”
decisions are involved or when the values of some or all of the variables
are restricted to be integral.
2.2.1 Problems
Many of the well-known Combinatorial Optimization problems can be
formulated as MIXED INTEGER (LINEAR) PROGRAMS – henceforth re-
ferred to as MIP for short – which are problems of the form
min
{
cTx
∣∣∣ Ax ≥ e, x ∈ X} (2.1)
with c ∈ Qn, A ∈ Qm×n, e ∈ Qm, and X = Zl+ ×Rn−l+ for 1 ≤ l < n. If
X = {0, 1}l × [0, 1]n−l, X = Zn+, or X = {0, 1}n in above definition, we
speak of a MIXED BINARY (LINEAR) PROGRAM (MBP), an INTEGER
(LINEAR) PROGRAM (IP), or a BINARY (LINEAR) PROGRAM (BP), re-
spectively. Of course, an MBP is a particular MIP, and each BP belongs
to the class of IPs.
In the following, we list known NP-hard Combinatorial Optimiza-
tion problems that are relevant for this thesis. Note that they all relate
to graph coloring and they all can be formulated as BPs.
Minimum Vertex Coloring
Before stating the MINIMUM VERTEX COLORING problem, we intro-
duce some fundamentals of Graph Theory. Let V be a finite set of ver-
tices (nodes) and let P2(V) denote the set of all 2-element subsets of V.
An undirected graph G = (V, E) is defined by V and the set E ⊆ P2(V)
of edges. By this definition, undirected graphs do not contain parallel
edges and self-loops. A directed graph G = (V, E) is defined by V and
the set E ⊆ V × V of directed edges or arcs. If nothing else is stated,
graphs are understood to be undirected.
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Two vertices u and v are called adjacent if and only if {u, v} ∈ E.
NG(v) = {u ∈ V |{u, v} ∈ E} denotes the neighborhood of vertex v in
graph G = (V, E). A graph G[V′] = (V′, E(V′)) is an induced subgraph
of G = (V, E) if V′ ⊆ V and E(V′) = {{u, v} | u, v ∈ V′, {u, v} ∈ E}. The
complement graph of graph G = (V, E) is denoted by coG = (V, coE),
where coE = {{u, v}|{u, v} /∈ E}. We say that two graphs G1 = (V1, E1)
and G2 = (V2, E2) are isomorphic if there is a bijective function f from
V1 onto V2 such that {u, v} ∈ E1 if and only if { f (u), f (v)} ∈ E2.
The number of elements in a set M is called cardinality of M, and
it is denoted by |M|. A subset C ⊆ V is called clique in G if and only if
{u, v} ∈ E for all u, v ∈ C with u 6= v. The clique numberω(G) of graph
G is defined by ω(G) := max{|C| : C ⊆ V and C is a clique in G }. The
subset I ⊆ V is said to be an independent set in G if and only if
{u, v} /∈ E for all u, v ∈ I. The independence number α(G) of G is de-
fined by α(G) := max{|I| : I ⊆ V and I is an independent set in G }. A
(k-) coloring is a mapping f : V → {1, . . . , k} such that no two adjacent
vertices have the same color. The chromatic number of G – denoted by
χ(G) – is the minimal k for which G admits a k-coloring.
A directed graph G = (V, E) is said to be transitive if (u, v) ∈ E and
(v,w) ∈ E implies (u,w) ∈ E. A graph G = (V, E) is a comparability
graph if it has a transitive orientation, that is, there is an assignment
of directions to the edges of G such that the resulting directed graph is
transitive.
The problem MINIMUM (VERTEX) COLORING abbreviated as MVC
is to find a coloring of a given graph G with χ(G) colors. For a formula-
tion of this problem as BP, see Section 5.4.1.
Bin Packing with Conflicts
Let be given a set of items V = {1, . . . , n} with sizes w1, . . . ,wn being
rational numbers in the interval [0, 1] and a conflict graph G = (V, E).
The problem of BIN PACKING WITH CONFLICTS – BPC for short – is
to store the items into a minimum number of bins of size one, such
that two conflicting, i.e., adjacent, items are not stored into the same
bin. In other words, the goal is to find a partition of V into a minimum
number of independent sets of G where the total size of each indepen-
dent set – obtained by summing up the sizes of all items contained in
the independent set – is at most one. BPC generalizes both the clas-
sical (one-dimensional) BIN PACKING problem where E = ∅ and MVC
where wi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.
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Mutual Exclusion Scheduling
As the name suggests, the following MUTUAL EXCLUSION SCHEDUL-
ING problem was originally defined in terms of scheduling: find an as-
signment (schedule) of n given jobs with unit processing time to b ma-
chines that yields the minimum makespan (the minimum completion
time of the job finished last), when some of the jobs are not allowed
to be processed at the same time. In the literature, this problem is
commonly denoted as b-MES for short.
It is easy to see that b-MES is equivalent to the following graph
coloring problem: find a feasible vertex coloring of a given graph G with
minimum number of colors such that at most b vertices are colored with
the same color. Note that a vertex of G corresponds to a job and each
color relates to a certain time slice [i, i+ 1] with i ∈ N.
For the rest of this thesis, b-MES refers to this formulation in terms
of graph coloring. Of course, b-MES is a specialization of BPC where
the vertices (items) all have size 1/b.
2.2.2 Solution Methods
For many combinatorial optimization problems, it is not too hard to
come up with an intuitive strategy for determining feasible solutions.
A resulting detailed algorithm is said to be a heuristical method if it
is easy to implement and if it produces solutions which are hopefully
close to the optimal solution. If we can prove a performance guaranty
of such a method, we speak of an approximation, see Section 2.1 for
a formal definition. Let us give an example of a heuristical method
for the NP-hard MVC. Assume – for the rest of this thesis – that the
colors that need to be assigned to the vertices of a graph are expressed
by positive integers. For MVC, the algorithm denoted by FIRST FIT
is a procedure which iteratively “colors” the vertices of a given graph
– according to a pre-defined order – with the smallest color that ensures
a feasible coloring. Note, FIRST FIT is easily adoptable to b-MES; we
only need to prevent the assignment of a particular color if we already
colored b vertices with this color.
For complex real-world optimization problems, it is often not triv-
ial to develop methods that rapidly compute good solutions. However,
Combinatorial Optimization faces the ambitious challenge of determin-
ing optimal solutions in adequate time. Algorithms which output the
optimal solution at the end are referred to as exact methods. For prob-
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lems of huge dimension and complexity, many exact solution methods
rely on the traditional divide-and-conquer strategy, that is, they deal
with an adequate sequence of subproblems. Probably the most famous
exact approach for solving IPs or MIPs is branch-and-bound. Let us
consider such a problem of the form minx∈X f (x). As the name sug-
gests, a branch-and-bound method requires two tools, the branching
procedure and the bounding procedure. The branching procedure re-
turns – for a given subset Xs ⊆ X of feasible solutions – two or more
smaller sets whose union covers Xs. Its recursive application defines a
tree structure – the search tree – whose nodes correspond to the sub-
sets of X. The bounding procedure computes upper and lower bounds
for the minimum value of a solution contained in subset Xs. Mostly,
upper bounds are determined by heuristically computed solutions. The
key idea of branch-and-bound is: if the easily computable lower bound
on the minimum value of a solution contained in the current subset Xs
is greater than or equal to the value of the currently best known fea-
sible solution in X, then Xs surely does not contain a better solution
and we can discard the corresponding branch of the search tree. Be-
sides this so called pruning, we stop branching on a subset Xs when
Xs is empty, when the best solution in Xs – that is, x∗s ∈ Xs with
f (x∗s ) = minx∈Xs f (x) – can easily be obtained, or also when the up-
per bound for set Xs matches the lower bound.
Obviously, branch-and-bound outputs an optimal solution – if one
exists – at the end. However, how fast this happens critically depends
on the effectiveness of the branching and bounding procedures that
are implemented. Besides that, the following rule of thumb holds in
most cases: the better the start solution – which can be determined by
appropriate heuristics – the faster the computation. In practice, the
computation is often interrupted after a chosen amount of time when
no optimal solution is identified. At that point, the lower bound on the
optimal value – which is given by the minimum of the lower bounds
among all unpruned nodes – provides an optimality gap to the best
known feasible solution.
Of course, branch-and-bound is a quite general framework for solv-
ing IPs, MIPs, and other combinatorial problems. In standard LP
based branch-and-bound implementations, the bounding as well as the
branching procedures exploit the LP relaxation of the current subprob-
lem. The LP relaxation of an IP (MIP) results from relaxing inte-
ger variables x j ∈ Z+ to x j ∈ R+ and binary variables x j ∈ {0, 1}
to x j ∈ [0, 1] within the given IP (MIP) formulation. In case that
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the LP relaxations are strengthened by adding cutting-planes – e. g.,
see NEMHAUSER & WOLSEY (1988) – we speak of branch-and-cut pro-
cedures. A lower bound on the optimal value z∗s of the currently pro-
cessed subproblem Ps is obtained by solving the corresponding LP re-
laxation. In particular, the lower bound equals zLPs where zLPs is the value
of the LP solution. An upper bound on z∗s may possibly be determined
either by an LP solution that is also feasible for the IP (MIP) or by LP
rounding techniques. On the branching side, we have to specify how to
subdivide a subset Xs. The most common scheme is to choose an inte-
ger variable x j with a fractional value xˆ j in the solution of the current
LP relaxation, and create one new subproblem by adding the inequal-
ity x j ≤ bxˆ jc and a second new subproblem with the additional con-
straint x j ≥ dxˆ je. The rule for subdividing a subset Xs is said to be the
branching policy. Besides that, whenever a subproblem has been pro-
cessed, we need to decide which unpruned node (subproblem) should
be examined in detail next. A corresponding strategy is referred to as
node selection policy. In the literature, many different branching and
node selection policies have been proposed. A profound discussion and
evaluation of various schemes can be found in ACHTERBERG (2007).
Alternatively, the bounds can be computed by solving any other re-
laxation of the current subproblem; for example, we may exploit a La-
grangian relaxation. The basic idea of a Lagrangian relaxation is to
relax some of the constraints and penalize the violation of these con-
straints within the objective function. For example, let us consider the
following BP:
z∗ = min
{
cTx
∣∣∣ Ax ≥ e, Fx ≥ q, x ∈ {0, 1}n} . (2.2)
Then, the problem
zLR(λ) = min
{
cTx+ λT(q− Fx)
∣∣∣ Ax ≥ e, x ∈ {0, 1}n} (2.3)
is said to be a Lagrangian relaxation of (2.2). The components of λ are
called Lagrangian multipliers. Obviously, it holds zLR(λ) ≤ z∗ for fixed
λ ≥ 0. The optimal solution of the problem
zLD = max
λ≥0
zLR(λ), (2.4)
which is called the Lagrangian dual of (2.3), corresponds to a vector λ∗
that produces the greatest lower bound on z∗. We also say that (2.3)
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is the inner problem of the Lagrangian dual (2.4). It is easily seen
that zLP ≤ zLD ≤ z∗, where zLP is the optimal value of the LP relaxation
of (2.2). Note, if {x ∈ [0, 1]n | Ax ≥ e} is integral, then zLP = zLD. Of
course, the more structure of the original problem is described by the
constraints of the inner problem, the better the lower bounds. The key
for an efficient Lagrangian branch-and-bound is to compute good lower
bounds, while the inner problem of the Lagrangian dual can still be
solved rapidly.
2.3 Integer Sequences and Intervals
We denote an integer sequence by S = (si1 , . . . , sin) where s is a sur-
jective function mapping each element i ∈ {i1, . . . , in | i1 < i2 < · · · < in}
to an integer si ∈ GS = {g1, . . . , gg} with g1 < g2 < · · · < gg. In
particular, each integer g ∈ GS occurs in S. In order to avoid con-
fusion, we say that S = (1, 2, 1) “is an integer sequence of three ele-
ments containing two (different) integers” rather than it “is an inte-
ger sequence of three integers”. For the sake of clarity, Sn,g denotes
an integer sequence of n elements which contains g different inte-
gers. A permutation Π = (pi1, . . . , pin) of the integers 1, . . . , n corre-
sponds to an integer sequence with GS = {1, . . . , n}. Two integer se-
quences S = (si1 , si2 , . . . , sin) and S¯ = (s¯ j1 , s¯ j2 , . . . , s¯ jn) are said to be
equal if sil = s¯ jl for all l = 1, . . . , n. Otherwise, the two sequences
are called different. The concatenation S ⊕ S¯ = (s˜1, . . . , s˜n+n¯) of two
integer sequences S = (si1 , si2 , . . . , sin) and S¯ = (s¯ j1 , s¯ j2 , . . . , s¯ jn¯) is a bi-
nary operation defined by s˜k := sik for k = 1, . . . , n and s˜k := s¯ jk−n for
k = n+ 1, . . . , n+ n¯. The element reversing sequence of S = (si1 , . . . , sin)
is given by S↔ = (s¯i1 , . . . , s¯in) with s¯i j = sin− j+1 for j = 1, . . . , n. For ex-
ample, S↔ equals (4, 2, 1, 3) for S = (3, 1, 2, 4). The integer reversing
sequence of S is defined by Sl = (s¯i1 , . . . , s¯in) with s¯i j = gg−k+1 if si j = gk.
For example, Sl equals (3, 4, 3, 2, 1) for S = (2, 1, 2, 3, 4).
Moreover, a subsequence of S = (si1 , . . . , sin) is an integer sequence
(si j1 , si j2 , . . . , si jm ) such that 1 ≤ jk < jl ≤ n for 1 ≤ k < l ≤ m. We say
that an integer sequence S contains a subsequence (u, v), if there ex-
ists a subsequence (si, s j) of S with si = u, s j = v. For instance,
S = (3, 1, 2) contains a subsequence (3, 2). By removing a subsequence
S1 = (s j1 , . . . , s jm) from S = (si1 , . . . , sin) we get the remaining subse-
quence S\S1 = (sl1 , . . . , sln−m) of S with lk ∈ {i1, . . . , in}\{ j1, . . . , jm}
for k = 1, . . . , n − m. The union S1 ∪ S2 of two subsequences
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S1 = (s j1 , . . . , s jm) and S2 = (sl1 , . . . , slm¯) of an integer sequence S equals
(sk1 , sk2 , . . . , skm˜) with kt ∈ { j1, . . . , jm, l1, . . . , lm¯} =: J, m˜ := |J|, and
k1 < k2 < · · · < km˜. Of course, S1 ∪ S2 is also a subsequence of S.
An integer sequence S = (si1 , . . . , sin) is called increasing if si j < sik
for i j < ik. It is said to be decreasing if si j > sik for i j < ik, and we
say it is monotone if it is either increasing or decreasing. A sequence
S = (si1 , . . . , sin) is called upper unimodal if there is an l ∈ {1, . . . , n}
such that si1 < si2 < · · · < sil and sil > sil+1 > · · · > sin . Finally, it is
said to be unimodec if it is the union of an upper unimodal sequence
S1 = (s j1 , . . .) and a decreasing sequence S2 = (s j1 , . . .), both starting
with the same element j1.
A set of subsequences PS of S is called partition of S if each element
of S belongs to exactly one subsequence in PS. With respect to a cer-
tain property of subsequences – for example monotonicity – we call a
subsequence of S feasible, if it has the property, or infeasible otherwise.
Then, a minimum (feasible) partition of S partitions S into a minimum
number of feasible subsequences.
For any integer contained in integer sequence S, that is, for each
g ∈ GS let us define n¯g := |{i | si = g}|, p fg(S) := min{ i | si = g}, as well
as plg(S) := max{ i | si = g}. The interval Pg(S) =
[
p fg(S), plg(S)
]
is said
to be the period of integer g ∈ GS. For a given sequence S, the set
{P1(S), . . . , Pg(S)} of all periods is denoted by P(S).
We denote a set {I1, . . . , In} of n intervals of the real line by I . We
say two intervals Ii and I j intersect if Ii ∩ I j 6= ∅, and more precisely,
Ii and I j overlap if Ii ∩I j 6= ∅, Ii * I j, and I j * Ii, whereas Ii contains
I j if I j ⊂ Ii. Finally, we use Ii l I j if and only if ri < r j for all reals
ri ∈ Ii and r j ∈ I j.
2.4 Relevant Graph Classes
In Subsection 2.2.1 we defined what a graph formally is. Now, we list
the definitions of relevant graph classes as an overview: intersection
graphs (defined by MARCZEWSKI (1945) (in French)), interval graphs
(introduced by HAJO¨S (1957)), overlap graphs (defined by FULKER-
SON & GROSS (1965)), perfect graphs (introduced by BERGE (1961)),
permutation graphs (defined by PNUELI ET AL. (1971)), circle graphs
(defined by EVEN & ITAI (1971)), point-interval graphs (defined by
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CORNEIL & KAMULA (1987)), trapezoid graphs (introduced by DAGAN
ET AL. (1988)), polygon-circle graphs (suggested by FELLOWS in 1988,
see KOSTOCHKA & KRATOCHVIL (1997)), and interval-filament graphs
(introduced by GAVRIL (2000)).
A graph
• is an intersection graph of M,
if its vertex set corresponds to a set M = {M1, . . . , Mn} of n ob-
jects which also can be expressed as sets such that two vertices
(objects) Mi and M j are adjacent in GM if the intersection of Mi
and M j is nonempty, i. e., Mi ∩M j 6= ∅,
• denoted by GI or GI(I) is an interval graph,
if it is the intersection graph of a set of intervals I ,
• denoted by GPI or GPI(∆) is a point-interval graph,
if it is the intersection graph of a set of triangles
∆ = {∆i(pi1, pi2, pi3) | i = 1, . . . , n } whose corner points are on
two parallel real lines L1 and L2 such that the two corner points
pi1 and p
i
2 of the triangle ∆i are on L1 with p
i
1 < p
i
2 and the third
corner point pi3 of ∆i is on line L2, see Figure 4.2 on page 57,
• denoted by GT or GT(T ) is a trapezoid graph,
if it is the intersection graph of a set of trapezoids T whose corner
points are on two parallel real lines L1 and L2,
• denoted by GC or GC(C) is a circle graph,
if it is the intersection graph of a set of chords C of the same circle,
see Figure 2.1,
• denoted by GPC or GPC(P) is a polygon-circle graph,
if it is the intersection graph of a set of polygons P with corner
points on the same circle, see Figure 2.3,
• denoted by GIF or GIF(F ) is an interval-filament graph,
if it is the intersection graph of a set of curves F such that each
curve fi ∈ F connects the two end points ai and di of an interval
Ii = [ai, di] on the real line and two curves do not intersect if the
corresponding intervals are disjoint, see Figure 2.4,
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• denoted by GO or GO(I) is an overlap graph,
if the vertices correspond to intervals of a set of intervals I , and
two vertices Ii and I j are adjacent if the intervals Ii and I j over-
lap, see Figure 2.1,
• denoted by GP or GP(Π) is a permutation graph,
if the vertices correspond to the elements of a permutation Π such
that two vertices i and j are adjacent if i < j and pii > pi j,
• is a perfect graph,
if the clique number equals the chromatic number for all of its
induced subgraphs.
We say I is the interval representation of GI(I), P is said to be the
polygon representation of GPC(P), and so on.
In what follows, we will briefly show some relations between these
graph classes. The class of intersection graphs is equivalent to the class
of all (undirected) graphs, see MARCZEWSKI (1945).
It is also well-known that the class of overlap graphs is equivalent
to the class of circle graphs, it can be obtained with the following projec-
tion method suggested by GAVRIL (1973). Note, for each overlap graph
GO(I) there exists an overlap graph GO(I¯) w. r. t. an interval repre-
sentation I¯ whose intervals all have different start and end points
which is isomorphic to GO(I). Similarly, for each circle graph GC(C)
there exists a circle graph GC(C¯) w. r. t. a set of chords C¯ whose (end)
points are all distinct which is isomorphic to GO(C). For such a given
set of chords C¯ between distinct points on a circle we label the points
with real numbers such that the reals are clockwise – beginning from
one point – increasing. We denote the point corresponding to real r
by p(r). It is easily seen, that two chords Ci = (p(ai), p(di)) ∈ C¯ and
C j = (p(a j), p(d j)) ∈ C¯ are intersecting if and only if the two intervals
[ai, di] and [a j, d j] overlap, see Figure 2.1. On the contrary, from a given
interval representation I we derive a set of chords denoted by C(I)
such that the respective circle graph GC(C(I)) and the overlap graph
GO(I) are isomorphic. As a consequence, the class of overlap graphs
and the class of circle graphs are equivalent.
For the definition of spider graphs and their relation to polygon-
circle graphs, see next subsection. The containment relations among
the graph classes are shown in Figure 2.2 on page 28. For further
results on these graph classes, the reader is referred to BRANDSTA¨DT
ET AL. (1999) and GOLUMBIC (2004).
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Figure 2.1. Relations between intervals and chords in a circle
2.4.1 Polygon-Circle Graphs
The projection method of GAVRIL (1973) described in the last section
extends to polygon-circle graphs, see Figure 2.3 on page 29.
For a given set of polygons P with nP polygons whose corner
points are located on a circle line we assume that the points are la-
beled with non-negative real numbers such that the reals are clock-
wise – beginning from one point – increasing. By Pi(Ri) we denote
the polygon with its nci corner points p(r
i
k) corresponding to the reals
rik ∈ Ri = {ri1, . . . , rinci } with r
i
k1
< rik2 if k1 < k2. We denote the interval
between ri1 and r
i
nci
by IPi . The corner point p(ri1) is called the first cor-
ner point and p(rinci ) the last corner point of Pi(Ri). The total number of
corner points is given by nc(P) :=∑nPi=1 nci .
Convention 2.1
For the rest of this thesis, we w. l. o. g. assume that a set of polygons
denoted by P or by P˜ only contains polygons with at least two corner
points, and that the corner points of all polygons are pairwise disjoint.
In P the polygons are increasingly numbered according to the order of
their last corner points. In P˜ the polygons are increasingly numbered
according to the order of their first corner points.
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polygon-circle graphs
spider graphs⇔
⇔ overlap graphs
circle graphs
permutation graphs
trapezoid graphs
interval graphs
point-interval graphs
perfect graphs
intersection graphs
(undirected) graphs
∪
⇔
interval-filament graphs
Figure 2.2. Containment relations of relevant graph classes
Note that for any set P ′ of polygons which violates one of the above
conditions on P , we can easily construct a polygon representation P
such that the two corresponding polygon-circle graphs are isomorphic.
A graph is a spider graph – introduced by KOEBE (1992) – if the
vertices correspond to sets of reals assigned to points on a circle in
the above-mentioned way, such that two vertices Ri and R j are ad-
jacent if there exist reals rik1 , r
i
k2
of Ri and reals r
j
l1
, r jl2 of R j with
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r1
r5
P1
r2
r3 r6
r4
r9 r10
r7 r8
P2
P3
P4
Figure 2.3. Projection of polygons to the real line
rik1 < r
j
l1
< rik2 < r
j
l2
or with r jl1 < r
i
k1
< r
j
l2
< rik2 . We will refer to this con-
dition as spider condition. It is easy to see, that two vertices Pi(Ri) and
P j(R j) in a polygon-circle graph are adjacent – that is, the polygons
Pi(Ri) and P j(R j) intersect – if the two vertices Ri and R j are adjacent
in the respective spider graph – that is, the spider condition is true for
Ri and R j – and vice versa. Consequently, the class of polygon-circle
graphs is equivalent to the class of spider graphs.
In the following we visualize the polygons by plotting the reals cor-
responding to the corner points of one polygon along a line between the
reals of the first and the last corner point, see Figure 2.3. We refer to
such a plot of a polygon as “interval with intermediate points”, or IWIP
for short. With a look at these IWIPs one can easily see by checking
the spider condition whether or not two polygons intersect.
Note, we say polygon Pi(Ri) spans polygon P j(R j) or polygon
P j(R j) is spanned by polygon Pi(Ri) if they do not intersect and if
ri1 < r
j
1 < r
j
ncj
< rinci
. In the example shown in Figure 2.3, there is one
spanned polygon: polygon P4({r5, r9, r10}) spans polygon P3({r7, r8}).
Note that the polygons shown in Figure 2.4 – also see Figure 2.3 –
intersect if and only if the corresponding curves that are plotted inter-
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sect. This gives an intuition for the fact that each polygon-circle graph
is an interval-filament graph.
Figure 2.4. Relation between polygon-circle graphs and interval-filament
graphs
GAVRIL (2000) introduced polynomial time algorithms for comput-
ing maximum weighted cliques – abbreviated MWC – and maximum
weighted independent sets – MWIS for short – of interval-filament
graphs. In the following, we briefly rephrase both algorithms for com-
puting an MWC or an MWIS of a polygon-circle graph, because we
apply them as subroutines for other problems, see Chapter 5. We rea-
son the computational complexity of these algorithms; however, for the
proofs of optimality we refer the reader to GAVRIL (2000).
Maximum Weighted Cliques of Polygon-Circle Graphs
Given a polygon-circle graph GPC(P) = (V, E) with V = {P1, . . . ,PnP},
let us define Vi := { P j | P j ∈ V, ri1 ∈ IP j}.
Algorithm 1: MWC of a polygon-circle graph
Input : A polygon-circle graph GPC(P) = (V, E) with
V = {P1, . . . ,PnP} and polygon weights w1, . . . ,wnP
Output: An MWC Cwmax of GPC(P) with weight wwmax
1 w¯max ← 0
2 for i← 1 to nP do
3 Compute an MWIS Ciwmax of the graph coGPC[Vi] with weight
w¯i
4 if w¯i > w¯max then w¯max ← w¯i, Cwmax ← Ciwmax
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It is easily seen that the graphs coGPC[Vi] are comparability graphs
with the following transitive orientation: edge {Pi,P j} is oriented from
i to j if IPi ⊂ IP j . An MWIS of a transitive graph can be computed
with the algorithm of KAGARIS & TRAGOUDAS (1999) in O(n3). As
a consequence, Algorithm 1 determines an MWC of a polygon-circle
graph in O(n4).
Maximum Weighted Independent Sets of Polygon-Circle
Graphs
Let a polygon representation P˜ = {P1, . . . ,PnP} be given, see Conven-
tion 2.1. For ease of notation, we add a polygon P0({0, M}) of weight
w0 = 0 to P˜ , where M is a sufficiently large constant. Of course,
we only need to remove P0 from an MWIS of GPC(P˜) to obtain an
MWIS of GPC(P˜\P0). For Algorithm 2 – which determines an MWIS
of such a polygon-circle graph GPC(P˜) – we denote the interval graph
GI(I P˜ ) with I P˜ = { IPi | i = 0, 1, . . . , nP} by GˆI for short and we define
Vˆi = { IP j | polygon P j is spanned by polygon Pi}.
Algorithm 2: MWIS of a polygon-circle graph
Input : A polygon-circle graph GPC(P˜) = (V, E) with
V = {P0({0, M}),P1, . . . ,PnP} and polygon weights
w0 = 0, w1, . . . ,wnP
Output: An MWIS Iwmax of GPC(P˜) with weight w0
1 for i← nP to 0 do
2 Compute an MWIS Iiwmax of the interval graph GˆI [Vˆi] with
total weight wˆi (the interval weights equal the polygon
weights)
3 wi ← wi + wˆi
4 Insert pointers from polygon Pi to all polygons P j ∈ Iiwmax
5 Construct Iwmax by backtracking on the pointers from I0wmax
FRANK (1976) introduces an algorithm for determining an MWIS
of a chordal graph which – given a perfect elimination order as in-
put – runs in O(n) time. Since perfect elimination orders of chordal
graphs are computable inO(n+m) time – see TARJAN & YANNAKAKIS
(1984) – one can determine an MWIS of a chordal graphs, and partic-
ularly of an interval graph in O(n + m) time. As consequence, Algo-
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rithm 2 produces an MWIS of a polygon-circle graph in O(n2 + nm)
time.
C H A P T E R 3
Mathematical Formulations
and Relations
FOR sequence versions of SRS – in particular sequential or con-current versions – an input sequence of n units is described byan integer sequence S = (s1, . . . , sn) of n elements. Here, the i-th
unit (i-th element in S) belongs to the si-th group (integer si).
In ordered versions, the groups are numbered according to their
departing order. For example, S = (2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 2, 3) implies that the
third and the fifth incoming unit form the first outgoing group; which is
in most corresponding applications the first group within an outbound
train assembled on one output track. In other words, the desired out-
put sequence – denoted by Sout – reads (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 3).
Otherwise, in free versions, the groups may be arbitrarily num-
bered and these numbers do not carry any information on the ordering
of the outgoing units.
As mentioned in Section 1.2, the o-ordered versions correspond to
forming o outbound trains on o parallel output tracks. Let goˆ denote
the number of groups that leave within outbound train oˆ. An instance
of an o-ordered version is given by an input sequence S and num-
bers g1, . . . , go. Without loss of generality, we assume that the groups
(
∑oˆ−1
j=1 g j) + 1, . . . , (
∑oˆ−1
j=1 g j) + goˆ leave with outbound train oˆ. That is,
for an instance of a 2-ordered version with g1 = 3 and g2 = 2, the
groups 1, 2, and 3 leave with outbound train 1, and the groups 4 and 5
leave with outbound train 2.
Obviously, the output sequence Sout has the structure o-ordered
g-blocks (o-ordered g-pattern) if it decomposes into subsequences
Sout1 , . . . , S
out
o , that is, S
out = Sout1 ∪ · · · ∪ Souto , such that each subsequence
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Soutoˆ has the structure ordered g-blocks (ordered g-pattern) with
respect to the groups (
∑oˆ−1
j=1 g j) + 1, . . . , (
∑oˆ−1
j=1 g j) + goˆ. Note that the
subsequence Soutoˆ corresponds to outbound train oˆ. For example, con-
sider the instance given by the input sequence S = (3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 5, 1, 4),
g1 = 3, and g2 = 2. Suppose that the units leave the sorting tracks in
the order (4, 1, 4, 5, 1, 2, 2, 3). Obviously, this output sequence Sout has
the structure 2-ordered 5-blocks since it is possible to form the two
outbound trains (1, 1, 2, 2, 3) and (4, 4, 5) on two parallel output tracks
without additional rearrangements.
SI = ( )
P(SI ) : p f1 = 1 pl1 = 3 P4P1
P3P2
44, 3,1,1,
s4 = s6 = 4s2 = 2s1 = s3 = 1
2,
I :
s5 = 3
10
10
9
8
5
7
6
5
4
3
2
1 I1
I2
I3
I4
I5
I6
Figure 3.1. Time intervals and the corresponding input sequence
For time windows, ordered versions the input is more general
than a sequence of integers. Instead, time intervals Ii = [ai, di] ∈ I be-
tween arrival time ai and departure time di for each unit i are given.
We assume that no two units arrive at the same time and that the in-
tervals are sorted by increasing arrival times, so the i-th unit arrives at
position i during the arrival process. A group is characterized by units
having the same departure time, and the set of intervals that corre-
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spond to group g is denoted by Ig. Primarily to enable comparisons
– see Section 3.2 – we construct an integer sequence SI = (s1, . . . , sn)
according to I , that is, the i-th incoming unit leaves within the si-th de-
parting group, see Figure 3.1. Note that within the sequence SI some
information of the exact arrival and departure times gets lost; for ex-
ample, we could shift the intervals I4, I5, and I6 of the example in
Figure 3.1 arbitrarily rightwards without noticing a change in SI .
For both sequence and time windows versions we consider two
possible objectives in this thesis, cf. Section 1.2. Remember, in t-mini-
mizing versions, the goal is to execute the sorting on a minimum num-
ber of tracks. This optimal value is denoted by t∗VS(S) for sequence ver-
sions VS and by t∗VI (I) for time windows versions VI , abbreviated t∗.
In h-minimizing versions which apply at rail yards featuring a hump,
the goal is to perform the sorting with as few humping steps as possible
occupying at most a given number of tracks. Here, the optimal value
– that is, the minimum number of humping steps – is given by h∗VS(S),
h∗VI (I), or by h∗ for short.
3.1 Equivalent Formulations
Sequence Partitioning
Most t-minimizing versions of SRS – in particular the no shunting
versions – may be described as MINIMUM PARTITION (PROBLEMS) OF
INTEGER SEQUENCES abbreviated MPIS, i. e., find a minimum feasible
partition of S or of SI into subsequences S1, . . . ,St∗ whose feasibility de-
pends on the version, as well as on I in time windows versions. Note
that each subsequence St corresponds to the units placed on track t.
Graph Coloring
For several t-minimizing versions V we can provide a condition that
tells us whether or not any two units (groups) may be placed on the
same track. For these versions V , we are able to define a graph denoted
by GV whose vertices either are the units in split versions or are the
groups in 0-split versions. Two vertices in these so-called V-graphs
are adjacent if and only if the two respective units (groups) may not be
placed on the same track. In any feasible coloring of GV , the vertices
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colored with color i correspond to the units (groups) assigned to track i.
For the rest of this section, we consider such versions V with a V-graph.
Minimum Vertex Coloring If V is a t-minimizing, unbounded
version it corresponds to MVC of the respective V-graph, that is, t∗V
equals χ(GV ).
If V is a t-minimizing, b-bounded version it is equivalent to the
problem of finding a coloring of the V-graph with minimum number of
colors, however, each color may not be used arbitrarily often.
Mutual Exclusion Scheduling If V is a t-minimizing, b-bound-
ed, split version, at most b vertices may be colored with the same color.
As a consequence, such a version V is equivalent to b-MES regarding
the respective class of V-graphs. Note, 2-MES in an arbitrary graph G
is polynomially solvable by determining a MAXIMUM MATCHING in the
complement of G. Hence, t-minimizing, 2-bounded, split versions V
with a V-graph are polynomially solvable.
Bin Packing with Conflicts If V is a t-minimizing, b-bounded,
0-split version, we may color the vertices gi1 , . . . , gil in the respective
V-graph with the same color, if ∑lj=1 n¯gi j ≤ b. Thus, such a version
V corresponds to BPC regarding the conflict graph G V for the items
(groups) 1, . . . , g with sizes n¯1/b, . . . , n¯g/b. Note that for any of these
versions V , there always is an input sequence such that any two groups
can be placed on the same track, that is, the conflict graph G V is empty.
Consequently, all t-minimizing, b-bounded, 0-split versions with a
V-graph generalize BIN PACKING, and cannot be approximated in poly-
nomial time within a factor smaller than 3/2, unless P = NP .
3.2 Relations between Versions
Some of the relations between versions of SRS presented in this section
are rather trivial. Nevertheless, we list all of them as an overview.
As mentioned in the previous section, most t-minimizing versions
of SRS are equivalent to finding a minimum feasible partition of the
input sequence S. In the following we give an example.
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Let us consider a t-st,·|nsh,se,·|{fr,or},· version, which is either a
t-st,·|nsh,se,·|fr,· version or a t-st,·|nsh,se,·|or,· version. Here, a feasi-
ble schedule that requires t tracks corresponds to a feasible partition of
S into subsequences S1, S2, . . . , St such that each subsequence Si again
decomposes into li subsequences, that is, Si = Si,1 ⊕ Si,2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Si,li , see
Figure 3.2. Each Subsequence Si, j corresponds to a block pulled out
of the tracks without additional rearrangements at a time. Hence, we
have q¯ =
∑t
i=1 li pull outs in total; consequently, the output sequence is
formed by consecutively connecting the q¯ blocks (the element reversing
subsequences), that is, Sout = Sout1 ⊕ Sout2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Soutq¯ . Moreover, a feasible
schedule allows a chronology of pulling out the blocks which leads to
the requested configuration of the output sequence. In mathematical
terms, such an order corresponds to an assignment of the subsequences
S↔i, j to those of S
out – that is, S↔i, j 7→ Soutq – such that
j2 > j1 ∧ S↔i, j1 7→ S
out
q1
∧ S↔i, j2 7→ S
out
q2
⇒ q2 < q1
and that Sout has the desired structure. In respective 0-split versions,
we additionally require that all units of the same group belong to the
same subsequence Si. In b-bounded versions the cardinality of each Si
is bounded by b. On the contrary, if a schedule does not correspond to
a partition possessing the mentioned qualities, it is not feasible. Thus,
any t-st,·|nsh,se,·|{fr,or},· version is equivalent to finding a minimum
partition of S with the above properties.
S
(2,1,1)(3,2)(6,5) (4,3)(4)(6,6)
(6,6)(5,6)(2,3) (4)(3,4)(1,1,2)
(6,6) (4) (2,1,1)
(6,5) (3,2)
(4,3)
input
output
stacks
queues
S1,1 ⊕ S1,2 ⊕ S1,3
S2,1 ⊕ S2,2
S3,1
Sout = Sout1 ⊕ Sout2 ⊕ Sout3 ⊕ Sout4 ⊕ Sout5 ⊕ Sout6
S↔1,3 ⊕ S↔2,2 S↔3,1 S↔2,1S↔1,2 S↔1,1⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕
S1,1 ⊕ S2,1 S2,2S3,1 S1,3⊕ ⊕ ⊕ ⊕S1,2
Figure 3.2. Relation between the t-st,·|nsh,se,·|{fr,or},g-bl versions and the
corresponding queues versions
A closer look at Figure 3.2 reveals the connection between the
t-st,·|nsh,se,·|{fr,or},g-bl versions and the corresponding queues ver-
sions.
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Among such pairs, consider a couple of free versions. Suppose we
had the possibility to use the tracks either as stacks or as queues and
we know a solution for the stacks case. By reversing the chronological
order of pulling out the blocks given by this schedule it is possible to
form an output sequence by consecutively connecting the subsequences
Si, j using the tracks as queues. In the resulting output sequence the
units occur in reversed order as in the stacks case. Clearly, if S has
the structure free g-blocks then S↔ also does. Hence, each solution
of a t-st,·|nsh,se,·|fr,g-bl version requiring t tracks is a solution of the
respective t-qu,·|nsh,se,·|fr,g-bl version occupying the same number
of tracks, and vice versa.
Observation 3.1
Each t-st,·|nsh,se,·|fr,g-bl version is equivalent to the respective
t-qu,·|nsh,se,·|fr,g-bl version.
Let us now switch to the respective ordered versions. In general,
a reversed pull out of the blocks described by a solution for the stacks
case does not lead to the desired output sequence for the respective
queues case – we actually need it back to front – see Figure 3.2. How-
ever, the following observation is easily seen.
Observation 3.2
We can compute an optimal solution of a t-qu,·|nsh,se,·|or,g-bl version
with input sequence S by solving the respective t-st,·|nsh,se,·|or,g-bl
version with the input sequence Sl, and vice versa.
This property extends to the respective o-ordered versions for
forming o outbound trains on parallel output tracks.
Observation 3.3
An optimal solution of a t-qu,·|nsh,se,·|o-or,g-bl version with input
sequence S is computable by solving the corresponding stacks version
t-st,·|nsh,se,·|o-or,g-bl with the input sequence Sl, and vice versa.
We leave the question whether the computational complexity of
any t-st,·|nsh,·,·|·,g-bl version equals the computational complexity of
the corresponding queues version t-qu,·|nsh,·,·|·,g-bl open for the mo-
ment. It is answered later in Subsection 4.3.1.
Now, let us consider unbounded, o-ordered versions. In all
o-ordered versions the input sequence S decomposes into o subse-
quences S1, . . . , So – that is, S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ So – such that Soˆ contains
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all units leaving with outbound train oˆ, that is, all units that belong to
the groups (
∑oˆ−1
j=1 g j) + 1, . . . , (
∑oˆ−1
j=1 g j) + goˆ. We define noˆ as the length
of subsequence Soˆ. For example, for the instance of a 2-ordered ver-
sion given by the input sequence S = (3, 2, 1, 2, 4, 5, 1, 4), g1 = 3, and
g2 = 2, we get S1 = (3, 2, 1, 2, 1) of length n1 = 5 and S2 = (4, 5, 4) of
length n2 = 3.
Observation 3.4
We can determine an optimal schedule for an unbounded, o-ordered
version by “ gluing” together the o optimal schedules for the corre-
sponding ordered version obtained for the input sequences S1, . . . , So.
For t-minimizing, no shunting versions let us analyze the effect
of the distinguished cases for the chronological order of arrival and
departure – sequential, concurrent, and time windows – on the
minimum number t∗ of tracks required for the sorting of an instance
given by I and corresponding SI . By definition, the times the units may
leave the tracks at departure are not increasing when switching from
a sequential version to the respective time windows version, and
again when switching from a time windows version to the respective
concurrent version.
For stacks versions, we gain some freedom and potential for im-
provements when switching from a sequential version to the respec-
tive time windows version, and also when switching from a time
windows version to the respective concurrent version. Hence, we
observe the following inequalities.
Observation 3.5
It holds for the respective versions
t∗t-st,·|nsh,se,·|·,·(S
I) ≥ t∗t-st,·|nsh,tw,·|·,·(I) ≥ t∗t-st,·|nsh,co,·|·,·(SI) .
Now, let us consider queues versions. Here, in any of the cases se-
quential, concurrent, and time windows, a unit j cannot be placed
on the same track behind a unit i if j has to depart earlier than i, due
to the order-presuming behavior of queues.
Observation 3.6
A t-qu,·|nsh,se,·|·,· version and the respective t-qu,·|nsh,tw,·|·,· and
t-qu,·|nsh,co,·|·,· versions are pairwise equivalent. Thus,
t∗t-qu,·|nsh,se,·|·,·(S
I) = t∗t-qu,·|nsh,tw,·|·,·(I) = t∗t-qu,·|nsh,co,·|·,·(SI) .
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The following inequalities trivially hold since solutions of the
0-split versions remain feasible for the respective split and chain-
split versions.
Observation 3.7
It holds for the respective versions
t∗·,·|·,·,0-sp|·,· ≥ t∗·,·|·,·,sp|·,· ,
t∗·,·|nsh,se,0-sp|·,g-bl ≥ t∗·,·|nsh,se,csp|·,g-bl .
Since solutions of the ordered versions are also feasible for the
respective free versions, we get the following inequalities.
Observation 3.8
It holds for the respective versions
t∗·,·|·,·,·|or,· ≥ t∗·,·|·,·,·|fr,· .
Finally, each solution for a b-bounded version remains feasible as-
suming unbounded track length.
Observation 3.9
It holds for the respective versions
t∗·,b-bd|·,·,·|·,· ≥ t∗·,ub|·,·,·|·,· .
For some t-minimizing ·,ub|nsh,·,·|·,g-bl versions, Figure 3.3 il-
lustrates optimal schedules for the instance given in Figure 3.1.
In view of computational complexity, we list versions that generalize
other versions.
Of course, for general b, a b-bounded version is a generalization of
the corresponding unbounded version.
Observation 3.10
The NP-hardness of an unbounded version extends to the corre-
sponding b-bounded version for general b.
An n-blocks version is a special case of the respective g-blocks
version. Note, n-blocks equals n-pattern.
Observation 3.11
The NP-hardness of an n-blocks version extends to the corresponding
g-blocks version.
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Figure 3.3. Optimal schedules for the instance given in Figure 3.1 for some
t-minimizing ·,ub|nsh,·,·|·,g-bl versions
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An o-ordered version generalizes the corresponding ordered ver-
sion.
Observation 3.12
The NP-hardness of an ordered version extends to the corresponding
o-ordered version.
For a sequence, the structure ordered g-blocks is a particular or-
dered g-pattern. Thus, an ordered g-pattern version is generaliza-
tion of the respective ordered g-blocks version.
Observation 3.13
The NP-hardness of an ordered g-blocks version extends to the cor-
responding ordered g-pattern version.
In a free g-blocks version we actually allow several particular
free g-patterns for the output sequence. For example, for the input
sequence S = (1, 2, 1, 3) one of the three free 3-patterns (a, a, b, c),
(a, b, b, c), and (a, b, c, c) is a feasible structure of the output sequence.
However, if we restrict the free g-blocks version to instances I¯ where
each group has the same cardinality, that is, n¯gi = n¯g j for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ g,
then there is only one particular feasible free 3-pattern for the output
sequence. For example, this pattern reads (aa, bb, cc) given the input
sequence (2, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1). As a consequence, free g-pattern (as well as
free g-blocks) versions generalize the corresponding free g-blocks
versions restricted to instances I¯.
Observation 3.14
The NP-hardness of a free g-blocks version that are restricted to in-
stances I¯ defined above extends to the corresponding free g-pattern
version for arbitrary instances.
3.3 Related Problems
The problem of rearranging railcars was a founding inspiration in the-
oretical studies of permutations and integer sequences. Motivated by
this application, TARJAN (1972), KNUTH (1973), and PRATT (1973)
launched investigations that opened the door to many interesting the-
oretical questions.
For example, in the field of computer science, the theory of sortable
permutations is concerned with the following questions. Which struc-
ture of permutations is required such that they are sortable with a
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particular sorting device? In other words, is it possible to character-
ize the class of sortable permutations by a finite set of forbidden sub-
sequences? Besides that, given a certain sorting device, how many
sortable permutations of a given length do exist? In his book, BONA
(2004) summarizes corresponding answers and results; for recent work
see for example SMITH & VATTER (2009), ALDRED ET AL. (2010), and
ALBERT ET AL. (2010).
Besides a certain connection of SRS to the above counting problems,
SRS is strongly related to the optimization problems MWIS, MVC,
MES, and BPC, see Section 3.1. Of course, there is a broad range of
literature dealing with these well-known problems. At this point, we
do not go into details; we will refer to relevant publications and results
throughout the following chapters.
It follows a list of other real-world applications that have been tack-
led by mathematical optimization approaches and that – from a theo-
retical point of view – are similar to SRS.
• dispatching buses in parking depots,
see GALLO & DI MIELE (2001) and HAMDOUNI ET AL. (2007),
• stowage planning of containers in container ships,
see AVRIEL ET AL. (2000),
• storage planning of steel slabs in integrated steel production,
see KO¨NIG ET AL. (2007), KO¨NIG & LU¨BBECKE (2008), and
KO¨NIG (2009),
• job sequencing on conveyor or automated storage systems,
see HAN (2004) and DEMANGE ET AL. (2009).

C H A P T E R 4
Computational Complexity
IN this chapter we classify the computational complexity of manySRS versions. For the versions listed in Table 1.1, we summa-rize known results in the literature. In addition, we provide new
complexity results; in particular, for versions relating to the real-world
optimization problem considered in our project together with BASF. We
present algorithms for relevant polynomially solvable versions, and for
a few NP-hard versions approximability results are given.
4.1 Permutation and Pattern Versions
Note that for the equivalent cases n-blocks and n-pattern the input
sequence is a permutation and the splitting conditions coincide.
4.1.1 Unbounded Case
DI STEFANO & KOCˇI (2004) present various results for n-blocks ver-
sions. They show that the equivalent versions t-st,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl
and t-qu,ub|nsh,·,·|or,n-bl correspond to MVC of permutation graphs.
As a consequence, these versions are solvable in O(n log n) time. It
is also mentioned that the version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,·|or,n-bl is equiva-
lent to MVC of circle graphs; consequently, it is NP-hard. Further-
more, the authors introduce minimum vertex coloring formulations
in different hypergraphs for the versions t-dd,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl,
t-sd,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl, and t-ds,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl. The latter
two versions are shown to be equivalent. Another result is that
t-sd,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl corresponds to deciding whether there exists
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a partition of the given permutation into at most t upper unimodal
subsequences, which is proven to be NP-complete by DI STEFANO
ET AL. (2006). For the NP-hard versions t-sd,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl and
t-ds,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl, DI STEFANO & KOCˇI (2004) suggest a greedy
strategy that computes solutions with at most b(√8n+ 1− 1)/2c tracks
inO(n2.5) time. This bound can be reasoned by the following fact which
is mentioned by CHUNG (1980). Any permutation of length n contains
an upper unimodal sequence of length at least d√2n+ 1/4 − 1/2e,
see STEELE (1995) for a probabilistic analysis. Recently, the versions
t-sd,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl and t-ds,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl were shown to be
2-approximable in polynomial time by applying an LP rounding tech-
nique, cf. DI STEFANO ET AL. (2008). Finally, DI STEFANO & KOCˇI
(2004) illustrate that the version t-dd,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl is equivalent
to finding a minimum partition of the given permutation into unimodec
subsequences, which is proven to be NP-hard and 3-approximable in
polynomial time by DI STEFANO ET AL. (2008).
It is well-known that the version t-sq,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl is equiv-
alent to finding a minimum partition of the given permutation into
monotone subsequences. For this version, an upper bound on the min-
imum number of occupied tracks can be derived from a classical re-
sult of ERDO˝S & SZEKERES (1935). It says that any permutation of
length n contains a monotone subsequence of length d√n e. By recur-
sive extraction of longest monotone sequences one can partition a per-
mutation of length n into at most 2b√nc monotone subsequences in
O(n1.5) time, cf. BAR-YEHUDA & FOGEL (1998). In other words, a fea-
sible schedule for above version with at most 2b√nc tracks is quickly
obtainable. After all, the version t-sq,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl – which is
equivalent to MIN COCOLORING of permutation graphs – is proven to
be NP-hard in WAGNER (1984), and it is 1.71-approximable in polyno-
mial time, see FOMIN ET AL. (2002). However, one can determine a fea-
sible schedule which exactly occupies l stacks and m queues in the rail
yard in O(nl+m) time in case such a schedule exists, see BRANDSTA¨DT
& KRATSCH (1986).
4.1.2 Bounded Case
In WINTER (2000) the NP-hardness of t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|or,g-pa for
fixed b ≥ 4 is shown. A more comprehensive version of the proof is
published in WINTER & ZIMMERMANN (2000). Recently, EGGERMONT
ET AL. (2009) proved that the version t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|or,g-pa is
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NP-hard, even for b = 3. Moreover, WINTER (2000) introduces a poly-
nomial time algorithm for solving a version t-st,2-bd|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl.
We improve this result by introducing a linear time algorithm for the
generalization t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl, see Corollary 4.2.
4.2 Chain-Split Versions
Remember, in chain-split versions the units have to be placed on the
tracks in such a way that pulling out the units track by track leads to
the output sequence with the desired configuration. Note that chain-
split is reasonable only for the sequential and no shunting case.
4.2.1 Unbounded Case
The version t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl (t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl)
corresponds to finding a minimum partition of the input se-
quence S into subsequences S1, . . . , Sz∗ such that the output se-
quence S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sz∗ has the structure ordered g-blocks (free
g-blocks). Note, to ensure the structure ordered g-blocks at depar-
ture the tracks have to be emptied in order of increasing track numbers
which correspond to the indices of the subsequences.
It is quite evident, that the version t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl can
be solved by iteratively constructing the subsequences with a greedy
strategy. For example, let be given S = (2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 4). Then the
best choice for S1 obviously is (1, 2), a brief look at the remaining se-
quence S\S1 = (2, 3, 4, 3, 4) reveals that (2, 3, 3, 4) is best possible for
S2, and finally we get with S3 = (4) a minimum partition into three
subsequences. DAHLHAUS ET AL. (2000b) provide an algorithm which
implements this greedy strategy in linear time, see Algorithm 3 for a
slightly modified version.
This implementation maintains for each integer g ∈ GS pointers
First[ g ] and Last[ g ] to the first and last element of integer g in Sn,g
as well as for each element i pointers Next[ i ], NextOfNext[ i ], and
PrevOfNext[ i ] to the “next” element of the same integer si, to the next
element of integer si+ 1, and to the “previous” element of integer si+ 1,
respectively. For above example, these pointers read First=(5, 1, 2, 3),
Last=(5, 6, 4, 7), Next=(6, 4, 7, 0, 0, 0, 0), NextOfNext=(2, 3, 0, 7, 6, 0, 0),
and PrevOfNext=(0, 0, 0, 3, 1, 4, 0). Figure 4.1 illustrates the none-zero
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Next-, NextOfNext-, and PrevOfNext-pointers after initialization (lines
1–12 in Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3: Greedy for t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl
Input : An integer sequence Sn,g
Output: A minimum feasible partition of Sn,g into subsequences
in O(n) time
1 Next [ i ]← NextOfNext [ i ]← PrevOfNext [ i ]← 0, i = 1, . . . , n
2 First [ i ]← Last [ i ]← Tmp [ i ]← 0, i = 1, . . . , g
3 for i← 1 to n do
4 if Last [ si ] = 0 then First [ si ]← i
5 else Next [ Last [ si ] ]← i
6 if si < g and Last [ si + 1 ] 6= 0 then
7 PrevOfNext [ i ]← Last [ si + 1 ]
8 Last [ si ]← i
9 for i← 1 to n− 1 do
10 if si < g then
11 if Tmp [ si + 1 ] = 0 then NextOfNext [ i ]← First [ si + 1 ]
else NextOfNext [ i ]← Next [ Tmp [ si + 1 ] ]
12 Tmp [ si ]← i
13 c← s0 ← First [ 0 ]← SubSeq [ 0 ]← 0
14 firstOfNextSub← First [ 1 ]
15 while firstOfNextSub 6= 0 do
16 c← c+ 1, i← firstOfNextSub, firstOfNextSub← 0
17 while i 6= 0 do
18 SubSeq [ i ]← c, tmpi← i, i← Next [ i ]
19 if SubSeq [ i ] > 0 or ( i = 0 and firstOfNextSub = 0 )
then
20 i← NextOfNext [ tmpi ]
21 firstOfNextSub← First [ s PrevOfNext[ tmpi ] ]
It is easily proven that Algorithm 3 has a time complexity of O(n),
that is, version t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl is solvable in linear time.
Hence, t-st,ub|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl is also solvable in linear time by ap-
plying Algorithm 3 to the integer reversing sequence Sl of the input
sequence S, see Observation 3.2.
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S = ( )2 3 3 14 42
Figure 4.1. None-zero pointers Next (solid), NextOfNext (dotted), and
PrevOfNext (dashed) for the sequence S = (2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 4) after initialization
in Algorithm 3
The version t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl is shown to be NP-hard by
DAHLHAUS ET AL. (2000a). Consequently, t-st,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl
is also NP-hard, see Observation 3.1.
Theorem 4.1
The versions t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl, t-st,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl
are 2-approximable in O(n log n) time.
Proof. For version t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl consider the op-
timal solution occupying t∗csp tracks. Clearly, at most t∗csp − 1 groups
are split up over two tracks. By moving any group that is split
up to an additional track we get a feasible solution for version
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl with at most 2 · t∗csp− 1 tracks. The optimal
solution of t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl with t∗nsp ≤ 2 · t∗csp − 1 tracks is
computable in O(n log n) time, see Subsection 4.3.1. 2
Note that a complete enumeration of the optimal schedules of ver-
sion t-st,ub|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl for all possible departing orders of the
groups takes O(g! · n) time. By selecting the best of these solutions
we obtain an optimal solution of version t-st,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl.
That may be a reasonable strategy for a very small number g of
groups. Analogously, we obtain an optimal schedule for the version
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl inO(g! · n) time. Hence, for fixed g, the ver-
sions t-st,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl and t-qu,ub|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl can be
solved in polynomial time.
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4.2.2 Bounded Case
The t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl and t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl ver-
sions are NP-hard since already the respective unbounded versions
are NP-hard. Together with a diploma student we obtained a linear
time algorithm for optimally solving the respective 2-bounded ver-
sions t-qu,2-bd|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl and t-st,2-bd|nsh,se,csp|fr,g-bl,
see SPIERLING (2007).
Algorithm 4: Greedy for t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl
Input : An integer sequence Sn,g
Output: A minimum feasible partition of Sn,g into subsequences
in O(n) time
1 while firstOfNextSub 6= 0 do
2 c← c+ 1, i← firstOfNextSub, firstOfNextSub← 0
3 subSize← 0
4 while i 6= 0 do
5 SubSeq [ i ]← c, subSize← subSize + 1
6 if subSize = b then
7 if firstOfNextSub 6= 0 then
8 Next [ tmpPrevOfNext ]← Next [ i ]
9 else
10 if Next [ i ] 6= 0 and SubSeq [ Next [ i ] ] = 0 then
firstOfNextSub← Next [ i ]
11 else if First [ s PrevOfNext[ i ] ] 6= 0 then
firstOfNextSub← First [ s PrevOfNext[ i ] ]
12 else if SubSeq [ NextOfNext [ i ] ] = 0 then
firstOfNextSub← NextOfNext [ i ]
13 i← 0
14 else
15 tmpi← i, i← Next [ i ]
16 if SubSeq [ i ] > 0 or ( i = 0 and firstOfNextSub = 0 )
then
17 i← NextOfNext [ tmpi ]
18 firstOfNextSub← First [ s PrevOfNext[ tmpi ] ]
19 tmpPrevOfNext← PrevOfNext [ tmpi ]
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In view of version t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl, let us consider
the example of the previous subsection, that is, the input sequence
S = (2, 3, 4, 3, 1, 2, 4). The optimal solution S1 = (1, 2), S2 = (2, 3, 3, 4),
and S3 = (4) for the unbounded queues case – determined with the
greedy strategy described by Algorithm 3 – loses its feasibility if only
three units are allowed to be placed on the same track. However, an
adaption of the greedy such that it stops assigning units to the cur-
rent track whenever the capacity of this track is reached computes an
optimal solution for the bounded case, see Algorithm 4. The optimal
solution for our example reads S1 = (1, 2), S2 = (2, 3, 3), and S3 = (4, 4)
in case of 3-bounded queues. Note, the initializing of the pointers is
the same as in Algorithm 3 (lines 1–14). The optimality and the linear-
ity of Algorithm 4 are easily seen.
Corollary 4.1
Version t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl is solvable in O(n) time by ap-
plying Algorithm 4 to the input sequence S.
For the respective b-bounded stacks version we get the following
conclusion, see Observation 3.2.
Corollary 4.2
Version t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,csp|or,g-bl is solvable in O(n) time by ap-
plying Algorithm 4 to the integer reversing sequence Sl of the input
sequence S.
4.3 Versions with no Shunting
This section deals with no shunting, g-blocks versions.
Remember, in 0-split versions we need to park all units of one group
on the same track. We say we park a group g on track t instead of we
place all units of group g on track t. For various SRS versions, the
following theorem provides conditions telling us whether two groups in
0-split versions or two units in split versions may be parked on the
same track without causing additional rearrangements at departure.
Theorem 4.2
In case of unbounded tracks two units i and j in split versions or two
groups u and v in 0-split versions with u < v cannot be parked on the
same track if and only if the input sequence S in sequence versions
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or SI in time windows versions contains a so-called forbidden subse-
quence. For various unbounded, no shunting, g-blocks versions the
structure of forbidden subsequences is listed in the table below.
Version Forbidden subsequence of S (or of SI )
t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl (si, s j) with si < s j
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl (si, s j) with si > s j
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl (si, s j) with si > s j
t-qu,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl (si, s j) with si > s j
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl (si, s j, sk) with s j > si > sk
t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl (si, s j) such that Ii and I j
overlap
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl (u, v) with u < v
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl (u, v) with u > v
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl (u, v) with u > v
t-qu,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl (u, v) with u > v
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl (u, v,w) with v > u ≥ w
t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl (u = si, v = s j) such that Ii and I j
overlap
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl (u, v, u) or (v, u, v)
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl (u, v, u) or (v, u, v)
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl (u, v, u) or (v, u, v)
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl (u, v, u, v) or (v, u, v, u)
Proof. Obvious for the three versions t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl
(row 1 of the table above), t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl (row 6), and
t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl (row 12).
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl (row 5) : [⇐] If two units i and j with
si < s j that start a subsequence (si, s j, sk) of S with sk < si are stored on
the same track, then the unit i obviously has to have left before unit j
is parked. However, then in any case the unit k would depart after unit
i, which is a contradiction to the required departing order. [⇒] Assume
that S does not contain a subsequence (si, s j, sk) with s j > si > sk and
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we store units i and j with i < j on the same track. Then, there are
two possible cases. In case si ≥ s j, the units i and j can depart – i later
than j – without causing any conflicts. In case si < s j, unit i can depart
before unit j is parked, since all units of group sk with sk < si could
have left already at that time as desired.
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl (row 13) : [⇐] If S contains a subse-
quence (u, v, u), the groups u and v cannot be stored on the same track,
because a departure of a complete and absolute group u would not be
possible without additional rearrangements. [⇒] If S does not contain
subsequences (u, v, u) and (v, u, v), then the periods of u and v are dis-
joint and both groups can depart as requested when placed on the same
track.
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl (row 16) : [⇐] If S contains a subse-
quence (u, si = v, s j = u, v) and the groups u and v are placed on the
same track, then unit i has to have left within group v before unit j
is parked, which is not possible since another unit of group v arrives
afterwards. [⇒] On the contrary, if S does not contain subsequences
(u, v, u, v) and (v, u, v, u), the periods of u and v are not overlapping. If
they are disjoint there are no problems in case both groups are parked
on the same track. In the remaining case of containment, no unit of the
other group occurs within the contained period, and the groups u and
v located on a single track may depart as desired.
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl (row 7) : [⇐] Let S contain a subse-
quence (u, si = v) with u < v. If we place the groups u and v on the
same track, then unit i blocks the group u at its earlier departure time.
[⇒] If S does not contain subsequences (u, v) with u < v, then the pe-
riods of u and v are disjoint, in particular, Pv l Pu. Hence, the groups u
and v may depart as desired in case they are parked on the same track.
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl (row 11) : [⇐] Let S contain a sub-
sequence (u, si = v,w) with u < v and w ≤ u. If we store the groups
u and v on the same track, group u obviously has to have left before
unit i is parked. However, this is not possible because at the arrival
time of unit i either (w = u) group u is not yet completed or (w < u)
group u would depart before a completed group w, which is a contradic-
tion to the departing order. [⇒] On the contrary, if S does not contain
a subsequence (u, v,w) with u < v and w ≤ u, then Pu and Pv are not
overlapping and Pu does not contain Pv. Thus, we have three remaining
cases: Pv l Pu, Pu l Pv, or Pu ⊂ Pv. If Pv l Pu, the groups u and v may
obviously be parked on the same track. In the other two cases, there is
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no unit of group v within period Pu. Group u may depart immediately
after the last unit of group u and before the next unit of group v is
parked, since all groups w′ with w′ < u already could have left at that
time as desired.
The forbidden subsequences of the queues versions result from
those of the respective stacks versions, see Observation 3.2. 2
Note that the pure consideration of a subsequence (si, s j) of SI is
not sufficient to see whether or not the units i and j may be stored on
the same track in the time windows versions; we additionally need to
know the intervals Ii and I j. Though, for ease of notation, we also say
that (si, s j) is a forbidden subsequence for time windows versions if
Ii and I j overlap.
Remember, t-minimizing versions are equivalent to finding a min-
imum feasible partition of the input sequence S (or of SI ). Due to the
knowledge of the structure of forbidden subsequences, we now are able
to identify the feasibility of a partition of S (or of SI ) for the versions
listed in Theorem 4.2, and for the respective b-bounded versions.
A partition of S (or of SI ) into subsequences is feasible if:
1. two units i and j that start a forbidden subsequence (si, s j, . . .) of
S (or of SI ) – w. r. t. the considered version – do not both belong to
the same subsequence,
2. all units of one group belong to the same subsequence in case of a
0-split version,
3. at most b units are contained in one subsequence in case of a
b-bounded version.
Besides that, the unbounded versions V listed in Theorem 4.2 may
be formulated as MVC of the respective V-graphs G V , see Subsec-
tion 3.1. For these versions one can easily specify which units or groups
may be placed on the same track or not. In case V is a 0-split version,
two vertices (groups) u and v are adjacent in G V if there are units i and
j with si = u and s j = v that start a forbidden subsequence (si, s j, ...) of
S (or of SI ). In case V is a split version, two vertices i and j are adja-
cent if the units i and j start a forbidden subsequence (si, s j, ...) of S (or
of SI ). Consequently, the b-bounded, split versions V which relate to
unbounded versions listed in Theorem 4.2 are equivalent to b-MES
of the respective V-graphs.
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4.3.1 Unbounded Case
In this section we classify the computational complexity of the t-min-
imizing, unbounded versions listed in Theorem 4.2 by showing their
equivalence to MVC of particular graphs.
Theorem 4.3 (Well-known for n-bl case)
Version t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of permutation
graphs and can be solved in O(n log n) time.
Proof. For a given permutation Π the respective permutation
graph is obviously isomorphic to the graph Gt-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl(Π).
On the contrary, given a sequence S = Sn,g we construct a permu-
tation Π¯(S) of the numbers 1, . . . , n such that p¯ii > p¯i j if i < j and
si ≥ s j. For example, Π¯(S) = (2, 3, 1, 6, 4, 5) for S = (1, 2, 1, 4, 3, 4). By
definition, the graph Gt-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl(S) is isomorphic to the per-
mutation graph GP(Π¯(S)).
Consequently, the class of t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl - graphs and
the class of permutation graphs are equivalent, and the version
t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl can be solved for an instance S by determin-
ing an optimal coloring of the permutation graph for Π¯(S). Permuta-
tion graphs can be colored optimally with FIRST FIT – according to the
order of elements – in O(n log n), see EVEN & ITAI (1971). Thus, the
version t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl is solvable in O(n log n). 2
Implication 4.1
Versions t-qu,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl, t-qu,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl, and
t-qu,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl can be solved in O(n log n) time by deter-
mining an optimal coloring of the permutation graph GP(Π¯(Sl)).
Theorem 4.4 (Well-known)
Version t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of interval
graphs, and it can be solved in O(n log n) time.
Proof. Remember, for each interval graph GI(I) w. r. t. an arbi-
trary interval representation I , there exists an interval graph GI(I¯)
regarding an interval representation I¯ whose intervals all have differ-
ent start and end points which is isomorphic to GI(I). For this graph
GI(I¯), there obviously exists a sequence S such that the interval graph
regarding P(S) is isomorphic to GI(I¯). Hence, each interval graph is a
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl - graph.
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On the contrary, two vertices u and v are adjacent in the graph
Gt-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl(S) if and only if the periods Pu and Pv intersect.
Thus, the class of t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl - graphs equals the class
of interval graphs, and the version t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl can be
solved for an instance S by determining an optimal coloring of the in-
terval graph GI(P(S)). It is well-known that interval graphs with given
interval representation can be colored optimally with FIRST FIT – ac-
cording to the order of increasing start points – in O(n log n). We ob-
tain the interval representation P(S) in O(n) by simply scanning the
sequence S from left to right. Thus, version t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl
can be solved in O(n log n) time. 2
Implication 4.2
Versions t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl and t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl
can be solved in O(n log n) time by determining an optimal coloring of
the interval graph GI(P(Sl)).
Theorem 4.5
Version t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of point-
interval graphs, and it can be solved in O(n log n) time.
Proof. On the one hand, consider a point-interval graph GPI(∆)
according to an arbitrary set ∆ of n∆ triangles. There exists a point-
interval graph GPI(∆¯) w. r. t. a set ∆¯ = {∆¯g(pg1, pg2, pg3) | g = 1, . . . , n∆}
of triangles such that
{
p11, . . . , p
n∆
1 , p
1
2, . . . , p
n∆
2
}
=
{
1, . . . , 2 · n∆} and{
p13, . . . , p
n∆
3
}
= {1, . . . , n∆} which is isomorphic to GPI(∆). We con-
struct a sequence S of 2n∆ elements. In particular, for g = 1, . . . , n∆
we define spg1 := n
∆ + 1 − pg3 and spg2 := n
∆ + 1 − pg3. This sequence S
contains a (forbidden) subsequence (u, v) with u < v if and only if the
triangles ∆¯u and ∆¯v intersect, see Figure 4.2. Thus, each point-interval
graph is a t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl - graph.
On the other hand, given a sequence S = Sn,g, let us consider the
set of triangles ∆˜(S) = { ∆˜g(p fg(S), plg(S), g+ 1− g) | g = 1, . . . , g }, see
Figure 4.2. By construction, the triangles ∆˜u and ∆˜v intersect if and
only if the sequence S contains a forbidden subsequence (u, v) with
u < v. That is, the graph Gt-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl(S) is isomorphic to the
point-interval graph GPI(∆˜(S)).
As a consequence, the class of t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl - graphs
is equivalent to the class of point-interval graphs, and the version
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t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl can be solved for a given sequence S by de-
termining an optimal coloring of the point-interval graph GPI(∆˜(S)).
MVC of point-interval graphs can be solved in O(n log n) time, see
FELSNER ET AL. (1997) for an algorithm that applies to the more gen-
eral class of trapezoid graphs with the same time complexity. For a
rephrased version of this algorithm tailored to the terminology of point-
interval graphs see Algorithm 5 below. After all, one can solve version
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl in O(n log n) time. 2
3,
L2
L1
3
1 2 3 4 5 6
p f2 p
f
1 p
l
3p
l
1p
f
3p
l
2
S = ( 1,2,2, 1, 3 )
1 2
∆1
∆3
∆2
Figure 4.2. Relation between t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl - graphs and point-
interval graphs
Algorithm 5: BEST FIT for MVC of point-interval graphs
Input : A point-interval graph GPI(∆) and its triangle
representation ∆ (see page 25 for the definition) whose
triangles have pairwise disjoint corner points and are
increasingly numbered according to the corner points pi1,
that is, p11 < p
2
1 < · · · < pn1
Output: A minimum vertex coloring of GPC(∆) in O(n log n) time
1 for i← 1 to n do
2 If the already used color c∗ exists with the properties:
• p j2 < pi1 and p
j
3 < p
i
3 where ∆ j with j < i is the vertex
colored last with color c∗
• there is no already used color c with
pl2 < p
i
1 and p
j
3 < p
l
3 < p
i
3 where ∆l with l < i is the vertex
colored last with color c
then color vertex ∆i with c∗
else color vertex ∆i with a new color
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Implication 4.3
Versions t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl, t-qu,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl,
and t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl can be solved in O(n log n) time by
determining an optimal coloring of the point-interval graph GPI(∆˜(Sl)).
Theorem 4.6 (DI STEFANO & KOCˇI (2004))
Version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of circle
graphs, and it is NP-hard.
Proof. For any circle graph GC, there is a circle graph GC(C(I¯))
with respect to a set of chords C(I¯) – the intervals in I¯ all have dif-
ferent start points – which is isomorphic to GC, see page 26. This
graph GC(C(I¯)) is isomorphic to Gt-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl(I¯). On the
contrary, each t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl - graph obviously is a circle
graph, see Figure 2.1. Thus, version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl can
be solved for an instance I by determining an optimal coloring of
the circle graph GC(C(I)). Another consequence is, that the class
of t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl - graphs equals the class of circle graphs.
From the NP-hardness of MVC of circle graphs – proven in GAREY
ET AL. (1980) – it follows that the version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl is
NP-hard. 2
Theorem 4.7
Version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of polygon-
circle graphs, and it is NP-hard.
Proof. For any polygon-circle graph GPC(P), there exist reals
assigned to the corner points of the polygons such that two poly-
gons intersect if and only if the spider condition is true for the two
sets of reals that correspond to the corner points of these two poly-
gons, see Subsection 2.4.1. We construct an instance of the ver-
sion t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl, in other words, a set I of nc − nP
intervals. In particular, let us define Iu = ⋃k=1,...,ncu−1{Ih(k)} with
Ih(k) = [rk, rncu ] for u = 1, . . . , nP , where rk is the h(k)-th greatest real in
the set {rl ∈ {r1, . . . , rnc} | p(rl) is not a last corner point of a polygon}.
Remember, Iu is the set of time intervals for units of group u.
For example, we obtain I1 = { I2 }, I2 = { I1, I3 }, I3 = { I5 }, and
I4 = { I4, I6 } with I1 = [r1, r6], I2 = [r2, r4], I3 = [r3, r6], I4 = [r5, r10],
I5 = [r7, r8], and I6 = [r9, r10] for the set of polygons shown in Figure 2.3
on page 29. Two vertices Pu(Ru) and Pv(Rv) in GPC(P) are adjacent
– that is, the spider condition is true for Ru and Rv – if and only if there
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exist two overlapping intervals Ii and I j with Ii ∈ Iu, I j ∈ Iv. Thus,
each polygon-circle graph is a t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl - graph.
On the contrary, in each instance I for t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl
a group g is characterized by the arrival times of all units of this group
– denoted by Ag(I) := { ai | g = si ∈ SI , i = 1, . . . , n } – and by its de-
parture time which we denote by Dg(I). There exist two overlap-
ping intervals Ii and I j with Ii ∈ Iu, I j ∈ Iv if and only if the two
polygons Pu and Pv intersect in the polygon-circle graph GPC(P(I))
with P(I) = { Pg(Ag(I) ∪ Dg(I)) | g = 1, . . . , g }. In other words, ver-
sion t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl can be solved for an instance I by de-
termining an optimal coloring of the polygon-circle graph GPC(P(I)).
Besides that, each t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl - graph is a polygon-
circle graph. We conclude that the class of t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl -
graphs equals the class of polygon-circle graphs. Since the class of cir-
cle graphs is contained in the class of polygon-circle graphs, the NP-
hardness of MVC of circle graphs extends to MVC of polygon-circle
graphs. As a consequence, version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl is NP-
hard. 2
Theorem 4.8
Version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of polygon-
circle graphs, and it is NP-hard.
Proof. On the one hand, let a polygon-circle graph GPC(P) w. r. t.
polygons P1(R1), . . . ,PnP (RnP ) be given. We construct a sequence S¯
with nc elements. In particular, for i = 1, . . . , nc we define s¯i := u
if polygon Pu contains corner point p(ri). For example, we obtain
S¯ = (2, 1, 2, 1, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4) for the polygons shown in Figure 2.3 on
page 29 . The polygons Pu(Ru) and Pv(Rv) intersect in the polygon-
circle graph GPC(P) if and only if S¯ contains a forbidden subsequence
(u, v, u, v) or (v, u, v, u). Consequently, each polygon-circle graph is a
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl - graph.
On the other hand, consider an integer sequence S = Sn,g. We de-
fine Rg = {i | g = si} for all groups g ∈ GS. Two groups u und v are
adjacent in the t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl - graph if and only if S con-
tains a forbidden subsequence (u, v, u, v) or (v, u, v, u). The sequence S
contains such a forbidden subsequence if and only if the spider condi-
tion is true for Ru and Rv. The spider condition is true for Ru and
Rv if and only if the polygons Pu(Ru) and Pv(Rv) intersect in the
polygon-circle graph w. r. t. Pˆ(S) = { Pg(Rg) | g = 1, . . . , g }. Thus, we
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can solve version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl for an instance S by deter-
mining an optimal coloring of the polygon-circle graph GPC(Pˆ(S)). An-
other consequence is, that each t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl - graph is a
polygon-circle graph. After all, the class of t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl -
graphs is equivalent to the class of polygon-circle graphs. Hence, ver-
sion t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl is NP-hard. 2
Theorem 4.9
Version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of polygon-
circle graphs, and it is NP-hard.
Proof. Consider a polygon-circle graph GPC(P) w. r. t. polygons
P1(R1), . . . ,PnP (RnP ). We construct a sequence S¯ with nc elements in
the same way as in the previous proof. If the polygons Pu and Pv in-
tersect in the polygon-circle graph GPC(P), then S¯ contains a forbidden
subsequence (u, v, u). On the contrary, if S¯ contains either a subse-
quence (u, v, u) with v > u or a subsequence (u, v,w) with v > u > w,
then it also contains a subsequence (u, v, u, v) – due to the number-
ing of the polygons – see Convention 2.1. Hence, the polygons Pu
and Pv intersect. As a consequence, each polygon-circle graph is a
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl - graph.
On the other hand, let be given an integer sequence S = Sn,g,
that is, an instance for version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl. We con-
struct a set of intervals I¯(S) := { Ii(a¯i, d¯i) | i = 1, . . . , n } where a¯i := i
and d¯i := max{ j | s j ≤ si, j ≥ i }+ si · for an  > 0 sufficiently small.
In other words, for each unit of S, we define a particular arrival
and departure time in such a way that each group departs imme-
diately after all “preceding” groups left. For example, the sequence
(3, 2, 3, 1, 2) leads to the following set of intervals: {[1, 5+ 3], [2, 5+ 2],
[3, 5 + 3], [4, 4 + ], [5, 5 + 2]}. The sequence S contains a forbidden
subsequence (u, v, u) with v > u or (u, v,w) with v > u > w if and
only if there exist two overlapping intervals Ii and I j with Ii ∈ Iu,
I j ∈ Iv. Consequently, each t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl - graph is a
t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl - graph, which in proof of Theorem 4.7 is
shown to be a polygon-circle graph. That is, we can solve version
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl for an instance S by determining an opti-
mal coloring of the polygon-circle graph w. r. t. P(I¯(S)).
After all, with the result above we conclude that the classes of
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl - graphs and of polygon-circle graphs are
equivalent. As a consequence, version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl is
NP-hard. 2
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Theorem 4.10
Version t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of a proper
subclass of circle graphs, and it is NP-hard.
Proof. Note that the graph G = ({u, v}, {{u, v}}) denoted as K2
in the literature is a circle graph but no t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl -
graph.
Let be given a sequence S = Sn,g, that is, an instance for version
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl. As for version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl
we define for each unit of S a particular arrival and departure time.
However, in this case, such that each unit departs immediately after
all “preceding” units left, which is guaranteed by aˆi := i as arrival
time and dˆi := max{{ j | s j < si, j > i } ∪ {i}}+ si · for an  > 0 suffi-
ciently small as departure time of unit i. The resulting set of intervals
is denoted by Iˆ(S) := { Ii(aˆi, dˆi) | i = 1, . . . , n }. For example, the se-
quence (3, 2, 3, 1, 2) leads to {[1, 5 + 3], [2, 4 + 2], [3, 5 + 3], [4, 4 + ],
[5, 5 + 2]}. By above construction, the sequence S contains a forbid-
den subsequence (si, s j, sk) with s j > si > sk if and only if the two
intervals Ii and I j overlap. That is, each t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl -
graph is a t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl - graph, which in proof of The-
orem 4.6 is shown to be a circle graph. Consequently, the class of
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl - graphs is a subclass of the class of circle
graphs. Besides that, we can solve version t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl
for an instance S by determining an optimal coloring of the circle graph
w. r. t. C(Iˆ(S)), that is, of the polygon-circle graph w. r. t. P(Iˆ(S)).
Although the class of t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl - graphs is only a
subclass of the class of circle graphs, we still can show NP-hardness of
the considered version.
Let us consider graphs Gˇ(I) = (V1 ∪ V2, E) where |V1| = |V2| = n,
GC(C(I)) = (V1, E) is a circle graph, V2 is an independent set in Gˇ(I),
and all start and end points of the intervals in I are pairwise disjoint.
Clearly, an optimal coloring of Gˇ(I) can easily be transformed into an
optimal coloring of the circle graph GC(C(I)), and vice versa. Thus, the
assumption that every graph Gˇ(I) can be colored optimally in polyno-
mial time implies that the same holds for every circle graph, which is
a contradiction, unless P = NP . Hence, MVC of the graphs Gˇ(I) is
NP-hard.
Now, let us assume that V1 contains the even and V2 the odd num-
bers of {1, . . . , 2n}, and that the intervals Ii = [ai, di] in I are increas-
ingly sorted by their end points, that is, di < d j if i < j. We con-
struct another set of intervals Iˇ := { Iˇi[aˇi, dˇi] | i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}} where
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aˇi = ai, dˇi = di if i is even and aˇi = di+1 − 2, dˇi = di+1 −  for
an  > 0 sufficiently small if i is odd. The graph Gˇ(I) is isomor-
phic to the circle graph GC(C(Iˇ)). The set {aˇ1, aˇ2, . . . , aˇ2n} of 2n dis-
tinct numbers is denoted by Aˇ. We construct an instance of ver-
sion t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl, that is, we define an integer sequence
S = S2n,2n such that si = j if aˇ j is the i-th smallest number in Aˇ. The se-
quence S contains a forbidden subsequence (si, s j, sk) with s j > si > sk if
and only if the intervals Iˇsi and Iˇs j overlap. That is, the circle graph
GC(C(Iˇ)) is isomorphic to the graph Gt-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl(S). As a
consequence, the class of the graphs Gˇ(I) is a subclass of the class
of t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl - graphs. Due to the fact that MVC of the
graphs Gˇ(I) is NP-hard, MVC of t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl - graphs is
also NP-hard. 2
Table 4.1 summarizes the main results presented in this subsec-
tion regarding the computational complexity of the listed unbounded
versions. These results answer the question stated in Section 3.2 on
page 38. That is, there are particular queues versions which are
“easily”, i. e., polynomially, solvable whose corresponding stacks ver-
sions are “hard” to solve, i. e., the existence of a polynomial time al-
gorithm for the stacks version is unlikely. For example, the version
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl is solvable in O(n log n) time, whereas the
version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl is NP-hard.
After all, among the versions t-st,ub|nsh,·,{sp,0-sp}|{fr,or},g-bl
and t-qu,ub|nsh,·,{sp,0-sp}|{fr,or},g-bl, the computational complex-
ity remains open for the equivalent versions
• t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|fr,g-bl,
• t-qu,ub|nsh,se,sp|fr,g-bl,
• t-qu,ub|nsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl,
as well as for version
• t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl.
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Equivalence to Comput.
Version MVC of Complexity
t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl permutation graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl permutation graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl permutation graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl permutation graphs O(n log n)
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl interval graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl interval graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl interval graphs O(n log n)
t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl point-interval graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl point-interval graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl point-interval graphs O(n log n)
t-qu,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl point-interval graphs O(n log n)
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl subclass of circle gr. NP-hard
t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl circle graphs NP-hard
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl polygon-circle graphs NP-hard
t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl polygon-circle graphs NP-hard
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl polygon-circle graphs NP-hard
Table 4.1. Computational complexity of some t-minimizing, unbounded,
no shunting, g-blocks versions
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4.3.2 Bounded Case
In the following we classify the computational complexity for the
b-bounded versions that correspond to the t-minimizing, unbound-
ed versions dealt with in the previous subsection by exploiting their
connection to b-MES.
t-minimizing, b-bounded, split versions
Remember, if a t-minimizing, unbounded, split version is equiva-
lent to MVC of particular graphs, then the respective b-bounded ver-
sion is equivalent to b-MES of these graphs, see Subsection 3.1.
In the previous subsection some t-minimizing, unbounded, split
versions are shown to be equivalent to MVC of permutation graphs.
In JANSEN (2003) it is proven that b-MES of permutation graphs is
NP-hard, which is true even for fixed b ≥ 6. As a consequence,
the versions t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl, t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl,
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl, as well as t-qu,b-bd|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl
are NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 6.
The version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl is equivalent to MVC of cir-
cle graphs, see Subsection 4.3.1. Since the class of permutation graphs
is contained in the class of circle graphs, the NP-hardness of b-MES
of permutation graphs for fixed b ≥ 6 extends to circle graphs. Thus,
version t-st,b-bd|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl is NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 6.
t-minimizing, b-bounded, 0-split versions
Note, if a t-minimizing, unbounded, 0-split version is equivalent to
MVC of particular graphs, then the respective b-bounded version is
a specialization of BPC regarding these (conflict) graphs, see Subsec-
tion 3.1.
The version t-st,b-bd|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,n-bl – in which exactly one
unit of each group arrives – is also equivalent to b-MES of circle
graphs, see the proof of Theorem 4.7. As a consequence, the version
t-st,b-bd|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl is NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 6.
Besides that, the version t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|or,n-bl is equiva-
lent to b-MES of permutation graphs, which is easily seen by previ-
ous results. As a consequence, versions t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl,
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl, t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl, as well
as t-qu,b-bd|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl are NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 6.
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Theorem 4.11
Versions t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl, t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl,
and t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl areNP-hard for fixed b ≥ 8 and ver-
sions t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl, t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl are
NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 12.
Proof. By V∗ we denote one of the five considered b-bounded
versions V restricted to input sequences containing exactly two railcars
of each group. V˜b-bd refers to any of these versions V∗ for short. Obvi-
ously, V˜b-bd is equivalent to b/2-MES of the respective V˜b-bd - graph.
Besides that, V˜b-bd is equivalent to V˜b+1-bd for even b.
The class of t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl∗ - graphs, the class
of t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl∗ - graphs, as well as the class of
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl∗ - graphs equal the class of interval
graphs, see the proof of Theorem 4.4 and Implication 4.2. Because
b-MES of interval graphs is NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 4 – see BODLAEN-
DER & JANSEN (1995) – the versions t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl,
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl, as well as t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl
are NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 8.
Finally, the class of t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl∗ - graphs is equiv-
alent to the class of circle graphs, see the proof of Theorem 4.9, and the
class of t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl∗ - graphs contains the class of cir-
cle graphs, see the proof of Theorem 4.8. Due to the NP-hardness
of b-MES of circle graphs for fixed b ≥ 6, it follows that the ver-
sions t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl and t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl
are NP-hard for fixed b ≥ 12. 2
Table 4.2 summarizes the main results presented in this subsection
regarding the computational complexity of the listed b-bounded ver-
sions.
Note that the split versions listed in Table 4.2 are polynomially
solvable for b = 2, see Section 3.1. For any of these versions, it is a the-
oretically interesting open problem to identify the number b for which
the b-bounded case is polynomially solvable and the b+ 1-bounded case
is NP-hard. However, in most rail yards more than 12 units can be
parked on the sorting tracks, in other words, it is b > 12 for most
b-bounded real-world versions. That is, the results above indicate that
for applications relating to the listed versions one might have to put
some effort – depending on the dimension and structure of the actual
input data – into computing an optimal solution.
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Version
pr
ob
le
m
co
nfl
ic
t
gr
ap
h NP-hard approx.
for ratio
t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl
b-
M
E
S
pe
rm
ut
at
io
n fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl
B
P
C
in
te
rv
al
fixed b ≥ 8 7/3
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl fixed b ≥ 8 7/3
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl fixed b ≥ 8 7/3
t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl
B
P
C
po
in
t-
in
te
rv
al fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-qu,b-bd|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6 2.5
t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl
b-
M
E
S
su
bc
la
ss
of
ci
rc
le
general b Hb˜
t-st,b-bd|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl
b-
M
E
S
ci
rc
le fixed b ≥ 6 Hb˜
t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl
B
P
C
po
ly
go
n-
ci
rc
le
fixed b ≥ 12
t-st,b-bd|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl fixed b ≥ 6
t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl fixed b ≥ 12
Table 4.2. Computational complexity of some t-minimizing, b-bounded, no
shunting, g-blocks versions
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We conclude this section by applying known approximability results
to the considered b-bounded versions. The results are contained in the
last column of Table 4.2.
The 0-split versions listed in Table 4.2 cannot be approximated in
polynomial time within a factor smaller than 3/2, unless P = NP , see
Section 3.1.
EPSTEIN & LEVIN (2008) present a 2.5-approximation for BPC on
perfect graphs – which contain permutation graphs and point-interval
graphs – as well as a 7/3-approximation for BPC on interval graphs.
Due to previous results, these approximations can also be applied to
some b-bounded versions listed in Table 4.2. Remember that for any
given class of (conflict) graphs, BPC generalizes b-MES for any fixed b.
Consider the following well-known greedy method MAXIS for ap-
proximating b-MES.
Algorithm 6: MAXIS for b-MES
Input : A graph G = (V, E) and an integer b
Output: A feasible solution for b-MES of graph G
1 color← 1, V¯ ← V
2 while V¯ 6= ∅ do
3 Compute an MIS Imax = {v1, . . . , vr} in V¯
4 if r > b then Imax ← {v1, . . . , vb}
5 Color Imax with color, color← color +1, V¯ ← V¯\Imax
For graphs G, where one can compute an MIS of every induced
subgraph of G in polynomial time, MAXIS is an approximation for b-
MES with performance guaranty Hb˜, where b˜ := min{b,α(G)} and
Hb˜ is the b˜-th harmonic number
∑b˜
i=1
1
i , see the greedy method for
SET COVERING introduced by JOHNSON (1973). Since MIS is solvable
in polynomial time for circle graphs, see Subsection 2.4.1, MAXIS is
an Hb˜-approximation for the versions t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl and
t-st,b-bd|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl.
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4.4 Versions applied at Hump Yards
The versions dealt with in this section relate to the particular applica-
tion which was the focus of a research project together with BASF in
Ludwigshafen. Part of the results for these versions were already pub-
lished in HANSMANN & ZIMMERMANN (2008). Let us start with a brief
description of the application introducing the corresponding versions of
SRS.
Figure 4.3. Railcars being pushed over the hump (left) such that they roll on
appropriately chosen tracks (right). Pictures of the hump yard at the site of
BASF, The Chemical Company, Ludwigshafen
Internal logistics at the site of BASF in Ludwigshafen is mainly
based on rail transport. The aim of the project was to provide our prac-
tical partner with effective schedules for rearranging trains. Though
there are a few rail yards at the site, nearly all rearrangements are
performed using the main hump yard, see Figure 4.3.
For each incoming railcar, we know with which outbound train and
in which block within the train it has to leave. Each outbound train
serves several factory buildings and the railcars requested by one fac-
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tory form a block. To assure a secure and efficient handling, the out-
bound trains consist in suitably ordered blocks matching the served
buildings. Hence, the railcars of the respective block can simply be de-
coupled at the rear of the train, which prevents shunting in the streets.
The outbound trains are formed on parallel output tracks. Note, the
number of trains to form at a time usually does not exceed the num-
ber of available parallel output tracks. In the notation of SRS, above
requirements relate to the o-ordered g-blocks case. Remember, in
o-ordered versions the input information can easily be encoded into
one integer sequence. For example, the practical input data, that is,
the input sequence with the information about (train numbers, block
numbers) in ((2, 1), (1, 3), (1, 2), (2, 2), (1, 1), (2, 2), (1, 3), (1, 1)) – i. e.,
the first incoming railcar has to leave in the first block of outbound
train 2 – is encoded as (4, 3, 2, 5, 1, 5, 3, 1) with g1 = 3 and g2 = 2, see
page 33.
The h-hump-shunting case – already described in Section 1.2 – is
tailored to the BASF application. That is, the movement of railcars
proceeds as follows: At first the entire input sequence of railcars is
pushed over the hump such that the railcars roll either to an output
track (i-o-move) or to a sorting track (t-t-move). Afterwards, at each
humping step, all railcars placed on one track are pulled back over the
hump and then each of these railcars is again pushed over the hump
rolling either to an output-track (t-o-move) or to a sorting track (t-t-
move).
sorting tracks
output tracks
input track
...
hump
...
Figure 4.4. Topology of hump yard in case of a stacks, h-hump-shunting,
o-ordered version
The sorting tracks in the hump yard behave like stacks, see Fig-
ure 4.4 to get a quick impression of the topology of the hump yard in
case of a stacks, h-hump-shunting, o-ordered version. Note that
i-o-moves are allowed, that is, arrival and departure are concurrent,
and railcars of a group may arbitrarily split up over sorting tracks.
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The overall goal is to form the outbound trains as quick as possible.
Our practical partner confirmed, that the total amount of time spent for
the rearrangements mainly depends on the number of humping steps.
Thus, the objective with highest priority is to realize the sorting with
minimum number h∗ of humping steps for a given number of free sort-
ing tracks. The respective problem of determining a schedule with h∗
humping steps corresponds to version t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl.
However, the duration of performing the rearrangements also in-
creases with the number r of railcar moves. This number adds up the
number of t-t-moves and t-o-moves of the railcars over all humping
steps, see page 9 for the definition of t-t-moves and t-o-moves. For ex-
ample, r = 12 for the schedule shown in Figure 4.5. In order to provide
our practical partner with solutions of the desired quality, we have to
determine a schedule with minimum number r∗ of railcar moves given
the minimum number h∗ of humping steps. We denote this real-world
optimization problem by t-st,b-bd|h, r-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl. Computa-
tional results for practical data are presented in Section 6.2.
In this section we investigate the theoretical complexity of versions
related to above version matching the requirements of BASF. First
of all, we consider the respective ordered versions for forming only
one outbound train. In particular, we develop a computationally very
fast algorithm for solving the versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl and
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl. We previously presented this algorithm at
OR 2006, Karlsruhe, September 2006. In JACOB ET AL. (2007) seem-
ingly the same algorithm is described in different terminology for the
special case that all units of the input sequence are distinct.
For bookkeeping purposes, we number the tracks, and we consider
the track execution order E = (e1, . . . , eh). At humping step i, the ei-th
track is executed. For each unit, we consider its path through the
tracks, i. e., the integer sequence of the track numbers of visited tracks.
In particular, the path of a unit moving directly from the input to the
output corresponds to the empty sequence (), denoted by ∅. Two easily
derived observations – cf. the example shown in Figure 4.5 – are:
Observation 4.1
Units taking the same path correspond to a subsequence of the input
sequence.
Observation 4.2
A path corresponds to a subsequence of the track execution order.
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1,2,12,11,11,221∅
764 521 1 2 3 4
1 1 2
6 3 4
7 5 4 2
Paths of units:
E = (1, 2, 1)
5 6 7
Before 3rd humping step:
E = (1, 2, 1)
1 1 2 2
5
6 3 4 7 4
Before 2nd humping step:
E = (1, 2,
Before 1th humping step:
1 1 2
7 5 4 2
E = (1,
6 3 4
|||
| || || ||||
1 1 2 2 3 4 4
Figure 4.5. Optimal schedule, shunting moves over the hump, as
well as the paths of the units for the instance (7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 4, 1, 2, 1, 2) for
t-st,ub|3-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl and 2-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl
For fixed number of tracks and humping steps, the number of dif-
ferent paths – along which a unit can move – depends on the choice of
the track execution order. We call such a path realizable. For exam-
ple, for two tracks and three humping steps, we consider the two track
execution orders E1 = (1, 2, 2) and E2 = (1, 2, 1). As shown in Figure
4.5, E2 admits seven different realizable paths; on the other hand, E1
only admits the six paths ∅, (1), (2), (1, 2), (2, 2), (1, 2, 2). The following
corollary contains a recursion for the maximum number of different re-
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alizable paths and shows that it is achieved for so-called cyclic track
execution.
Corollary 4.3
For t ≥ 1 tracks in the rail yard and h ≥ 0 humping steps the max-
imal number f (h, t) of different realizable paths is achieved by per-
forming the humping steps according to the cyclic track execution
order E c = (1, 2, . . . , t, 1, 2, . . .) of length h. A recursion for f (h, t)
is f (h+ 1, t) = 2 · f (h, t)− f (h− t, t) for h ≥ t with starting values
f (h, t) = 2h for h ≤ t.
Corollary 4.3 is an immediate consequence of Observation 4.2 and
of the observations made in the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 4.12
Among all integer sequences Sn,g of length n containing integers from
{1, . . . , g} the cyclic sequence Scn,g = (1, 2, . . . , g, 1, 2, . . .) contains the
maximum number of different subsequences.
Proof. We denote the number of different subsequences of an ar-
bitrary sequence S by f¯ (S), the number of different subsequences of S
ending with integer g by f¯g(S), and the position of the rightmost inte-
ger g in S by τ(S, g). It suffices to show, that f¯ (Sn,g) ≤ f¯ (Scn,g) for all
subsequences Sn,g with n > g containing integers 1, . . . , g only.
For an inductive proof, let us define S0,g := ∅ and Si,g := (s1, . . . , si)
for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. We show that
¬ f¯
(
Sci,g
) ≥ f¯ (Si,g)
for some i with g ≤ i < n implies the corresponding inequality for i+ 1.
We observe the following properties of Si,g:
­ f¯
(
Si+1,g
)
= 2 · f¯ (Si,g)− f¯si+1(Si,g),
® f¯
(
Si,g
)
= 1 +
∑g
g=1 f¯g
(
Si,g
)
,
¯ f¯g
(
Si,g
)
= f¯
(
Sτ(Si,g ,g)−1,g
)
, g = 1, . . . , g.
For an easier comparison with Sci+1,g, we renumber the integers in
Si+1,g and we denote the result by S˜i+1,g := (s˜1, . . . , s˜i+1) such that
° τ(S˜i,g, g) ≤ τ(Sci,g, g), g = 1, . . . , g.
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For example, S˜6,3 = (3, 3, 1, 2, 2, 1) for S6,3 = (2, 2, 3, 1, 1, 3), due to
Sc5,3 = (1, 2, 3, 1, 2). Of course, it holds
± f¯
(
S˜ j,g
)
= f¯
(
S j,g
)
, j = 1, . . . , i+ 1.
Another consequence is that τ(S˜i,g, sci+1) ≤ τ(S˜i,g, s˜i+1), which leads
to f¯
(
S˜τ(S˜i,g ,sci+1)−1,g
) ≤ f¯ (S˜τ(S˜i,g ,s˜i+1)−1,g) and with ¯ to
² f¯sci+1
(
S˜i,g
) ≤ f¯ s˜i+1(S˜i,g).
Finally, the following inequalities complete the proof.
± ­f¯
(
Si+1,g
)
= f¯
(
S˜i+1,g
)
= 2 · f¯ (S˜i,g)− f¯ s˜i+1(S˜i,g)
²≤ 2 · f¯ (S˜i,g)− f¯sci+1(S˜i,g)
®
= 2 ·
(
1 +
g∑
g=1
f¯g
(
S˜i,g
))− f¯sci+1(S˜i,g)
¯
= 2 + 2
g∑
g=1
g 6=sci+1
f¯
(
S˜τ(S˜i,g ,g)−1,g
)
+ f¯
(
S˜τ(S˜i,g ,sci+1)−1,g
)
°≤ 2 + 2
g∑
g=1
g 6=sci+1
f¯
(
S˜τ(Sci,g ,g)−1,g
)
+ f¯
(
S˜τ(Sci,g ,sci+1)−1,g
)
±
= 2 + 2
g∑
g=1
g 6=sci+1
f¯
(
Sτ(Sci,g ,g)−1,g
)
+ f¯
(
Sτ(Sci,g ,sci+1)−1,g
)
¬≤ 2 + 2
g∑
g=1
g 6=sci+1
f¯
(
Sc
τ(Sci,g ,g)−1,g
)
+ f¯
(
Sc
τ(Sci,g ,s
c
i+1)−1,g
)
¯
= 2 ·
(
1 +
g∑
g=1
f¯g
(
Sci,g
))− f¯sci+1(Sci,g)
® ­
= 2 · f¯ (Sci,g)− f¯sci+1(Sci,g) = f¯ (Sci+1,g) 2
HIRSCHBERG & RE´GNIER (2000) prove that among all integer se-
quences Sn,g of length n containing integers from {1, . . . , g} the cyclic
sequence Scn,g contains the maximum number of different subsequences
with cardinality n− c for c = 0, . . . , n. Clearly, this implies the above
Theorem 4.12. They also provide recursions for computing each of these
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maximum numbers in O(c+ (g− 1)n2) time. In the above direct proof
with respect to subsequences of arbitrary cardinality, we obtain a recur-
sion for the total number f¯
(
Scn,g
)
of all different subsequences of Scn,g,
and we derive an explicit formula for this maximum number, cf. Corol-
lary 4.4. Applying our recursion, we can compute f (n, g) = f¯
(
Scn,g
)
significantly faster in O(n) time.
Corollary 4.4
For the maximal number f (h, t) of different realizable paths an explicit
formula reads
f (h, t) = 2h +
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j · t
j
)
· 2h− j(t+1).
Proof. Obviously, the explicit formula yields the starting values
of above recursion for h ≤ t. It remains to show that it computes the
same values as the recursion for h > t. By basic calculus we get
¬
(
h− j·t
j
)
+
(
h− j·t
j−1
)
=
(
h+1− j·t
j
)
, 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊
h+1
t+1
⌋
,
­
(
h+1− h+1t+1 ·t
h+1
t+1
)
=
(
h− h+1t+1 ·t
h+1
t+1−1
)
= 1, if h+1t+1 ∈ Z+
®
⌊
h−t
t+1
⌋
+ 1 =
⌊
h+1
t+1
⌋
≥
⌊
h
t+1
⌋
.
Of course, it is either
⌊
h+1
t+1
⌋
=
⌊
h
t+1
⌋
or
⌊
h+1
t+1
⌋
= h+1t+1 =
⌊
h
t+1
⌋
+ 1.
In case of
⌊
h+1
t+1
⌋
=
⌊
h
t+1
⌋
,
f (h+ 1, t) = 2h+1 +
b h+1t+1 c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h+1− j·t
j
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
¬
= 2h+1
+
b h+1t+1 c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
((
h− j·t
j
)
+
(
h− j·t
j−1
))
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
= 2h+1 +
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
+
b h+1t+1 c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j−1
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1) .
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In case of
⌊
h+1
t+1
⌋
= h+1t+1 =
⌊
h
t+1
⌋
+ 1,
f (h+ 1, t) = 2h+1 +
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h+1− j·t
j
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
+(−1) h+1t+1 ·
(
h+1− h+1t+1 ·t
h+1
t+1
)
· 2h+1− h+1t+1 (t+1)
¬­
= 2h+1 +
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
+
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j−1
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
+(−1) h+1t+1 ·
(
h− h+1t+1 ·t
h+1
t+1−1
)
· 2h+1− h+1t+1 (t+1)
= 2h+1 +
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
+
b h+1t+1 c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j−1
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1) .
Thus, we continue for the general case.
®
f (h+ 1, t) = 2h+1 +
b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
+
b h−tt+1c+1∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j−1
)
· 2h+1− j(t+1)
= 2 ·
2h + b ht+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h− j·t
j
)
· 2h− j(t+1)

−
2h−t + b h−tt+1c∑
j=1
(−1) j ·
(
h−t− j·t
j
)
· 2h−t− j(t+1)

= 2 · f (h, t)− f (h− t, t)
2
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Table 4.3 lists the number f (h, t) of different realizable paths for
h ≤ 9 humping steps and for t ≤ 9 sorting tracks. Note that for all
input sequences with length n ≤ f (h¯, t¯) there is an optimal (feasible)
schedule with h ≤ h¯ humping steps and t ≤ t¯ sorting tracks for any
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|·,· version.
number t of sorting tracks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
nu
m
be
r
h
of
hu
m
pi
ng
st
ep
s
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 4 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
4 5 12 15 16 16 16 16 16 16
5 6 20 28 31 32 32 32 32 32
6 7 33 52 60 63 64 64 64 64
7 8 54 96 116 124 127 128 128 128
8 9 88 177 224 244 252 255 256 256
9 10 143 326 432 480 500 508 511 512
Table 4.3. Number f (h, t) of different realizable paths for h ≤ 9 humping
steps and for t ≤ 9 sorting tracks
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4.4.1 Unbounded Case
Observations 4.1 and 4.2 together with Corollary 4.3 imply the va-
lidity of Algorithm 7 and of Algorithm 8 for solving the two ver-
sions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|{or,fr},g-bl, as well as the two versions
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|{or,fr},g-bl, respectively.
Algorithm 7: Greedy for versions
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl,
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl
Input : An integer sequence Sn,g
Output: An optimal schedule
Step 1: Determine a minimum partition of the in-
put sequence Sn,g into subsequences S1, . . . , Sp∗
such that S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sp∗ has the structure
ordered g-blocks (free g-blocks).
Step 2: Compute the minimum number t∗ (≤ h) of sort-
ing tracks with at least p∗ different realizable
paths, i. e., with f (h, t∗) ≥ p∗.
If no such t∗ exists, then the problem is infeasi-
ble, STOP.
Step 3: For all p = 1, . . . , p∗ assign a suitable path
p regarding the cyclic track execution order
E c = (1, . . . , t∗) to all units in subsequence Sp.
Theorem 4.13
Version t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl is optimally solvable in O(n log h)
time.
Proof. Algorithm 7 computes an optimal solution for version
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl in O(n) time: Step 1 can be solved in O(n),
see Subsection 4.2.1 and Algorithm 3. In Step 2, the minimum num-
ber t∗ of tracks can be computed recursively in O(log h · h), see Corol-
lary 4.3. In Step 3, each path p is implicitly given by the reversed
binary code of the number p− 1. 2
Transforming the implicitly given solution to an explicit, easily
readable schedule in the shape desired by our practical partner takes
O(n · h∗) time, see Algorithm 9.
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Algorithm 8: Greedy for versions
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl,
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl
Input : An integer sequence Sn,g
Output: An optimal schedule
Step 1: Determine a minimum partition of the in-
put sequence Sn,g into subsequences S1, . . . , Sp∗
such that S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sp∗ has the structure
ordered g-blocks (free g-blocks).
Step 2: Compute the minimum number h∗ of humping
steps with at least p∗ different realizable paths,
i. e., with f (h∗, t) ≥ p∗.
Step 3: For all p = 1, . . . , p∗ assign a suitable
path p regarding the cyclic track execution or-
der E c = (1, . . . , t, 1, . . .) to all units in subse-
quence Sp.
Theorem 4.14
Version t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl is optimally solvable in O(n · h∗)
time.
Proof. Algorithm 8 computes an optimal schedule for version
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl in O(n · h∗) time: Step 1 can be solved
in O(n), see Subsection 4.2.1 and Algorithm 3. In Step 2, the mini-
mum number h∗ of humping steps can be computed in O(n), see Corol-
lary 4.3. In Step 3, the first different paths 1, . . . , p∗ with respect to the
cyclic track execution order E c can be generated with Algorithm 9 in
O(p∗ · h∗) time. It holds h∗ < p∗ ≤ n. 2
In other words, the two versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl and
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,g-bl are optimally solvable in linear time in the
size of the schedule to compute.
Theorem 4.15
The versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl, t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl
are NP-hard.
Proof. Let us suppose, that it is decidable in polynomial time
whether there exists a feasible solution for the particular version
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1-st,ub|(h− 1)-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl, then, due to previous results and
due to the fact that f (h − 1, 1) = h, see proof of Theorem 4.16, we
can decide in polynomial time whether the input sequence S can be
partitioned into subsequences S1, . . . , Sh such that S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sh
has the structure free g-blocks. However, the latter decision problem
is known to be NP-complete, see DAHLHAUS ET AL. (2000a). Thus,
1-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl is NP-complete. 2
Algorithm 9: Generation of paths for cyclic track execution
Input : A cyclic track execution order E c = (e1, . . . , eh) of t tracks
Output: “First” p∗ different paths w. r. t. E c in O(p∗ · h) time
1 Path [ 1 ][ 1 ]← · · · ← Path [ 1 ][ h∗ ]← 0, p← sub← 2
2 while p ≤ p∗ do
3 lastOne← duplicate← 0, tmp← 1
4 for h← 1 to h∗ do
5 if h > 1 then tmp← 2 · tmp
6 if
⌊
sub−1
tmp
⌋
mod 2 = 1 then
7 if h− lastOne ≥ t+ 1 then
8 duplicate← 1
9 goto line 12
10 lastOne← h
11 Path [ p ][ h ] =
(⌊
sub−1
tmp
⌋
mod 2
)
· eh
12 if duplicate = 0 then p← p+ 1
13 sub← sub+ 1
Note that it is possible to determine a feasible solution of the ver-
sion t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl by executing Algorithm 8 with a re-
laxed Step 1. Instead of computing a minimum partition in Step 1,
any partition of the input sequence Sn,g into subsequences S1, . . . , S p¯
such that S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S p¯ has the structure free g-blocks leads to a
feasible schedule.
Theorem 4.16
The version 1-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl is 2-approximable and the ver-
sion t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl is +2-approximable for t ≥ 2, both in
O(n log n) time.
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Proof. We start the proof by inductively showing two results on
the number f (h, t) of different realizable paths w. r. t. cyclic track exe-
cution.
Assuming f (h˜, 1) = h˜+ 1 for 1 ≤ h˜ ≤ h leads – with our recursive
formula – to f (h+ 1, 1) = 2 · f (h, 1)− f (h− 1, 1) = 2 · (h+ 1)− h = h+ 2.
Since f (1, 1) = 1 and f (2, 1) = 2, we get f (h, 1) = h+ 1 ¬ for any h.
Secondly, let us consider the case t ≥ 2. If we for h ≥ 2 assume
f (h, t) > f (h− 1, t) + f (h− 2, t), then, it follows
f (h+ 1, t) = 2 · f (h, t)− f (h− t, t)
t ≥ 2
≥ 2 · f (h, t)− f (h− 2, t)
> f (h, t) + f (h− 1, t)
.
Because f (h, t) > f (h − 1, t) + f (h − 2, t) for 2 ≤ h ≤ t, we get
f (h, t) > f (h − 1, t) + f (h − 2, t) for any h ≥ 2 and t ≥ 2. As a con-
sequence, f (h, t) > 2 · f (h− 2, t) ­ for h ≥ 2 and t ≥ 2.
The solution of version t-qu,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl – which is com-
putable in O(n log n) time, see Subsection 4.3.1 – corresponds to a par-
tition of the input sequence Sn,g into subsequences S1, . . . , S p¯ such that
S1 ⊕ S2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ S p¯ has the structure free g-blocks.
As above-mentioned, this solution can be transformed – by execut-
ing Steps 2 and 3 of Algorithm 8 in O(n · h¯) time – to a solution of
t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl with h¯ humping steps, that is, f (h¯− 1, t) <
p¯ ≤ f (h¯, t) ®. It follows a comparison of this solution with the opti-
mal one requiring h∗ humping steps and p∗ different paths of the units,
that is, f (h∗ − 1, t) < p∗ ≤ f (h∗, t) ¯. Let us assume that h¯ > 2 · h∗ °
in case t = 1 and that h¯ > h∗ + 2 ± in case t ≥ 2. The proof is fin-
ished by showing that in both cases the respective assumption leads to
a contradiction with p¯ ≤ 2 · p∗ − 1, see Theorem 4.1.
Case t = 1:
¬® ° ¬¯
p¯ = h¯+ 1 ≥ 2 · h∗ + 2 = 2 · p∗
Case t ≥ 2:
® ± ­ ¯
p¯ > f (h¯− 1, t) ≥ f (h∗ + 2, t) > 2 · f (h∗, t) ≥ 2 · p∗ 2
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4.4.2 Bounded Case
The version t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|or,n-bl is proven to be NP-hard by
JACOB ET AL. (2007), a result which extends to the respective g-blocks
versions as well as to the corresponding t-minimizing versions.
The computational complexity of above versions for forming one out-
bound train carry over to the respective versions concerning several
outbound trains, see Observations 3.4 and 3.12. In particular, ver-
sion t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl is solvable in O(n log h) time and
version t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl can be solved in O(n · h∗) time.
Besides that, the b-bounded versions t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl,
t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl, as well as our real-world optimization
problem t-st,b-bd|h, r-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl areNP-hard. JACOB ET AL.
(2011) introduce a 2-approximation for t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,n-bl
and HAUSER & MAUE (2010) compare heuristics for improving the
schedule obtained by this 2-approximation.

C H A P T E R 5
Coloring Polygon-Circle
Graphs
IN the previous chapter we have shown that five t-minimizing, un-bounded, no shunting, g-blocks versions of SRS are equivalentto the NP-hard MVC of polygon-circle graphs. In other words,
one can solve all of these versions by determining a minimum ver-
tex coloring of a particular polygon-circle graph. The corresponding
polygon representation is easily constructible for any given instance
of our versions, see the proofs of the respective theorems in Subsec-
tion 4.3.1. In view of quickly solving the mentioned versions, we deal
with MVC of polygon-circle graphs in this chapter. In particular, we
introduce a new network flow formulation with side constraints as bi-
nary program which exploits the geometrical structure of the polygons.
Based on this formulation, a branch-and-bound method is presented.
We answer the following two questions. How does this method compete
with another branch-and-bound method that is based on a classical as-
signment formulation regarding computational time? Can the polygon-
circle graphs that relate to our real-world instances of the mentioned
versions quickly be colored with minimum number of colors?
5.1 Approximation
MVC of polygon-circle graphs cannot be approximated within a fac-
tor of 2ω − 1 where ω is the clique number, see UNGER (1990) (in
German) and UNGER (1992). Besides that, UNGER (1990) – also see
UNGER (1988) – claims to have obtained a polynomial time algorithm
which produces a minimum vertex coloring of a given circle graph with
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no more than 2ω colors, which would prove MVC of circle graphs to be
2-approximable. However, his proof is falsified by a counter-example
– see Figure 5.11 – given by AGEEV (1996) that consists in a triangle-
free circle graph with chromatic number 5. After all, the question of
whether or not MVC of circle graphs is 2-approximable remains open.
The best known approximation for MVC of circle graphs and of polygon-
circle graphs so far has performance guarantee of Hα(G), see Subsec-
tion 4.3.2.
Figure 5.1. A triangle-free circle graph with 220 vertices that requires five
colors
1Thanks to David Eppstein for plotting the graph
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5.2 Preprocessing
The key idea of a well-known preprocessing for MVC of arbitrary
graphs – see Algorithm 10 – is the following: extract an induced sub-
graph G[V′] of the given graph G = (V, E) with χ(G[V′]) = χ(G), such
that we can easily transform a minimum vertex coloring of G[V′] into
a minimum vertex coloring of the original graph G.
Algorithm 10: Preprocessing for MVC
Input : An arbitrary graph G = (V, E) and a lower bound χ on
χ(G)
Output: An induced subgraph G[V′] of G with above-mentioned
property
1 V′ ← V
2 repeat
3 Remove each vertex u ∈ V′ from V′ if there exists another
vertex v ∈ V′ with NG[V′](u) ⊆ NG[V′](v)
4 Remove each vertex u ∈ V′ from V′ with |NG[V′](u)| ≤ χ− 1
5 until no more removable vertices are found
It is easily seen that we can augment any feasible coloring of the
graph G[V′] with k colors produced by Algorithm 10 to a feasible color-
ing of G with max{ω, k} colors. This preprocessing is motivated by the
following rule of thumb that mostly holds: the smaller the graph, the
faster one can compute good or optimal colorings. A lower bound χ that
is close to χ might significantly reduce G to G[V′]. For most graphs,
the clique number ω is such a good lower bound on χ. For polygon-
circle graphs, we compute a maximum clique of size ω in O(n4) time
– see Subsection 2.4.1 – and perform the preprocessing with χ := ω in
Algorithm 10.
5.3 Heuristics
To provide our exact solution methods with good start solutions we
implemented three heuristics for MVC of polygon-circle graphs:
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FIRST FIT, see Subsection 2.2.2,
MAXIS, see Algorithm 6 (b = n) in Subsection 4.3.2,
PACK LONGEST, see Algorithm 11.
Algorithm 11: PACK LONGEST for MVC of polygon-circle graphs
Input : A polygon-circle graph GPC(P˜) and its polygon
representation P˜ whose polygons are increasingly
numbered according to their first corner points
Output: A feasible vertex coloring of GPC(P˜)
1 Scale the polygons such that any two consecutive corner points
are unit-distant
2 while possible do
3 Pack longest spanned polygon Pi ∈ P˜ in the polygon P j ∈ P˜
spanning Pi with smallest index j, i. e., the polygons Pi and P j
will be assigned the same color
4 Remove Pi from P˜
5 Color the remaining interval graph w. r. t. I˜ = {IP j | P j ∈ P˜} with
FIRST FIT and accordingly assign the colors to the polygons
P3
P1
P5
P2
P7
P4
P6
P8
Figure 5.2. PACK LONGEST: Polygons with unit-distant corner points
Note, while FIRST FIT and MAXIS only need the polygon-circle
graph as input, PACK LONGEST also uses the geometrical structure of
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the polygons. Due to the rather informal description of PACK LONGEST
in Algorithm 11, we give a little example. Let us consider the polygon
representation illustrated in Figure 5.2 after scaling (line 1) and the
corresponding polygon-circle graph.
While performing the while-loop (lines 2–4), we iteratively pack P6
in P7, P2 in P5, and P1 in P3. Note, the word “possible” in line 2 means
that we may only pack a polygon Pi in its spanning polygon P j if all
polygons that are already packed in P j do not intersect Pi. FIRST FIT
colors the intervals IP3 , IP5 , IP7 , IP4 , and IP8 with colors 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 1, respectively. After all, PACK LONGEST colors the polygons P3,
P5, P1, P2, P7, P4, P6, and P8 with the colors 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 1,
respectively. It is easily seen that this coloring is not optimal as χ = 3.
For the preprocessed polygon-circle graphs which relate to our real-
world instances of SRS, the quality of the results obtained by above
heuristics is compared in Section 6.1.
5.4 Exact Solution Methods
In this section we describe three branch-and-bound implementations
for solving MVC of polygon-circle graphs that are based on two differ-
ent BP formulations.
Of course, for solving MVC of polygon-circle graphs we may apply
any exact solution approach for MVC that works for arbitrary graphs.
Due to its practical relevance, MVC (of arbitrary graphs) is one of the
most popular combinatorial optimization problems. As a consequence,
there is a broad literature on this problem; a selection of recent publi-
cations reads: MEHROTRA & TRICK (1996), CAMPEˆLO ET AL. (2004,
2008), ME´NDEZ-D I´AZ & ZABALA (2001, 2006, 2008), COLL ET AL.
(2002), CARAMIA & DELL’OLMO (2001, 2004), LUCET ET AL. (2006),
PALUBECKIS (2008), HANSEN ET AL. (2009). Most of the proposed ex-
act solution methods are LP based branch-and-cut implementations.
They relate to different BP formulations of MVC and make use of cor-
responding polyhedral results like valid inequalities (cutting planes).
It is not the scope of this thesis to provide a thorough comparison and
discussion of all exact methods that are presented in the literature. We
decided to implement one branch-and-bound method that is based on
an existing BP formulation for MVC, see next subsection. The corre-
sponding results are considered as benchmark for our new approach
described in Subsection 5.4.2.
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5.4.1 Assignment Formulation
The following BP is a well-known assignment formulation which prob-
ably most intuitively models MVC. By solving this BP one can com-
pute minimum vertex colorings of arbitrary graphs G = (V, E) with
V = {1, . . . , n} and |E| = m.
min
χ¯∑
k=1
yk (5.1)∑
k:
(i,k)∈X
xi,k = 1 ∀i ∈ V (5.2)
xi,k + x j,k ≤ yk ∀k, {i, j} ∈ E : (i, k), ( j, k) ∈ X (5.3)
yk − yk+1 ≥ 0 k = 1, . . . , χ¯− 1 (5.4)
xi,k, yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, k) ∈ X (5.5)
The model contains binary decision variables xi,k and yk. In partic-
ular, xi,k = 1 if and only if vertex i is colored with color k; and yk = 1
if and only if color k is used. By χ¯ we denote an upper bound for the
minimum number of colors needed, which is usually determined by
heuristics. The set X contains all pairs of indices (i, k) for which the
variable xi,k exists in the model. Restriction (5.2) ensures that each
vertex is colored with exactly one color; (5.3) prevents that adjacent
vertices get the same color and also it couples the xi,k and the yk vari-
ables; and (5.4) breaks some symmetry. Of course, above BP is a valid
formulation of MVC if X = {1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , χ¯}. However, dropping
variables – without losing the validity of the BP – might significantly
reduce the computational time for solving it. Assume that we have
determined a large clique C = {c1, . . . , cl} of graph G. We arbitrarily
choose χ¯− l − 1 vertices v1, . . . , vχ¯−l−1 that are not contained in C and
we define V¯ := V\{C ∪ {v1} ∪ · · · ∪ {vχ¯−l−1}}. Then, setting X to
 ⋃
i=1,...,l
{(ci, i)} ∪
⋃
i=1,...,χ¯−l−1
⋃
j=1,...,l+i
{(vi, j)} ∪ V¯
× {1, . . . , χ¯} (5.6)
also leads to a valid formulation of MVC. In other words, the larger the
clique C and the lower the upper bound χ¯ the less decision variables
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are necessary. For polygon-circle graphs, X is easily determined by the
largest clique C; a maximum clique is computable in O(n4) time, see
Subsection 2.4.1.
In view of exact solution approaches, we are interested in strength-
ening the LP relaxation of above BP formulation. For example, this is
achieved by replacing (5.3) by the following clique constraints
∑
i:
i∈C∧ (i,k)∈X
xi,k ≤ yk ∀k,C ∈ C, (5.7)
where C = {Ci, j | i, j ∈ V with {i, j} ∈ E } and Ci, j is the maximum
clique among all cliques that contain the nodes i and j. For any two ad-
jacent vertices i and j, we obtain Ci, j by computing a maximum clique in
G[NG(i) ∩ NG( j)]. For polygon-circle graphs, the worst-case complexity
for generating C is O(mn4), see Subsection 2.4.1. For large instances
we might fail to compute C entirely in adequate time. Thus, it is rea-
sonable to impose a time and space limit for generating C. For those
pairs of adjacent vertices i and j, where we could not determine Ci, j
within the given amount of time, we add the respective restriction of
(5.3) to the model; for all other pairs i and j we add the constraint of
(5.7) with respect to Ci, j ∈ C. We denote the resulting BP formulation
as ASSIGNMENT BP.
Let us now describe the relevant ingredients of the implemented LP
based branch-and-bound procedure that is based on the ASSIGNMENT
BP; for a general description of branch-and-bound, see Section 2.2.2.
LP based branch-and-bound (ASSIGNMENT)
Preprocessing We compute an MWC of the given polygon-circle
graph which results in the lower bound ω on χ, and we preprocess
the graph as described in Section 5.2. Among the three feasible color-
ings computed by the proposed heuristics, we choose the best coloring,
which provides an initial upper bound on χ. Besides that, the prepro-
cessed graph is decomposed into its connected components. For each
of these components, we – in some sense – run a separate branch-and-
bound procedure to compute a sufficiently good coloring.
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Bounding A lower bound on the optimal value z∗s of the currently
processed subproblem Ps is obtained by solving the corresponding LP
relaxation; in particular, the lower bound equals dzLPs e where zLPs is the
value of the LP solution. An upper bound on z∗s may possibly be deter-
mined either by an integral LP solution or by the ITERATIVE ROUND-
ING scheme. This procedure – illustrated in Algorithm 12 – is also
known as FRACTIONALITY DIVING. Given an LP solution, we define
the set of indices Xˆ := {(i, k) ∈ X | 0 < xˆi,k < 1 } of the variables xi,k with
fractional values xˆi,k. The greatest fractional value max(i,k)∈Xˆ{xˆi,k} is
denoted by fmax.
Algorithm 12: ITERATIVE ROUNDING
Input : LP relaxation of the current subproblem, parameter
0 ≤ δ < 1
Output: If available, a feasible coloring
1 repeat
2 Solve the LP with current fixings of variables
3 if LP is infeasible then return “no feasible coloring found”
4 if LP solution is integral then return feasible coloring else
fix all variables xi,k with (i, k) ∈ Xˆ and xˆi,k ≥ fmax − δ to 1
Branching Policy Note, each node in the search tree is character-
ized by the fixed xi,k variables, and it can be interpreted as a particular
partial coloring of the graph. We say a vertex i has color k available
if the variable xi,k with (i, k) ∈ X is not yet fixed (to 1 or 0). An un-
colored vertex has at least two colors available. Among all uncolored
vertices, we select one vertex according to the following CELIM rule
introduced by SEWELL (1993). For all uncolored vertices i, we sum up
– over all colors k available to i – the number of i’s uncolored neighbors
that still have color k available. The vertex i∗ with the largest sum is
then chosen to be the branching vertex for the current subproblem Ps
with respect to the (solution) subset Xs. That is, we subdivide Xs as
follows: we create a subproblem of Ps for each color k available to i∗ in
which we additionally fix xi∗ ,k to 1. Of course, this may lead to further
fixings of other free – that is, not yet fixed – variables.
Node Selection Policy In our implementation, we maintain the list
of unpruned nodes (subproblems) in form of the following queue. At
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each subdivision of a subproblem Ps, we insert the subproblem of Ps
created for the smallest color available to the branching vertex i∗ at
the head of the queue; and the subproblems of Ps generated for the
remaining colors available to i∗ are inserted – in order of increasing
colors – at the tail of the queue. We process the unpruned subproblems
in the order of the queue items from head to tail. The resulting node
selection policy is a mixture of the well-known depth first search and
breadth first search.
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5.4.2 Network Flow Formulation
In this section we present a new BP formulation for MVC of polygon-
circle graphs GPC(P˜) = (V, E) with V = {P1, . . . ,Pn} and |E| = m
which exploits the geometrical structure of the polygons. Remember,
in P˜ the polygons are increasingly numbered according to the order
of their first corner points, see Convention 2.1. The set {1, . . . , n} is
denoted by Vˆ. For all pairs of i, j ∈ Vˆ, we define
α(i, j) :=

1, if Pi is spanned by P j
2, if P j is spanned by Pi
3, if IPi l IP j
0, otherwise
. (5.8)
Let us consider the following BP.
min
∑
i∈Vˆ
yq,i (5.9)
yi, j − y j,i = 0 i, j ∈ Vˆ: α(i, j) = 2 (5.10)
yi, j + yi,k ≤ 1 i, j, k ∈ Vˆ:
α(i, j) = α(i, k) = 2,
{P j,Pk} ∈ E (5.11)
yi, j + y j,k ≤ 1 i, j, k ∈ Vˆ:
α(i, j) = α( j, k) = 2 (5.12)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)≥2
y j,i = 1 i ∈ Vˆ (5.13)
yi,s +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α(i, j)≥1
yi, j −
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=1
y j,i = 1 i ∈ Vˆ (5.14)
yq,i, yi,s ∈ [0, 1] i ∈ Vˆ (5.15)
yi, j ∈ [0, 1] i, j ∈ Vˆ: α(i, j) ∈ {1, 3} (5.16)
yi, j ∈ {0, 1} i, j ∈ Vˆ: α(i, j) = 2 (5.17)
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For a given polygon-circle graph, the above BP formulates a partic-
ular network flow problem in a network denoted by N . This network
contains the source q, the sink s, and a node i for each polygon Pi ∈ V.
There are arcs from q to all of these nodes i, and arcs from all of these
nodes i to s. Furthermore, there is an arc (i, j) from node i to j if and
only if α(i, j) ≥ 1, that is, there is no arc (i, j) if the polygons Pi and
P j intersect or if IP j l IPi . The binary variables yi, j, yq,i, and yi,s can
be interpreted as flow values on the arcs (i, j), (q, i), and (i, s), respec-
tively. For any arc, the lower capacity on the flow value is 0, the upper
capacity is 1, see (5.15) – (5.17). Each arc leaving the source occasions
costs of 1; no other costs are incurred. The above BP seeks for a par-
ticular min cost flow in N . The feasibility of the flow is restricted by
additional side constraints that extend a classical min cost flow prob-
lem. For a better understanding of these side constraints, we visualize
each node i in N such that – in its interior – the IWIP of polygon Pi is
plotted at the correct position, see Figure 5.3 for an example.
y1,s
1
=
α(2, 5) = 3
yq,1
α(4, 1) = 1
≤ 1≤ 1
y2,5
r12
α(1, 2) = 2
2
3
5
y1,2
4
y4,1
s
r11 r
1
3
q
Figure 5.3. The network N for a particular polygon-circle graph
For each node i, let the arc (q, i) and the arcs ( j, i) with α( j, i) ≥ 2
enter node i at the first (corner) point ri1; and let the arc (i, q), the arcs
(i, j) with α(i, j) ≥ 1, and the arcs ( j, i) with α( j, i) = 1 enter or leave
node i at the last (corner) point rinci , respectively. Then, the effect of the
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restrictions (5.13) and (5.14) – which also formulate the flow conserva-
tion at any node i – can be illustrated by fixing the flow value to 1 on
an imaginary arc from ri1 to r
i
nci
. For any arc (i, j) with α(i, j) = 2, (5.17)
requires an integral flow value which equals the flow value on arc ( j, i),
see (5.10). Constraint (5.11) allows a (positive) flow on only one of two
arcs (i, j) and (i, k) with α(i, j) = α(i, k) = 2 and {P j,Pk} ∈ E. Further-
more, restriction (5.12) prohibits a flow on both of two arcs (i, j) and
( j, k) with α(i, j) = α( j, k) = 2.
Note, if all binary variables are fixed, then the BP described by
(5.9) – (5.17) becomes a classical min cost flow problem. Thus, there
is an optimal solution of this BP that is integral. In particular, if all
binary variables are fixed, then every basic feasible solution of the cor-
responding LP relaxation is integral. An integral feasible solution of
this BP with objective value z corresponds to a feasible path family of
z q-s-paths in N . The feasibility of the path family is restricted by the
constraints (5.10) – (5.14), and (5.17). In particular, in a feasible path
family, each node i is traversed by exactly one path.
Theorem 5.1
Given a polygon representation P˜ , a feasible path family of z q-s-paths
in N corresponds to a feasible coloring of GPC(P˜) with z colors.
s
Tk6
Tk1q
1
6
7
9
3
5
Figure 5.4. A path k and the partition of Vk into towers
Proof. Let a feasible path family of z q-s-paths in N be given. For
k = 1, . . . , z, we define Vk := {Pi ∈ V |node i is on path k}. Due to the
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feasibility of the path family, {V1, . . . ,Vz} is a partition of V. It suffices
to verify that each Vk is an independent set in GPC(P˜).
For i ∈ Vˆ with Pi ∈ Vk, set Tki := {i} ∪ { j ∈ Vˆ | P j ∈ Vk, α(i, j) = 2 }
is called tower of path k if there does not exist a Pl ∈ Vk withα(l, i) = 2.
Let us assume that the set of nodes on path k decomposes into t towers,
see Figure 5.4 for an example. If two nodes i and j with Pi,P j ∈ Vk
do not both belong to the same tower, then Pi and P j are obviously
not adjacent in GPC(P˜). Hence, it remains to show the independence
within the towers. Let us consider an arbitrary tower Tkl of path k. If
i with i 6= l is a node contained in this tower, we know that path k
traverses both the arcs (i, l) and (l, i), due to the constraints (5.10) and
(5.12). The pure existence of these arcs indicates that Pi and Pl are
not adjacent in GPC(P˜). Besides that, if i and j with i 6= j 6= l are two
nodes that belong to tower Tkl , we know that path k traverses both the
arcs (l, i) and (l, j). However, this is only possible since {Pi,P j} /∈ E,
see (5.11). As a consequence, Vk are independent sets in GPC(P˜). 2
Theorem 5.2
If there is a feasible coloring of the polygon-circle graph GPC(P˜) with z
colors, then it exists a feasible path family of z q-s-paths in N .
Proof. Let a feasible coloring of GPC(P˜) with z colors be given.
Such a coloring corresponds to a partition of V into z independent sets
V1, . . . ,Vz. For each Vk, we construct a feasible path in N that passes
through all nodes in Vˆk := {i ∈ Vˆ | Pi ∈ Vk}. Assume that Vˆk de-
composes into t towers Tki1 , . . . , T
k
it with i1 < i2 < · · · < it, see the
proof of Theorem 5.1 for the definition of tower. Obviously, the path
(q, i1),(i1, i2), . . . ,(it−1, it),(it, s) is feasible. Within all towers Tki , we ex-
tend this path by additionally traversing all arcs (i, j) and ( j, i) for all
j ∈ Tki with i 6= j. This path passes through all nodes contained in Vˆk,
but no other nodes. Since Vk is an independent set, this path satisfies
all constraints – in particular, (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) – that ensure
feasibility. The composition of the paths for V1, . . . ,Vz results in the
desired path family. 2
The size of the BP described by (5.9) – (5.17) can be reduced: of
course, we can substitute the variables y j,i with α( j, i) = 1 by the vari-
ables yi, j. In order to strengthen the LP relaxation of this BP formula-
tion, we replace (5.11) and (5.12) by the clique constraints (5.19). Be-
sides that, we provide the trivial lower bound on the objective value,
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that is, on the number of paths, which is given by the size ω of the
maximum clique, see (5.22). The resulting model reads as follows.
min
∑
i∈Vˆ
yq,i (5.18)∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=2
y j,i +
∑
j∈C
yi, j ≤ 1 C ∈ C : C = Cil or
C = Cil,k , (5.19)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)≥2
y j,i = 1 i ∈ Vˆ (5.20)
yi,s +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=2
y j,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α(i, j)=3
yi, j = 1 i ∈ Vˆ (5.21)
∑
i∈Vˆ
yq,i ≥ ω (5.22)
yq,i, yi,s ∈ [0, 1] i ∈ Vˆ (5.23)
yi, j ∈ [0, 1] i, j ∈ Vˆ: α(i, j) = 3 (5.24)
yi, j ∈ {0, 1} i, j ∈ Vˆ: α(i, j) = 2 (5.25)
C is the union of {Cil,k | i, l, k ∈ Vˆ, α(i, l) = α(i, k) = 2, {Pl ,Pk} ∈ E}
and {Cil | i, l ∈ Vˆ, α(i, l) = 2}. Cil,k is a maximum clique in GPC[Vil,k], and
Cil is a maximum clique in G
PC[Vil ], where
Vil,k := {Pl ,Pk} ∪ {Pk2 | k2 6= l 6= k, α(i, k2) = 2,
{Pk2 ,Pl}, {Pk2 ,Pk} ∈ E},
Vil := {Pl} ∪ {Pk | k 6= l, α(i, k) = 2, {Pk,Pl} ∈ E}.
The worst-case complexity for generating C is O(n6), see Subsec-
tion 2.4.1. Again, we impose a time and space limit for generating C.
In the case that we failed to compute C entirely in the given amount of
time, our model contains an adequate mixture of the constraints (5.11),
(5.12), and (5.19). We denote the resulting formulation as NETWORK
BP.
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Let us summarize the results that we presented in this subsection
so far. There is an optimal solution of the NETWORK BP that is inte-
gral. Such an integral solution with objective value z corresponds to
a feasible path family of z q-s-paths in N , and vice versa. A feasible
path family of z q-s-paths in N is transformable into a feasible color-
ing of the given polygon-circle graph with z colors, and vice versa. As
a consequence, the NETWORK BP is a valid formulation for MVC of
polygon-circle graphs.
Based on the NETWORK BP we implemented two branch-and-bound
procedures: an LP based method and a Lagrangian approach. For both
branch-and-bound procedures, a description of essential subroutines
follows. We start with the LP based branch-and-bound, followed by the
Lagrangian one.
LP based branch-and-bound (NETWORK)
Preprocessing We perform the same preprocessing as for the LP
based ASSIGNMENT branch-and-bound, see page 89.
Bounding Again, we implemented the following LP based bounding
procedure: a lower bound on the optimal value z∗s of the currently pro-
cessed subproblem Ps is given by dzLPs e where zLPs is the value of the LP
solution; an upper bound on z∗s may possibly be determined either by
an integral LP solution or by the ITERATIVE ROUNDING scheme, see
Algorithm 12.
Additionally, we compute feasible colorings and corresponding up-
per bounds by applying PACK LONGEST. Here, PACK LONGEST starts
with a fixed “pre-packing” which is given by the binary variables that
are fixed to 1 in the current subproblem. Remember, PACK LONGEST
attempts to pack spanned polygons in decreasing order of their size,
see Algorithm 11. Actually, we determine several feasible colorings by
iteratively executing an adapted Algorithm 11. The first iteration cor-
responds to PACK LONGEST. Afterwards, at each run, we pack spanned
polygons in an order that we obtain by slightly altering the order of the
previous iteration.
In a leaf node, if the LP solution is not integral, we determine an op-
timal solution (for this leaf node) which is integral by solving a min cost
flow problem in a network that results from the fixings of the binary
variables.
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Branching Policy For each free binary variable yi, j we compute the
number di, j of deductions on other free binary variables that result from
fixing yi, j to 1. At the same time, we check wether fixing yi, j to 1 leads
to infeasibility. If this is the case for any free binary variable, then,
we set all free binary variables to 0 and we obtain the optimal solu-
tion for the current subproblem by solving a classical min cost flow in
the resulting network. Otherwise, we branch on a free binary variable
yi, j with greatest di, j. This kind of branching is also known as strong
inference branching.
Node Selection Policy As in the ASSIGNMENT BP implementation,
we maintain the list of unpruned nodes (subproblems) in form of a
queue. At each subdivision of a subproblem Ps, we insert the sub-
problem of Ps that we obtain by fixing the branching variable to 1 at
the head of the queue; and the subproblem of Ps in which we fix the
branching variable to 0 at the tail of the queue. Again, our node selec-
tion policy is to process the unpruned subproblems in the order of the
queue items from head to tail.
Lagrangian branch-and-bound (NETWORK)
Preprocessing As before, see page 89.
Bounding In this approach, we refrain from the power of LP relax-
ations and LP solvers. Instead, we obtain bounds by solving a La-
grangian relaxation of the currently processed subproblem Ps. Re-
member, such a subproblem – that is, the NETWORK BP with fixings
of some binary variables – amounts to finding a feasible path family of
minimum number of paths in the network N . Note that the flow value
on some arcs is pre-defined according to the fixings. For any spanned
polygon P j, we define firstSpanning( j) := min{i ∈ Vˆ |α(i, j) = 2}. It is
easily seen that a feasible solution of the Binary Program (5.26) – (5.36)
– see next page – describes a path family inN . The paths of such a path
family satisfy the constraints (5.10) – (5.12). However, this BP only re-
quires that a node is traversed at least once. Nevertheless, we can obvi-
ously shrink these paths such that each node is traversed exactly once;
this results in a feasible path family inN which satisfies (5.10) – (5.14),
and (5.17). As a consequence, the optimal value of the Binary Program
(5.26) – (5.36) equals the optimal value z∗s of subproblem Ps.
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z∗s = min
∑
i∈Vˆ
yq,i (5.26)
yi, j + yi,k ≤ 1 i, j, k ∈ Vˆ:
α(i, j) = α(i, k) = 2,
{P j,Pk} ∈ E (5.27)
yi, j + y j,k ≤ 1 i, j, k ∈ Vˆ:
α(i, j) = α( j, k) = 2,
firstSpanning( j) = i (5.28)∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=2
y j,i +
∑
j∈Cil
yi, j ≤ 1 i, l ∈ Vˆ : α(i, l) = 2,
firstSpanning(l) 6= i (5.29)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)≥2
y j,i ≥ 1 i ∈ Vˆ (5.30)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=3
y j,i ≤ 1 i ∈ Vˆ (5.31)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=3
y j,i − yi,s −
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α(i, j)=3
yi, j = 0 i ∈ Vˆ (5.32)
∑
i∈Vˆ
yq,i ≥ ω (5.33)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=3
y j,i ≥ 1 i ∈ Vˆ : ∃k : α(i, k) = 2,
yi,k is fixed to 1 (5.34)
yq,i +
∑
j∈Vˆ:
α( j,i)=3
y j,i = 0 i ∈ Vˆ : ∃k : α(k, i) = 2,
yk,i is fixed to 1 (5.35)
yq,i, yi,s, yi, j

∈ {0, 1}, variable is free
= 1, variable is fixed to 1
= 0, variable is fixed to 0
(5.36)
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In order to obtain a lower bound on z∗s , we Lagrange relax the con-
straints (5.29) and (5.30) and solve the resulting Lagrangian dual. For
fixed Lagrange multipliers, we can determine an optimal solution of
the inner problem by solving two separate subproblems. Note, (5.27)
and (5.28) only restrict the variables yi, j with α(i, j) = 2. However,
these variables do not occur within the constraints (5.31) – (5.35). For
the variables yi, j with α(i, j) = 2, the subproblem L1 which reads
min
∑
i, j∈Vˆ:
α(i, j)=2
w˜i, j yi, j (5.37)
s.t. (5.27), (5.28), (5.36)
computes the optimal values for the inner problem. For the other vari-
ables, we obtain the optimal values by solving the subproblem
min

∑
i∈Vˆ
w˜q,i yq,i +
∑
i, j∈Vˆ:
α(i, j)=3
w˜i, j yi, j
 (5.38)
s.t. (5.31) – (5.36),
which we will refer to as L2 for short. In these subproblems, w˜q,i and
w˜i, j denote the weights of the variables in the objective function of the
inner problem.
Let us consider the subproblem L1. It is obvious that L1 amounts
to the problem of finding an MWIS of the graph G˜ = (V˜, E˜) with
V˜ = {(i, j) |α(i, j) = 2}. In this graph, the adjacency of vertices – that
is, E˜ – is captured by the constraints (5.27) and (5.28). For all i ∈ Vˆ
with @k : α(k, i) = 2, let us define
V˜i := {(i, j) ∈ V˜ |α(i, j) = 2} ∪
{( j, k) ∈ V˜ |α(i, j) = α( j, k) = 2, firstSpanning( j) = i }.
For all other i ∈ Vˆ, we set V˜i := ∅. Note, V˜1, . . . , V˜n partitions
V˜. It is easily verified that {Pi, j(R˜i, j) |α(i, j) = 2} – which is deter-
mined by Algorithm 13 – is a polygon representation of G˜. In other
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words, G˜ is a polygon-circle graph. As a consequence, we can solve
L1 in O(|V˜|2 + |V˜||E˜|) time by applying Algorithm 2. Note that Algo-
rithm 13 is a rather understandable scheme for generating the polygon
representation of G˜; of course, its principle can be implemented more
efficiently by incorporating a linked list for each V˜i.
Algorithm 13: Generation of a polygon representation for G˜
Input : Polygon representation P˜ = {P1(R1), . . . ,Pn(Rn)} of the
original polygon-circle graph,  > 0 sufficiently small,
M > 0 sufficiently large
Output: Polygons Pi, j(R˜i, j) for all (i, j) ∈ V˜
1 shift← 0, R˜i, j ← Rˆi, j ← ∅ for all (i, j) ∈ V˜
2 for i← 1 to n do
3 if V˜i 6= ∅ then
4 for j← i+ 1 to n do
5 if (i, j) ∈ V˜i then Rˆi, j ← R j
6 for k← j+ 1 to n do
7 if ( j, k) ∈ V˜i then
8 Rˆ j,k ←
{
r
j
ncj
+ · r
∣∣∣ r ∈ Rk}
9 Rˆi, j ← Rˆi, j ∪
{
r
j
ncj
+ rk1 +

M
}
10 for all ( j, k) ∈ V˜i do
11 R˜ j,k ←
{
r+ shift | r ∈ Rˆ j,k
}
12 shift← max {r | r ∈ R˜ j,k, ( j, k) ∈ V˜i }
Subproblem L2 corresponds to a min cost flow problem (with side
constraints) in a network N˜ that contains the source q, the sink s, and
the nodes 1, . . . , n. In this network, there are arcs (q, i) and (i, s) for all
i = 1, . . . , n, as well as arcs (i, j) if α(i, j) = 3. Note, w˜q,i and w˜i, j are the
costs of the respective arcs. It is easily seen that we can compute an
optimal solution of L2 by solving a classical min cost flow problem in a
network which results from slightly adapting N˜ .
After all, we compute a lower bound on the optimal value z∗s of
the currently processed subproblem Ps by solving the Lagrangian dual
with a bundle method, see the next chapter for details.
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In order to obtain an upper bound, we take the solution of the in-
ner problem that – after terminating the bundle method – produced
the best lower bound. We round down the values of the variables yi, j
with α(i, j) = 2 as little as possible until the values of these variables
allow feasible solutions of Ps. Then, we determine a feasible coloring
applying PACK LONGEST which starts with a pre-packing that is given
by the remaining yi, j = 1 with α(i, j) = 2. As in the LP based imple-
mentation, we additionally compute a sequence of feasible colorings
and corresponding upper bounds by iteratively executing an adapted
Algorithm 11, see page 97.
Branching and Node Selection Policy These are the same as for
the LP based NETWORK branch-and-bound, see page 98.
In Section 6.1, we discuss the computational results of the above-
mentioned exact solution approaches for both the ASSIGNMENT BP
and the NETWORK BP.
C H A P T E R 6
Computational Results
THIS chapter gathers our computational experience of solving var-ious versions of SRS. The results for the particular real-worldoptimization problem at BASF in Ludwigshafen are presented
in Section 6.2. In the corresponding versions, shunting over a hump
is an important issue. Section 6.1 deals with versions that answer
the question of how the required rearrangements at BASF can be per-
formed efficiently in case we do not allow additional shunting moves
over the hump. All results discussed in this chapter were obtained for
real input data. In particular, the instances correspond to daily in-
coming sequences of railcars at BASF. The presented heuristics and
branch-and-bound procedures are implemented in the programming
language C, and all solution methods were run on an Intel Quad Core
with 3.2 GHz and 12 GB RAM.
6.1 Versions with no Shunting
In the following, we represent the results for five t-minimizing, un-
bounded, no shunting, g-blocks versions that are equivalent to
MVC of polygon-circle graphs, see Subsection 4.3.1. At the same time,
we evaluate the solution methods – described in Chapter 5 – for solving
MVC of the corresponding polygon-circle graphs.
In Table 6.1, each line corresponds to a practical SRS instance. The
first column lists the total number of incoming railcars, the second col-
umn contains the number of different groups within the incoming se-
quence. Note that for all unbounded, g-blocks versions, there is an
optimal schedule in which any two consecutively incoming railcars i
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and i+ 1 that belong to the same group are assigned identical moves.
As a consequence, it is sensible to perform the following preprocess-
ing for unbounded, g-blocks versions: in the given input sequence
shrink any consecutive block of railcars that belong to the same group
to a single railcar of this group.
For each of the considered versions, in order to obtain a good feasible
– possibly optimal – schedule for a given input sequence we execute the
following steps:
• we preprocess the input sequence as described above,
• we construct a particular polygon-circle graph – according to the
version and to the preprocessed input sequence – see the proofs of
the respective theorems in Subsection 4.3.1,
• we preprocess the resulting polygon-circle graph, see Section 5.2,
• we determine a good feasible – possibly optimal – coloring of the
preprocessed polygon-circle graph,
• and we translate this coloring into a feasible schedule for rear-
ranging the railcars – the number of colors corresponds to the
number of occupied tracks.
For the rest of this section, we discuss the results in terms of the
coloring of the preprocessed polygon-circle graphs.
First of all, let us empirically evaluate the quality of the heuristi-
cally computed colorings. In Table 6.1, there are five columns for each
version that list: the max clique size ω, the chromatic number χ, and
the difference between χ and the number of colors used in the colorings
computed by the heuristics PACK LONGEST (PL), MAXIS (MIS), and
FIRST FIT (FF). An empty cell means that the coloring obtained by the
respective method is optimal. Note that the heuristics run in less than
a second for each of the given graphs.
On average, PACK LONGEST produces colorings with 0.55 colors
more than the optimal coloring. For MAXIS and FIRST FIT, these av-
erage gaps read 0.96 and 1.32, respectively. The worst-case optimality
gap of the best heuristical coloring is 40 percent. Only in 7 percent
of the preprocessed polygon-circle graphs, PACK LONGEST is outper-
formed by one of the other heuristics. For two out of three graphs,
the best heuristical coloring can immediately be shown to be optimal,
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since the number of colors used equals ω. Remember, ω is easily com-
putable by Algorithm 1. For the other graphs, the corresponding cells
are highlighted in gray. In 80 percent of the instances for the split ver-
sions, we are not aware of a proven optimal coloring after computing
the heuristical colorings and ω. For the 0-split versions, this is the
case for only one instance. A reason is that the given polygon-circle
graph for a 0-split version is usually much smaller than the graph of
the corresponding split version.
In the following, let us consider the preprocessed polygon-circle
graphs for which the best heuristical coloring is not immediately
proven to be optimal. For these graphs, we discuss the computational
times of the exact solution approaches that are based on either the AS-
SIGNMENT BP or the NETWORK BP. For both BP formulations and for
all instances, C could be generated entirely within 5 seconds. That is,
the ASSIGNMENT BPs are constructed according to (5.1), (5.2), (5.7),
(5.4), and (5.5); and the NETWORK BPs are generated in accordance
with (5.18) – (5.25).
The results for the methods tailored to the ASSIGNMENT BP are
shown in the Tables 6.2 and 6.3; Table 6.2 is for the polygon-circle
graphs that relate to instances of version t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl,
Table 6.3 is for version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl. The Tables 6.4
and 6.5 illustrate the results for the NETWORK BP approaches; Ta-
ble 6.4 is for the instances of version t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl, Ta-
ble 6.5 is for version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,sp|or,g-bl. In the tables, each row
contains the figures for one polygon-circle graph; the number of nodes
and the number of arcs are listed in the third and fourth column. Note
that the preprocessed polygon-circle graph for a concurrent version is
mostly smaller than the preprocessed graph of the corresponding time
windows version for the same SRS instance.
MIP solver The sixth till ninth column of the Tables 6.2 – 6.5 illus-
trate the performance of the commercial MIP solvers CPLEX 12.1 and
Gurobi 3.0.0 for solving both the ASSIGNMENT BPs and the NETWORK
BPs with default settings. Note, for the NETWORK BP, telling the MIP
solvers that the objective value is integral improves their performance.
We provided both solvers with the best heuristical coloring as a feasible
start solution.
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LP based branch-and-bound Further columns of the tables list
the results of the LP based branch-and-bound procedures for both BP
formulations, see Subsection 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 for a description of these
methods. We tested three LP solvers: CPLEX 12.1, Gurobi 3.0.0, and
lp solve 5.5.0.15. The free lp solve was developed by Michel Berkelaar,
Kjell Eikland, and Peter Notebaert, and it is under the GNU Lesser
General Public License. In any of these implementations, we perform
ITERATIVE ROUNDING for every branch-and-bound node in order to
obtain feasible colorings and corresponding upper bounds. On average,
the best results were achieved with δ = 0.1.
Lagrangian branch-and-bound The last two columns of the Ta-
bles 6.4 and 6.5 refer to the Lagrangian branch-and-bound – which is
described in Subsection 5.4.2 – for solving the NETWORK BP. In order
to solve the Lagrangian dual, we apply the bundle method that is im-
plemented in the free ConicBundle 0.3.2 library. ConicBundle is being
developed by Christoph Helmberg, and it is under the GNU General
Public License. Remember, in the inner problem of the Lagrangian
dual we need to solve a min cost flow problem. Here we use MCF 1.3
which is a network simplex implementation introduced and coded by
Andreas Lo¨bel. MCF is under ZIB Academic License.
For each run of any solution approach, we impose a time limit of
10 minutes. In case no proven optimal coloring is produced within the
time limit for a particular instance, the additive gap between the num-
ber of colors of the best coloring so far and the chromatic number is
written superscript within the corresponding cell. Now, let us discuss
the computational results for the exact solution approaches.
ASSIGNMENT BP
Gurobi solves each ASSIGNMENT BP of the concurrent and time
windows versions within 2 seconds at the root node. Except two in-
stances for the time windows version, this is the same with CPLEX.
The worst performance of CPLEX is 84 seconds for 186 branch-and-
bound nodes. With the LP based branch-and-bound implementations
we solved all instances within 2 minutes. The two commercial LP
solvers Gurobi and CPLEX almost have the same impact on the per-
formance of the branch-and-bound. The computations with lp solve as
LP solver take only a bit longer.
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NETWORK BP
Any NETWORK BP of the concurrent and time windows versions is
solved by Gurobi within roughly a minute. For most instances, CPLEX
also succeeds after a few seconds. Only for three graphs, the computa-
tion takes longer than 5 minutes and for one of these instances CPLEX
has found an optimal coloring after 10 minutes but has not yet proven
that it is optimal. In 30 of 32 instances, a verified optimal coloring is
found at the root node by both solvers.
The LP based branch-and-bound with CPLEX as LP solver produced
optimal colorings for all graphs within 10 minutes, mostly within a few
seconds. However, for two graphs, the optimality of the determined
coloring could not be verified. On average, this implementation with
CPLEX slightly outperforms the branch-and-bound with Gurobi as LP
solver. In case of lp solve, verified optimal colorings are obtained for 20
of 32 instances before the time limit of ten minutes is reached. For the
remaining instances, the best coloring found has at most one color more
than the optimal coloring. The Lagrangian branch-and-bound produces
proven optimal colorings for 22 graphs and the worst optimality gap
to χ is also one color. Considering our implementations which do not
incorporate any commercial solvers, the Lagrangian approach yields
the best results.
After all, we compare the approaches for the ASSIGNMENT BP with
those for the NETWORK BP. With a few exceptions, the MIP solvers
solve both kind of BPs very fast. The NETWORK BP seems to be less
affected by symmetry than the ASSIGNMENT BP. Nevertheless, the LP
based branch-and-bound for the ASSIGNMENT BP clearly outperforms
the LP based approach for the NETWORK BP. This could be reasoned
by the fact that the NETWORK BPs on average have twice as many
binary variables as the corresponding ASSIGNMENT BPs, see the fifth
column of the Tables 6.2 – 6.5.
Of course, the proposed preprocessing is essential for fast computa-
tions. For example, we also tested the performance of the MIP solvers
Gurobi and CPLEX when solving the BP models that we obtain from
a given SRS instance without any preprocessing. That is, we do not
shrink the given input sequence as well as the corresponding polygon-
circle graph. Moreover, we do not provide the BP model with a maxi-
mum clique of the resulting graph, and no non-trivial clique constraints
are included. For any of the resulting ASSIGNMENT or NETWORK BP
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models, neither of the two solvers Gurobi and CPLEX could compute
an optimal coloring within one hour, and the best coloring found after
that time is worse than the best coloring obtained by the presented
heuristics.
In particular, the clique constraints – (5.7) or (5.19) – of the BP mod-
els strongly affect the performance of the solution approaches. With-
out these clique constraints the computational times increase substan-
tially. Due to time and space constraints, it is impossible to add arbi-
trarily many of these inequalities to the BP models a priori. In order to
solve larger instances than our practical ones, we could alternatively
separate the clique constraints in our LP based approaches. For both
BP formulations, a violated clique constraint can be found by apply-
ing Algorithm 1 for determining an MWC of particular polygon-circle
graphs whose vertices are weighted according to particular values of
the current LP solution.
Let us conclude this section with the following bottom line. We
can determine optimal schedules for all of our practical SRS instances
quickly, even with an implementation that does not include any com-
mercial software.
6.2 Versions with real Application at a
Hump Yard
This section deals with the NP-hard real-world optimization problem
t-st,b-bd|h,r-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl at BASF, see Section 4.4 for a detailed
description. We present a very fast heuristical method and a fast exact
approach. In particular, we discuss results for real data from theoreti-
cal as well as from practical point of view.
Solution Approaches
We start with our heuristical approach. The basic idea is to transform
an optimal schedule of the respective unbounded version into a sched-
ule which complies with the track lengths. Note, for the unbounded
case, Algorithm 8 yields a schedule with minimum number of humping
steps and – sticking to this number – with the least number of rail-
car moves at once. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 present results for practical in-
stances. The third column contains the minimum number h∗ub of hump-
ing steps in case of unbounded tracks. The next three columns list the
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number of railcars moved during the respective humping step, that is,
the number of railcars parked on the track which is immediately emp-
tied before the respective humping step. Since at most 30 railcars can
be placed on a sorting track in the rail yard at BASF – that is, b = 30 –
these schedules are obviously infeasible for the actual bounded case.
However, by distributing the railcars assigned to an overfilled track to
additionally available free tracks we easily get a feasible schedule. Of
course, the number of humping steps increases, while the number of
railcar moves stays the same. In Tables 6.6 and 6.7 the seventh and
ninth column list the number h¯ of humping steps and the number r¯ of
railcar moves of the computed schedules, respectively.
For computing optimal schedules of the actual optimization problem
– that is, the b-bounded version – we propose the following three-
phase approach.
In the first phase, we determine a feasible schedule with the above
heuristical approach to get bounds for the optimal objective values. Of
course, h¯ and r¯ are upper bounds for the minimum number h∗ of hump-
ing steps and the corresponding minimum number r∗ of railcar moves,
respectively. Let n˜1 be the number of railcars which can directly move
from the input track to an output track – that is, n˜1 = |S1| – see Al-
gorithm 8. Note that the output tracks are assumed to be long enough
for the entire outbound trains. Then, n− n˜1 gives a lower bound on r∗,
and h := max{(n − n˜1)/b, h∗ub} provides a lower bound on h∗. For our
practical instances, these lower bounds are shown in the eleventh and
twelfth column of the Tables 6.6 and 6.7.
In the second phase, we determine the minimum number h∗ of
humping steps. If the lower bound on h∗ computed in phase 1 equals
the upper bound h¯, it follows h∗ = h¯, and we continue with phase 3.
This is the case for roughly 40 percent of our instances. Otherwise, we
determine h∗ by solving the Binary Programm (6.1) – (6.10) – see next
page – which extends the idea of Algorithm 8 to the b-bounded case.
Actually, we are not interested in the solution itself, only in the optimal
value h∗.
In this formulation, PE ch denotes the set of paths which “use” the
h-th humping step regarding the cyclic track execution order E c for t
tracks with hˆ humping steps. The decision variables read xi,p = 1 if
and only if the i-th railcar takes path p, yp = 1 if and only if there is
a railcar taking path p, and zh = 1 if and only if humping step h is
executed.
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min
∑
h
zh (6.1)
∑
p
xi,p = 1 ∀i (6.2)
xi,p +
∑
pˆ≥p
x j, pˆ ≤ 1 ∀p, ∀i < j with
1 +
l−1∑
m=1
gm ≤ s j < si ≤
l∑
m=1
gm
for an l ∈ {1, . . . , o} (6.3)
x j,p +
∑
pˆ≥p+1
xi, pˆ ≤ 1 ∀p, ∀i < j with
1 +
l−1∑
m=1
gm ≤ si < s j ≤
l∑
m=1
gm
for an l ∈ {1, . . . , o} (6.4)∑
i
∑
p∈PEch
xi,p ≤ b ∀h (6.5)
yp − xi,p ≥ 0 ∀p, ∀i (6.6)
yp − yp+1 ≥ 0 ∀p < f (t, hˆ) (6.7)
zh − yp ≥ 0 ∀h, ∀p ∈ PE ch (6.8)∑
h
zh ≥ h (6.9)
xi,p, yp, zh ∈ {0, 1} 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ p ≤ f (t, hˆ), 1 ≤ h ≤ hˆ (6.10)
Restriction (6.2) ensures that each railcar takes exactly one path;
(6.3) and (6.4) yield the desired structure ordered blocks of the out-
bound trains; (6.5) considers the track length; due to (6.7) only the
“first” paths are chosen; (6.9) provides the lower bound on h∗; (6.6) and
(6.8) are coupling constraints. The objective is to minimize h∗.
It is easily seen that solving the BP (6.1) – (6.10) with hˆ = h¯ yields
an optimal solution of version t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|o-or,g-bl. How-
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ever, as already mentioned we are at this point only interested in the
number h∗. Thus, we solve the Binary Programm with hˆ = h¯− 1. In
case of infeasibility, we know h∗ = h¯; otherwise, the optimal value pro-
vides h∗.
In Tables 6.6 and 6.7, the columns 13 – 15 list h∗ as well as the
computational times for solving the Binary Programm via the solvers
CPLEX 12.1 and Gurobi 3.0.0, respectively.
Finally, in the third phase, we compute a schedule with minimum
number r∗ of railcar moves – performing the minimum number h∗ of
humping steps – by solving a second Binary Program which reads as
follows.
min
∑
h
∑
i
∑
p∈PEch
xi,p (6.11)
subject to ∑
h
zh = h∗ ∀h (6.12)
as well as to (6.2) – (6.8) and (6.10), where hˆ = h∗.
Of course, it is possible to merge phases 2 and 3, that is, to deter-
mine an optimal schedule by solving a single Binary Program with an
weighted objective function. However, that turned out to be less effi-
cient regarding the overall computational time.
Computational Results
For our instances, the minimum number r∗ of railcar moves as well as
the computational times for solving the second Binary Programm via
the solvers CPLEX 12.1 and Gurobi 3.0.0 are contained in the columns
16 – 18 of the Tables 6.6 and 6.7.
At first, let us compare the computational times of the solution
methods. The heuristically computed schedules are obtainable very
fast within 1 second. The computational times for the h-minimizing
Binary Programm vary between 1 second and 7 minutes when solved
by Gurobi 3.0.0 and between 1 second and 27 minutes applying
CPLEX 12.1; for both solvers with default parameter setting. At least
for the four instances which could not be solved within one minute,
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Gurobi 3.0.0 seems to outperform CPLEX 12.1. It is the other way
around for the running times of the r-minimizing Binary Programm.
Although both solvers determine optimal schedules with minimum
number r∗ of railcar moves for h∗ humping steps within one minute,
CPLEX 12.1 is even a trifle faster than Gurobi 3.0.0. In summary, for
each instance an optimal schedule could be computed within 10 min-
utes time.
The minimum number of humping steps varies between 2 and 6,
and the minimum number of railcar moves ranges from 43 to 169, de-
pending on the complexity of the instances. On average, there are 0.41
moves – that is, 1.41 roll downs over the hump – for each railcar. Fi-
nally, let us compare the heuristically computed schedules with the
optimal ones. For our instances, the worst case optimality gap is 2
humping steps and 44 railcar moves and the average gap to optimality
is 0.85 humping steps and 8.9 railcar moves, see the eighth and tenth
column of the Tables 6.6 and 6.7.
We discussed above results together with our partners at BASF,
with the outcome that the dispatchers prefer the heuristically com-
puted schedules, in particular, the optimal schedules of the respective
unbounded version. What follows is some reasoning.
First of all, the advantage that the optimal schedules for the actual
bounded case comply with the modeled fixed track lengths is in most
cases of no practical use. These schedules are usually not directly ap-
plicable, since in practice the number of railcars that can be stored on
a track depends on several “soft” parameters. For example, railcars in
fact vary in length and railcars rolling down to tracks are slowed down
by automatic brakes which may lead to gaps between the railcars on
the track. Thus, it seems to be more reasonable to compute optimal
schedules of the respective unbounded version and leave it to the dis-
patcher to handle “full” tracks adequately. Basically, the dispatcher
has two opportunities to deal with a “full” track. Depending on the
actual occupancy of the sorting tracks he or she may have the oppor-
tunity to redirect railcars initially planned to go on the filled track to
another free sorting track in the main rail yard. Besides that, it is of-
ten possible to empty the track and park the respective railcars on a
track beyond the main rail yard.
For both the unbounded and the exact bounded approach, our
partner compared the quality of the computed schedules. From a prac-
tical point of view, the theoretical potential of the optimal “bounded”
schedules for dropping the overall processing time is considered to be
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small compared to the “unbounded” schedules. Note that for our in-
stances the “unbounded” schedules realize the rearrangements with
1.44 roll downs of a railcar on average, instead of 1.41 roll downs of a
railcar in case of theoretical optimality. However, considering the rule-
based schedules in daily action, the “unbounded” schedules offer major
potential for saving time.
Moreover, the computational times of less than 1 second appeal to
the dispatchers. It offers the possibility of quickly reacting on any dis-
ruptions or real time changes in the order of the incoming railcars. In
this sense, the “unbounded” approach excels by a certain robustness.
Figure 6.1. Snapshot of our Prototype which determines schedules for the
rearrangements at BASF
Figure 6.2. Snapshot of the monitoring and control system VICOS developed
by Siemens
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Although the “unbounded” schedules depend on the actual input
sequence of railcars, there always is a certain structure which makes
these schedules understandable. Last but not least, there is no need
for commercial solvers.
We implemented and demonstrated a prototype with graphical user
interface that determines schedules for the rearrangements at BASF,
see Figure 6.1. Unfortunately, our approach is not yet put into daily
action. The reason is, that the dispatchers cannot use it directly within
the monitoring and control system VICOS, developed by Siemens and
installed at BASF, see Figure 6.2. Following the proposal of our part-
ners at BASF, we contacted Siemens Braunschweig and we together
with Siemens discussed an integration of our method as add-on in VI-
COS. Due to several reasons, it is pending at the time being. However,
we still hope that our optimization tool will be added into a major mon-
itoring and control system like VICOS.

C H A P T E R 7
Online Versions
THIS chapter is concerned with the competitiveness of online SRSversions. The notion of competitiveness is well-known; however,the definitions in the literature are not consistent. As a con-
sequence, we first provide some basic concepts of online optimization
problems and corresponding online algorithms.
7.1 Definitions
For an intuition of an online problem think of the popular game Tetris.
Generally, in an online (optimization) problem the complete instance is
not known in advance but revealed gradually as a sequence of input
portions. At any increase of information – that is, immediately after an
input portion is given – a solution for the part of the instance known
so far has to be determined. The generation of a solution for a partial
instance is restricted by previously computed solutions. In most cases,
prior decisions cannot be reversed at all. Each online problem implic-
itly involves a particular grade of information which is defined by the
input I0 which is known in advance and the kind of information Ip
that is revealed by any input portion.
An online algorithm is an algorithm which solves a particular on-
line problem, that is, it outputs a series of feasible solutions for the
sequence of partial instances. Of course, an online algorithm is forced
to make decisions that may later turn out not to be optimal. The qual-
ity of an online algorithm can be measured by comparing the quality of
the solution generated after the last input portion with the quality of
the offline optimum. The offline optimum is an optimal solution of the
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corresponding offline problem where the instance – that is, the entire
input information – is known in advance.
Definition 7.1
An online algorithm A is said to be c-competitive if and only if the
following inequality holds for every problem instance I
zA(I) ≤ c · z∗(I) + c¯,
where zA(I) denotes the value of the solution produced by A after the
last input portion for the instance I, z∗(I) is the value of the offline
optimum for I, c is any factor, and c¯ is a constant not depending on I.
We say an online algorithm is offline-optimal if zA(I) = z∗(I) for
any relevant instance I. An online algorithm A is called constant factor
(c-)competitive if A is c-competitive for a constant c not depending on I.
The competitive ratio of A is given by the infimum over all factors c
for which A is c-competitive. The infimum over all competitive ratios of
algorithms solving an online problem P is called competitive ratio of P.
We say P as well as a c-competitive online algorithm for P are strongly
(c-)competitive if c equals the competitive ratio of P. An online problem
P is said to be not constant factor competitive if its competitive ratio
depends on the size of I, otherwise, P is constant factor competitive.
For example, an online problem P whose instances consist of n objects
is not constant factor competitive if there is an online algorithm solving
P which is strongly n/2-competitive.
For the rest of this chapter, we deal with the online problems cor-
responding to the (offline) g-blocks versions of SRS. For these online
versions we distinguish three possible grades of information. In any
of these three cases, the units arrive one by one, that is, any incoming
unit has immediately – before the next unit arrives – to be stored on a
sorting track in the rail yard. Besides that, we always know in advance
the required configuration of the output sequence. That is, in free or
ordered online versions we are aware of the maximal number g of
blocks in the output sequence, and in o-ordered online versions we
additionally know the maximal numbers g1, . . . , go of blocks in the at
most o outbound trains. In other words, we know that each incoming
unit belongs to one of g groups. Note, it is possible that – after the last
input portion is given – no units of a particular group arrived at all.
We denote the number of groups which actually occur in the entire in-
put of an online version by g¯. In (o-)ordered online versions, the order
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of the groups in the outbound train(s) is given by the group numbers
as in the offline case. For example, if the entire input – after the last
input portion – for a 2-ordered 5-blocks online version with g1 = 3
and g2 = 2 is given by the sequence (5, 3, 1, 1, 4, 5), then, g¯ = 4 and the
actual outbound trains read (1, 1, 3) and (4, 5, 5).
In the first of our three considered grades of information, we only
know in advance the required configuration of the output sequence,
that is, I0 = {g} in free or ordered versions, or I0 = {g, g1, . . . , go}
in o-ordered versions. Besides that, for the i-th incoming unit we know
the group it belongs to and whether or not it is the last incoming unit.
In other words, the i-th input portion either is Ip = {si, li} for se-
quence versions or Ip = {Ii, li} for time windows versions; li is a
binary which is either 1 if unit i is the last one, or 0 otherwise. We
say that an online version with this grade of information is an online
version with sparse information.
In the second case, we additionally know if an incoming unit is the
last one of a group – that is, Ip = {si, li, lsii } for sequence versions
or Ip = {Ii, li, lsii } for time windows versions – where lsii is a binary
which is either 1 if unit i is the last one of group si, or 0 otherwise. For
I0, see the first case of sparse information. A practical motivation of
this grade of information is that there is a positive (maximal) demand
on the number of units for any of the groups 1, . . . , g in the outbound
train(s). In this sense, a unit is indicated as last one, either if this
unit accommodates the demand for its group – later arriving units of
this group will be winnowed – or if it is for sure that no more unit of
this group will arrive in the sequel. Note that we do not know in ad-
vance, if for a particular group no unit arrives at all. An online version
with this grade of information is said to be an online version with little
information.
In the third case, we know in advance the total number n of in-
coming units and the numbers n¯1, . . . , n¯g of incoming units of each
group. That is, I0 = {n, g, n¯1, . . . , n¯g} in free and ordered versions, or
I0 = {n, g, g1, . . . , go, n¯1, . . . , n¯g} in o-ordered versions; and Ip = {si}
or Ip = {Ii}, respectively. We say that an online version with this
grade of information is an online version with few information.
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7.2 Results
First of all, let us point out that there is a connection of some on-
line t-minimizing versions of SRS to particular online graph coloring
problems. In online MVC or online b-MES, the vertices of a graph oc-
cur one by one in an arbitrary order. With every emerging vertex we get
to know its adjacency to all vertices which appeared earlier. We refer to
this grade of information as online coloring information. For results on
online MVC and online b-MES, see for example HALLDO´RSSON (1999),
ERLEBACH & FIALA (2002), and LEROY-BEAULIEU (2008).
For an offline t-minimizing, g-blocks version which is equiva-
lent to MVC (b-MES) of particular graphs, the corresponding online
version with online coloring information is a specialization of online
MVC (online b-MES) of these graphs where the vertices pop up in the
same order as the corresponding units or groups occur in the input se-
quence. For example, the online versions t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl
and t-qu,ub|nsh,·,0-sp|fr,g-bl with little information are specializa-
tions of the online MVC of interval graphs where the intervals pop
up in increasing order of their leftmost points. Note that the online al-
gorithm FIRST FIT is offline-optimal for these online versions, whereas
FIRST FIT is shown to be 8-competitive for the general online MVC
of interval graphs where the intervals may pop up in any order, see
NARAYANASWAMY & SUBHASH BABU (2008).
In the following we classify the competitiveness of some online
versions of SRS. Let us start with a known result. The online ver-
sion t-sq,ub|nsh,se,·|or,n-bl with few information is equivalent to
online MIN COCOLORING of permutation graphs which is not con-
stant factor competitive, see DEMANGE & LEROY-BEAULIEU (2007)
and DI STEFANO ET AL. (2008). Consequently, the online versions
t-sq,ub|nsh,se,·|{or, o-or},g-bl with few information are not constant
factor competitive. Now, we list a couple of observations which are
easily seen. Keep in mind that the simple online algorithm assigning
group g to track g outputs feasible solutions, and it is g-competitive for
any online t-minimizing, unbounded, g-blocks version.
Observation 7.1
It is well-known that FIRST FIT works as offline-optimal online algo-
rithm for online MVC of permutation graphs where the vertices oc-
cur one by one according to the order of elements in the corresponding
permutation, see CHVA´TAL (1984). This method can easily be trans-
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lated into an offline-optimal online algorithm for the online versions
t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl and t-qu,ub|nsh,·,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl
with sparse information, due to previous results.
Observation 7.2
The online versions t-{st,qu},ub|nsh,·,0-sp|·,g-bl with sparse infor-
mation are strongly g-competitive, that is, not constant factor compet-
itive.
Observation 7.3
It is well-known that FIRST FIT works as offline-optimal online algo-
rithm for online MVC of interval graphs where the intervals occur one
by one and from left to right w. r. t. their leftmost points, see CHVA´TAL
(1984). One can easily translate this method into an offline-optimal on-
line algorithm for the online versions t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|fr,g-bl and
t-qu,ub|nsh,·,0-sp|fr,g-bl with little information, due to previous re-
sults.
Observation 7.4
It is easy to see that BEST FIT – see Algorithm 5 in Subsection 4.3.1 –
works as offline-optimal online algorithm for online MVC of point-
interval graphs where the triangles occur one by one and from left to
right w. r. t. the corner points pi1. Again, this method can easily be
translated into an offline-optimal online algorithm for the online ver-
sions t-st,ub|nsh,se,0-sp|or,g-bl and t-qu,ub|nsh,·,0-sp|or,g-bl with
little information, due to previous results.
Theorem 7.1
The online versions t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with little infor-
mation are strongly (g¯ − 1)-competitive, that is, not constant factor
competitive.
Proof. For the online version t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl, let us
consider the online algorithm A¯ which as long as possible tries to store
the first two incoming groups on track 1. At the time that becomes in-
feasible, A¯ opens track 2 and spreads further units of these two groups
over the tracks 1 and 2 in a feasible manner. Each of the other subse-
quently arriving groups is assigned to a single track t ≥ 3 by A¯. The
number of tracks required by the schedule which is produced by A¯ is
denoted by tA¯(S). Obviously, tA¯(S) ≤ g¯ for any input sequence S. We
distinguish the two possible cases t∗(S) = 1 and 2 ≤ t∗(S) ≤ g¯ for the
value t∗(S) of the offline optimum. In case of t∗(S) = 1, it follows with
tA¯(S) = g¯− 1 that tA¯(S) ≤ (g¯− 1) · t∗(S). In case of 2 ≤ t∗(S) ≤ g¯, we
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get tA¯(S) ≤ g¯ = 2g¯− g¯ ≤ t∗(S) · g¯− t∗(S) = (g¯− 1) · t∗(S). As a conse-
quence, online algorithm A¯ is g¯− 1-competitive for the online version
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl.
The first g¯ − 1 incoming units of an input sequence (2, 3, . . . , g¯, ? )
need to be stored on g¯ − 1 different tracks by any online algo-
rithm which ensures feasible solutions for subsequently arriving units.
If we occupy less than g¯ − 1 tracks, then the input (2, 3, . . . , g¯, 1)
would lead to infeasibility. However, for the input (2, 3, . . . , g¯, g¯+ 1)
the offline optimum corresponds to storing all units on a single
track. As a consequence, the competitive ratio of the online version
t-st,ub|nsh,co,sp|or,g-bl with little information is g¯− 1. The result for
the respective o-ordered version is analogously shown. 2
Theorem 7.2
The online versions t-st,ub|nsh,{co,tw},0-sp|·,g-bl with few informa-
tion are strongly g-competitive, that is, not constant factor competitive.
Proof. For the online version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl as well
as the online version t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl, the first g incom-
ing units of an input sequence (g, g − 1, . . . , 1, ? ) need to be stored
on g different tracks to ensure feasible solutions for further in-
coming units. Assume that we occupy less than g tracks. Then,
the input (g, g − 1, . . . , 1, g, g − 1, . . . , 1) would lead to infeasibility
in case of t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl and (g, g− 1, . . . , 1, 2, 3, . . . , g, 1)
would do for t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|or,g-bl. However, for the input se-
quence (g, g − 1, . . . , 1, 1, 2, . . . , g), the offline optimum corresponds to
storing all units on a single track. As a consequence, the com-
petitive ratio of the online versions t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|fr,g-bl and
t-st,ub|nsh,co,0-sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with few information is g.
For the online version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl the first g known
intervals [1, 4g − 2 · 1], [2, 4g − 2 · 2], [3, 4g − 2 · 3], . . . , [g, 4g − 2 · g] of
incoming units require g different tracks to ensure feasibility. Again, if
less than g tracks are occupied, then, the complete input [1, 4g− 2 · 1],
[2, 4g− 2 · 2], [3, 4g− 2 · 3], . . . , [g, 4g− 2 · g], [g+ 1, 4g− 2 · (g− 1)],
[g+ 2, 4g− 2 · (g− 2)], . . . , [2g− 1, 4g− 2 · 1] would cause infeasibil-
ity. However, if the complete input reads [1, 4g− 2 · 1], [2, 4g− 2 · 2],
[3, 4g− 2 · 3], . . . , [g, 4g− 2 · g], [2g+ 1, 4g− 2 · (g− 1)], [2(g+ 1) + 1,
4g− 2 · (g− 2)], . . . , [2(2g− 2) + 1, 4g− 2 · 1], then the offline opti-
mum corresponds to storing all units on a single track. Thus, the
competitive ratio of the online version t-st,ub|nsh,tw,0-sp|or,g-bl
with few information is g. 2
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Of course, the previously shown competitive ratios of the un-
bounded online versions provide lower bounds on the competitive ra-
tios of the corresponding b-bounded online versions for general b. Con-
sequently,
t-{st,qu},b-bd|nsh,·,0-sp|·,g-bl with sparse information,
t-st,b-bd|nsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with little information,
t-st,b-bd|nsh,{co,tw},0-sp|·,g-bl with few information,
t-sq,b-bd|nsh,se,·|{or, o-or},g-bl with few information
are not constant factor competitive for general b.
On the positive side for the b-bounded case, there is the fol-
lowing result. The online versions t-st,b-bd|nsh,se,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl
and t-qu,b-bd|nsh,·,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with sparse information are
strongly 2 − 1/l-competitive, where l = min{b, t∗(S)} and t∗(S) is
the value of the offline optimum. This is due to a result from DE-
MANGE ET AL. (2008), which says that FIRST FIT works as a strongly
2− 1/l-competitive online algorithm for the online b-MES of permuta-
tion graphs where the vertices occur one by one according to the order
of the elements in the corresponding permutation.
Finally, let us deal with the h-hump-shunting online versions
t-st,·|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl that relate to the real-world optimiza-
tion problem at BASF. Note, as in the offline case we do not allow any
humping steps before the last incoming unit – given by the last input
portion – is assigned to a track. Besides that, we assume that there are
arbitrarily many sorting tracks available in the rail yard.
For the online versions t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with
fixed b, the online algorithm A˜ proceeds as follows. It assigns an in-
coming unit directly to an output track whenever this ensures feasi-
bility. We denote the number of units which are directly moved to the
output track(s) by nˆ1. With all other incoming units A˜ iteratively fills
the tracks 1, . . . ,
⌈
n−nˆ1
b
⌉
=: t˜, that is, first track 1 is filled, after that
track 2, and so on. The set of units parked on track i is given by the
subsequence Si of the input sequence S.
The solution produced by A˜ performs the first t˜ humping steps ac-
cording to the track execution order E = (1, . . . , t˜, ? ). During these
humping steps the units roll down in the same order as they occur in
the input sequence, since S¯ = (S1⊕ S2⊕ · · · ⊕ St˜) is a subsequence of S.
Before the first humping step is actually executed, A˜ determines the
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offline optimum OS¯ – regarding the considered version – for S¯. Note
that the value h∗(S¯) of this solution is not greater than the value h∗(S)
of the offline optimum for S. As above-mentioned, the solution of A˜ per-
forms the first t˜ humping steps from the tracks 1, . . . , t˜ according to OS¯
such that the units only roll on the sorting tracks t˜+ 1, . . . , t˜+ h∗(S¯), or
on the output track(s). After that, we proceed with the humping steps
– described by OS¯ – from the tracks t˜+ 1, . . . , t˜+ h
∗(S¯).
After all, A˜ determines a feasible solution with
hA˜(S) =
⌈
n− nˆ1
b
⌉
+ h∗(S¯) ≤
⌈
n− nˆ1
b
⌉
+ h∗(S)
humping steps according to the track execution order E = (1, . . . , t˜,
t˜+ 1, . . . , t˜+ h∗(S¯)).
The unbounded online versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl
are equivalent to the corresponding b-bounded versions with a fixed
track length b ≥ n. As a consequence, we – due to
⌈
n−nˆ1
b
⌉
≤ 1 – observe
what follows for the unbounded case.
Observation 7.5
The online versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl are strongly
1-competitive for any grade of information. In particular, we need at
most one humping step more than the offline optimum.
Note that there is no offline-optimal online algorithm for the online
versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with little information. For
example, consider the online versions t-st,ub|h-hsh,co,sp|or,3-bl. As-
sume that the first incoming unit is of group 2. We need to store it on a
sorting track because we do not know whether a unit of group 1 will ar-
rive afterwards. Thus, we have to perform at least one humping step.
However, if the entire input sequence reads (2, 3), then no humping
step is necessary at all.
Let us go back to the b-bounded case. In the following we restrict these
online versions to input sequences S with h∗(S) ≥ 1. In other words,
at least one humping step is needed for the required rearrangement of
the input sequence in the offline case.
Theorem 7.3
The online versions t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with little in-
formation are strongly dn/be-competitive – that is, not constant factor
competitive – for any fixed b.
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Proof. As described above, the online algorithm A˜ determines a fea-
sible solution with hA˜(S) ≤ dn/be+ h∗(S) humping steps.
In case of
⌈n
b
⌉
= 1 (unbounded), we get hA˜(S) ≤
⌈n
b
⌉ · h∗(S) + 1.
In case of
⌈n
b
⌉ ≥ 2, h∗(S) = 1, we get hA˜(S) ≤ ⌈nb ⌉ · h∗(S) + 1.
In case of
⌈n
b
⌉ ≥ 2, h∗(S) ≥ 2, we get hA˜(S) ≤ ⌈nb ⌉ · h∗(S).
Thus, online algorithm A˜ is dn/be-competitive.
For the online version t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|or,4-bl with little infor-
mation, any online algorithm has to store the entire input sequence
(2, 2, . . . , 2, 4, 3) on the sorting tracks, because until the last input por-
tion is revealed it is not known whether a unit of group 1 will arrive.
Thus, the solution obtained by any online algorithm requires at least
dn/be humping steps. The offline optimum needs only one humping
step. Hence, the online versions t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl
with little information are strongly dn/be-competitive. 2
In the online versions t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with few
information, it is possible to move all the units from the input track to
the output track(s) which are directly assigned to the output track(s)
in the offline optimum. In other words, online algorithm A˜ is imple-
mentable such that the number nˆ1 is best possible. Consequently, it is
d(n− nˆ1)/be ≤ h∗(S), which implies the following result.
Theorem 7.4
The online algorithm A˜ is 2-competitive for the two online versions
t-st,b-bd|h-hsh,co,sp|{or, o-or},g-bl with few information.
From practical point of view, the results presented in this chapter can
be summarized as follows. For most versions of SRS, it is in general
not avoidable that the quality of the rearrangements performed in the
online case with sparse information – the knowledge of the incoming
sequence reveals gradually by the units arriving one by one – is arbi-
trarily bad compared to the best possible solution (of the offline case).
This is also true for the online version of our real-world optimization
problem at BASF, even in case of little information.

C H A P T E R 8
Conclusion
THIS thesis is concerned with the problem of optimally rearrang-ing objects, in particular, railcars in a rail yard. We introduced athorough classification for versions of such rearrangement prob-
lems. For various versions,
• we provided a translation into a mathematical language,
• we listed known results,
• we showed their equivalence to certain graph coloring, schedul-
ing, and bin packing problems,
• we classified their computational complexity,
• we gave approximability results,
• and we proposed solution approaches for determining good or
even optimal schedules.
Computational results show that we can determine optimal schedules
for real input data with surprisingly small computational effort. This
is true for all considered versions; in particular, for the version that
corresponds to the real-world optimization problem dealt with in our
project together with BASF.
—————————
Let us conclude with some recommendations for future work. In this
thesis, we investigated many – however, by far not all – applicable
offline versions of SRS. Besides that, our competitive analysis of online
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versions is of an introductory nature. That is, quite a lot of offline and
online SRS versions still offer challenging open questions for future
research.
Ultimately, the two open theoretical questions related to this thesis
which are of the greatest interest to me read as follows.
• What is the computational complexity of the three equivalent ver-
sions t-st,ub|nsh,se,sp|fr,g-bl, t-qu,ub|nsh,se,sp|fr,g-bl, and
t-qu,ub|nsh,co,sp|fr,g-bl ?
• Is MVC of polygon-circle graphs constant factor approximable
– or even 2-approximable – in polynomial time ?
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